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2V1.. ilýC1 P 

Theoretical studies of turbulent natural convection ): i. no r. eria 

have fnr core tirre been : tinder-d t:, r a lack of any reliable exoerirent! t1 

data. The primary objective of this irvestigaticr was the orcvision 

of mach data. In this respect the results r. sv `a° s, =, rarised as 

follows: - 

Local heat-transfer coefficients havA been measured at values 

of the local Grashof nurber between 10 
1o 

and 1.5 x 10 . For 

10 " -1 < Gr <2k 1010 the local `iunselt nur bar is vroportional tý 'r0' 
4 

while for 2x1.010 < 1,5 x 1'0 ̀ 1 it is ýaroaortiona1 to Gr0' i. `'ean 

velocity and ter-perature profiles have been measured. These are in 

general agreement with the only nr`evious results which were obtained 

in '1921, but show substantial disagreezrents when compared with theoretical 

predictions. Distributiorw 'of frequency and amplitude in the turbulent 

tenrerature fluctuations have also been r. easured. 

In addition to thn investicntion of the turbulent boundary layer, 

a considerable nurzber of experirr nts have been carried out on laminar 

and tranzitioral boundary ;. avers. The work on the laninar bounriary laver 

wac prompted by the discovery of the effect of a vertical terperature 

gradia. nt outside the boundwry 1r rer. New similarity solutions to the 

laminar boundary layer equation have been derive11 for a wide range of 



- 

ennditinns. These solutions surrest that the rresence cf a te-nerature 

gradient outside the boundary layer can cause instability, throughout 

the whole laminar region. Experiment&I measurements c. f local heet- 

transfer rates and temperature profiles tend to confirr the theoretical 

results. 

1"ßeasurcr.: ents in a transitional boundary layer show the variation 

of the local heat-transfer coefficient, torether vith the development of 

the S`1e3n terroerature profiles and the teDcra: ure fluctuations. 

In the derivation of the theoretical results, a new t ethcd for 

the numerical solution of coupled, non-linear differentih1 equations on 

a digital corputer, as been developed. 1. comparison is r^ade between 

this method and the more co=only used method of ! unre-Kuttn. 

a. 
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"lote on Prenentation 

Graphs, diearars, photographs and table, except when 

these are close to the text, will he found at the end of the 

relevant chapter. 
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ºi' hols Used 

As B, C constants 

c1, c2, constants (defined in Chapter 5) 

etc. 

cp specific heat capacity at constant pressure 

d diameter of wire 

f sir.. ilarit'r variable (defined in Chapter 5) 

G temperature function (: defined in Chanter 5) 

Gr Grashof nunber 

g local specific graviationai force 

k thermal conductivity 

L characteristic length (Chanter 5) also half-lenrth of hot wire 

m, n constant uarmxeters (defined in CT; apter 5) 

: +u : Nuscelt number 

r Pressure 

Pat"m atrosii'; eric pressure 

Pr Prandtl n%mbot r 

heat-transfer rate 

4dß neat-transfer rate Per Zen th 

4,, heat-transfer rata per area 

:" electrical. resistance 

Re Peynolds zum"jer 

i 
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T absolute temperature 

t ti rie 

t* di: renaion'_ess tirhP (defir: e3 in Chapter 5) 

u conannent of velocity wr: the x" 5rý! ction 

u' turbulent component of velocity in the )r lirection 

v eo-rponent of velocity In tie ;; dr°^tior 

VI tu: ýýJulennt corronnnt of v°? ocit,, i ; ±' t l"/ :! lrevtien 

V voltage 

x listtnco along Vie elate Measured fror: the tilei^-rl 
leading eire 

X dimensionless distance in the Y. "i recti c"n 

y distance norra, to ti-, c pimtc 

Y dimensionless dir-tancA -Jr. the :r dirn'tiou 

: eat-transfer coefficient 

coAffirient of ck`., icni cr-parminn 

c constant parameter ((Ie f ined in 

cv edt!.; viscosity 

C red;:. / con, ivcti vity 

variak: lc (riýVir '1 in C', apter 5; 

d temperature 

turbulent temperature ccn pnnent 

a. constant parater (defined in Ar- Qn-: ix C) 

N visconit^ 
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v kincº1atic viscosity 

p dan3itiº 

ý1 ) 
functions (defined in Chipter 5') 

er dirnensirnltss temperature function 

streun- function 

diiensionl'ss streun function 

body-force tern (in boundary layer c-juation) 

Subscripts 

w conditions on the surface of the heated plate 

conditions outside the boundary 1a; -^r 

"umerscritts 

I 

the mean value over a beriod of tim. 

the prim is u3ed to indicate differentiation, ., th respect 
to the independent variable 
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1.1. Introduction 

The investigation which forms the main body of this thesis 

did not arise originally as a problem in its own right, rather, it 

arose from a feasibility study which preceded an investigation into 

another problem. Indeed, it is hoped that the present work will 

provide a foundation for an investigation into the original problem. 

The original problem was concerned with natural convection 

phenomena in completely closed cavities and, in particular, with cases 

for which the convective flows are turbulent. Two main types of 

problem of this nature can occur, depending on the presence or 

absence of a volume beat-source in the fluid within the cavity. 

Practical problems involving a volume heat-source are mainly 

concerned with Nuclear Reactors. One such problem arises from the 

possibility of using a fluid fuel element. Another problem arises 

from the use of "cans" of heavy water as a moderating control medium. 

Practically occurring problems without volume heat-sources arise 

mainly from the use of layers of fluid for thermal insulation 

purposes, as for instance in the double glazing of windows. 

For design purposes in all these situations, 'a knowledge of 

heat-transfer rates, temperatures and velocities is required. For 

some problems, the heat transfer data already exists, as for instance 

in Griffiths and b avis: (9j and Davis (391 for the thermal insulation 

case. However, in no case does all the data exist and for many or 

-In 
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the problems involving volume heat-sources, there is very little 

data at all. Caster and Murgatroyd [401 report an investigation 

into a volume heat-source problem. They give a survey of the 

information required for design purposes in nuclear applications. 

The work reported in [40] is mainly concerned with conditions under 

which one would expect the flow to be laminar and it is significant 

that measured velocities are reported which are up to fifty times 

smaller than predicted by a theoretical consideration, Woodrow [142), 

of the same problem. The author [42] was able to offer a partial 

explanation of this discrepancy, although the understanding of the 

phenomena is by no means complete. 

Concurrently with the work contained in the later parts of 

[401, a proposal was made for an investigation into a closed cavity 

convection problem under fully turbulent conditions. An attempt 

at a theoretical investigation into such a problem was in existence, 

tdurgatroyd (43], and it was proposed to use this as a starting point. 

Preliminary studies indicated that any experimental work, either 

with, or without volume heat-sources, would meet difficulties at 

least as onerous as those reported in [1+0]. Thus, in view of the 

drastic assumptions involved in the theory (43] and the severe lack 

of agreement between theory and experiment under laminar conditions, 

reported in (40], it was decided to attempt to improve the theory 

first because the design of a suitable experiment depended on having 

-^ý"a 
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an idea of the order of magnitude of the velocities and temperatures 

to be measured. 

The theory in [431 makes considerable use of data and ideas, 

concerning turbulent transport terms, obtained from experiments under 

forced convection conditions,, thus implying a "similarity" between 

the phenomena. A detailed study, of the problem suggests that the 

only justification for this assumed similarity lies in the almost 

total absence of any data concerning turbulent natural convection 

flows, except overall heat-transfer coefficients. The only 

exception to this lies in the work of Griffiths and Davis [9], carried 

out in 1922. This work will be discussed in more detail later, but 

it suffices to say here that the accuracy of the work is open to 

some doubt. 

This lack of data concerning turbulent natural convection 

flows has been noted by a number of authors (Ede [1], Bourne [5] 

and Eckert and Jackson 13]) and is probably responsible in part for 

the very limited quantity of theoretical work which has been 

published concerning this phenomena. 

The difficulties outlined above, together with the fact that 

detailed results pertinent to the original problem were not required 

immediately, led to a decision to investigate the simplest and 

experimentally most convenient, turbulent natural convection flow 

ýý 
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before going on to attempt to investigate a closed cavity problem. 

A survey of possible natural convection flows quickly led to the 

conclusion that natural convection from an isothermal, plane, 

vertical surface would be the most convenient arrangement for an 

experimental investigation. This choice of arrangement had two 

additional advantages. Firstly, there already existed for it, 

sufficient data on which to base the design of an apparatus and 

the associated measuring equipment and secondly, the simplicity 

of the arrangement seemed to promise results which would be of 

value in a wide range of other natural convection problems. 

The experiment was eventually carried out using air as the 

fluid medium, but this choice was mainly decided by the requirements 

for the instrumentation to measure fluid velocities. This point 

is discussed in detail in Chapter 3; i. 

1.2. Formulation of the Problem 

Even before the choice of fluid aedium had been made, it vas 

possible to formulate the objectives of the investigation, These 

t be en__ rised as: 

(1) To determine experimentally, profiles of mean velocity and 
mean temperature in the turbulent boundary layer, over it range of 
values of the Grashof number. 

ýý 
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(2) To determine experimentally the relationship between the 

local heat-transfer coefficient and the Grashof number in the 

turbulent boundary layer. 

C3) To investigate as far as possible, the characteristics 

of the turbulence associated with the natural convection flow. 

(L) To investigate certain aspects of the laminar boundary 

layer for which disagreement existed between the theoretical 

results and the results of previous experiiente. 

It was realised at an early stage that attainment of the 

third objective would be severely limited by instrumentation 

difficulties. Many of these limitations are discussed in 

Chapter 3. 

T 
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2.1. Introduction 

Since the work of Dulong and Petit in 1817, there has been 

an almost continuous interest in this phenorienon. By 1956, more 

than 150 papers had been published. Fortunately, in 1956, a 

comprehensive literature survey compiled by A, J, Ede was issued by 

the Mechanical Engineering Research Laboratory (1). 

The present survey is thus divided into two main parts. 

The first deals with those papers listed in (1] which are 

particularly relevant to the present investigation while the 

second part is concerned with work not covered by (1} and with 

work published since 1956. 

There are two points of importance in connection with this 

survey. Firstly, the comnent3 are entirely the work of the 

author, even when referring to papers reported in (1]. Secondly, 

the survey only deals with work published before January 1962 

when the present investigation corienced. Work published since 

that date is listed in the bibliography and is referred to in the 

discussion. 

2.2. Work Published before 1956 and Listed in [1] 

Reference [1l is divided into a theoretical part and an 

experixtental part, With subdivisions for laminar floe and for 

"aý, 
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turbulent flow. The main results of the experimental papers are 

tabulated, and there possible, an attempt is made to correlate 

these results on a uniform basis. 

2.2.1. Theoretical Work 

The Work of Ostrach (1952) (21 is important because not 

only does it contain the best available solution to the lazinar 

flow problem for the case of constant surface temperature, but 

it also contains a very thorough derivation of the boundary layer 

differential equations in the form in which they are applied to 

natural convection problems. 

The work of Eckert and Jackson (1950) [3) was the first 

detailed attempt at a solution of the turbulent flow problem, 

though an earlier attempt along very simple lines had been made by 

Colburn (see ti) for details). Eckert and Jackson used the 

boundary layer integral technique, basing their assumed temperature 

and velocity profiles on the experimental work of Griffiths and 

Davis [9]. however, they had to make use of certain data obtained 

from forced flow experiments in order to relate the wall shear 

stress to the flow parameters and, in addition, they were forced 

to make use of Reynolds' analogy. Both these points represent 

possible sources of error. It has been suggested by several 

authors (for instance, Bourne (1959) 151) that Reynolds 'lanalogj 

ý-; "x 
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does not apply to natural convection phenomena. This point needs 

careful attention since all the existing attempts at theoretical 

solutions to natural convection problems make use of Reynolds' 

analogy or part of it. 

Bourne quotes four conditions which must be satisfied if 

Reynolds' analogy is to hold. These are (a) the Prandtl number 

must be unity (b) the strearraise pressure gradient raust be zero 

(c) the temperature and velocity boundary conditions must be 

similar (d) the eddy viscosity and the eddy conductivity raust 

be equal. It is the fourth of these conditions which is generally 

questioned, indeed, some authors have suggested that the validity 

of the whole concept of eddy diffusivities is doubtful. 

Following Bourne, we define the eddy diffusivities by 

Ev uu'v'/(aülay) and n Bourne suggests 

that if aü/ay is zero at a point at which 39/ay is not zero then 

ev # eH. This need not necessarily be true if u v' =0 at the 

point at which 2u/äy = 0. and this is in fact the condition 

indicated by the Prandtl mixing length hypothesis. A consideration 

of the equality of cn and cx in problems in which the profiles of 

mean velocity and mean temperature are not sirnilar, thus leads to a 

consideration of the value of uulvr. at points at which 37u/8y is zero. 
. 
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The classical hypotheses of Prandtl, Von Karzan and Taylor 

suggest that uuIv is always zero when_au/ay is zero, and for some 

problems such as flow in pipes and in a boundary layer on a flat 

plate with zero stye ctwise pressure gradient, these hypotheses seem 

to give an adequate description of observed phenomena. However, 

other problems exist for which these hypotheses do not give a 

satisfactory description of observed phenomena. An example of 

such a problem is a wall jet. Experimental evidence suggests that 

for this problem, urv' is not zero at the sarge point as 3Z/ay, 

although the evidence on this point cannot yet be said to be conclusiv 

On the basis of the available evidence, the following 

conclusions may be suggested. Firstly, it seems likely that üw 

and aü/2y are both zero at the same point in flows in which the 

profile of mean velocity is symnetrical about the point at which 

au/ay is zero. Secondly, it seems likely that u'v' and 0/2y are 

only zero together in flows having unsymmetrical mean velocity 

profiles, if the scale of turbulence is srall. This would be in 

keeping with one of the assumptions of the classical turbulence 

hypotheses mentioned above. 

Since in turbulent natural convection on a plane vertical 

surface, the profile of mean velocity is certainly not eymxetrical 

about the point at which aü/ay is zero, considerations of the 

-1- 
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equality of cv and rU in such a Plow, require consideration, of the 

scale of turbulence to be expected in the Plow. 

There appears to be no direct evidence at present available 

as to the eddy size in turbulent natural convection, but an order of 

magnitude can be inferred from the frequencies reported by Townsend 

(1959) (10) and the low velocities known to occur in such flows. 

Such an estiriate suggests that the eddy size is indeed of the same 

order as the boundary layer thickness, If this is the case, 

Reynolds' analogy cannot hold, and the whole concept of eddy 

diffusivities ceases to have value though it is alvsys possible to 

define such quantities. 

The results of the work of Eckert and Jackson do not agree 

with the experimental results of Griffiths and Davis insofar as 

the variation of boundary layer properties with distance along the 

surface is concerned. Eckert and Jackson suggest that this may 

be due to inaccuracies in the experimental results. This. is one 

of the points of issue, which it was hoped that the present 

investigation would help to settle. 

Bayley (1955) (4) also"developed a theoretical approach to 

the problem of turbulent natural convection. Although he was 

primarily concerned with liquid metals, and therefore with low 

Prandtl numbers, he does also derive results applicable to air. 
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His approach is generally similar to that of Eckert and Jackson, 

though it is more complicated because of the special requirements 

for low Prandtl Numbers. He assuies that ev = EH = 7v. He also 

makes use of results obtained from forced flow experiments. Thus 

his work is open to the same objections as that of Eckert and 

Jackson though his results are in slightly better agreement with 

the experimental results of Griffiths and Davis. 

2.2.2. Experimental Work 

The most extensive experimental work with regard to heat- 

transfer coefficients is that by Saunders (1936) (6). Saunders 

measured overall heat-transfer rates over a range of Grashof 

numbers from 0, k to 3x 10" in air. For the lower ranges of 

Grashof number, he used plates made from platinum foil, heated 

directly by the passage of a large electric current, no that the 

surface conditions may be presumed to have been nearer to constant 
heat flux than constant temperature. This point which is not 
brought out in (1l is mentioned by Saunders, in the original paper, 

where he suggests, perhaps incorrectly, that any cri tterence between 

his experirental conditions and constant surface te=perature 

conditions can be neglected. Sparrow and Gregg Il5J shoe that 

for the constant heat flux condition, the overall heat transfer rate 

,... ý,.. 
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is not the same as that from a sirl lar plate having a constant 

surface temperature equal to the mean temperature of the constant 

heat flux plate. 

Saunders achieved the very large range of Grashof number 

by varying the pressure in the medium surrounding the heated 

surface. This enabled the physical size of the apparatus to be 

kept snall$ at the possible expense r.! Joe of accuracy in the 

approximation to an infinite medium as assumed in the theory. 

Only two experizenters have reported measurements of 

profiles of temperature and velocity in a natural convection 

boundary layer, though there are a number who have teasured 

profiles of temperature only. 

The work of Schmidt and Beckmann (1930) (7) vas restricted 
to laminar flow conditions and because of this, they were able to 

use a conveniently simple instrument to measure the velocity. 

Thi3 instrument, the quartz fibre anemometer, uses a thin cylinder 

of quartz held as a cantilever with its axis perpendicular to the 

flow and lying along a line of constant velocity. A measurement 

of the deflection of the-free end of the cylinder is made with a 

microscope fitted with a graduated eye piece. This enables the 

drag on the fibre to be calculated. Hence the fluid velocity 

can be obtained, either by the use of the Oseen theory (Lamb [16]) 
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if the cylinder Reynolds' number is less than unity, or from a 

calibration curve for higher values of Re. 

Schmidt and Beckmann velocity and temperature profiles, 

the latter being measured with a thermocouple, show reasonable 

agreement with theory and a detailed conparison is contained in (21. 

Griffiths and Davis (1922) [9) measured temperature and 

velocity profiles under both laminar and turbulent conditions. 

They also measured the variation of local heat-transfer rate with 

position on the surface, but unfortunately their results are in 

arbitrary units (beir. G uncorrected for losses) so that only 

qualitative comparisons are possible. They used a form of hot 

wire anemometer to measure the profiles. With a low wire current, 

this instrurent behaves as a resistance thermometer, while with a 

higher current, it behaves as an anemometer. 

In view of the close similarity between the work of these 

authors and that of the present investigation, it is desirable to 

attempt to assess the accuracy of their measurements. [1] gives 

a comparison between their velocity profiles for laminar floe 

conditions and the theoretical profile by Ostrach. The agreement 

is not very good, being considerably worse than that between Schmidt 

and Beckrann's results and the Ostrach theory, In trying to assess 

the accuracy of their results for turbulent flow conditions, two 

-t, 
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sources of error come to sind. One lies in the conplete absence 

of an mention of a requirement to average their readings. This 

is puzzling since one would expect that turbulent natural convection 

with its very low velocities would be characterised by very low 

frequency turbulence. This was certainly the case in the related 

problem of turbulent natural convection above a horizontal plane 

surface studied by Townsend [10), where it was reported that 

averaging tines of up to 10 minutes, were needed. It is not 

possible to assign a numerical value to the degree of inaccuracy 

due to this source of error, but it must cast doubt on the validity 

of the results. 

The second obvious source of error with regard to the 

measurement of velocities lies in the form of their calibration 

equation: 

B(U0)0'5 fC 

where B and C are constants and A is the temperature difference 

between the heated wire and the local air. 

They report that this equation, and their values of h and C 

N 

obtained by calibration in an air stream of known velocity, appeared 

to be independent of the temperature of the air stream. Dimension; 

analysis of the heat transfer process from the eire to the air, 

suggest a relationship of the form nu w f(Re). Most recent 

calibration equations for hot wire anemometers are of this type. 
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See. for example, Collis and William3 (1954`(11]. Thus, in the 

Griffiths and Davis equation, the quantities B and C are not really 

constants. B- B' k/NG'5 and Ca C'k where B' and C' are real 

constants. The proportional changes in B and C over the range of 

temperatures covered by Griffiths and Davis are 8% and 15% 

respectively. The error in velocity due to this depends on the 

relative magnitudes of Q'/AB and C and will be largest at low 

velocities. Comparing the equation with that Given by Collis and 

Willians, it appears that ý'/A8 is never likely to be more than 

three tires C, so that the error will always be present, especially 

since the terms in error must be squared to obtain the velocity. 

In view of the above discussion it seems that it firure of 

+ 20% right be a not unreasonable estiriate of the accuracy of the 

velocity profiles for turbulent flow reported by Griffiths and 

Davis. Their temperature profiles are probably more accurate than 

this, but due to lack of infestation concerning any avere ing 

technique, it is not possible to assign a numerical value to the 

accuracy. 

There are a number of other papers reported in (1) which 

have some relevance to the present investigation, but none are 

considered to justify further discussion. 

ý_ 
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2.3. Work not Reported in [11 

Three references are listed in the bibliography which appear 

to have been overlooked by the author of ill. The work of Arnstein 

(1951) [121 is concerned with experimental measurerents of overall 

heat-tran3fer rates in free convection in water and ethelyene glycol. 

Although the range of Crashof numbers is large, going, up to 10"ý 

the results shoe a very large scatter and appear to be generally 

unsatisfactory, This W have been due to temperature gradients 

in the bulk of the fluid away from the heated surface. 
of 

These results thus add little/value to the data riven in (1). 

The work of Levy (1955) [13) 1s concerned with boundary 

layer integral solutions to the laminar flow problem. Although it 

is a particularly good demonstration of the use of the methods it 

adds little to the range of theoretical laminar flow solutions 

already reported in We 

Izur, i, Takahashi and Kaneko (1954) (14+1 report the use of a 

hot wire anemometer to measure velocity profiles in natural 

convection. Their techniques were similar to those of Griffiths 

and Davis and their calibration graphs show considerable scatter. 

No actual velocity profiles are reported though thgre are a a=ber 

of graphs of velocity against time at a fixed point, under 

transient conditions. 

w 
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2.4. Work Published since 19 56 (up to Ist January 1962) 

In this period there have appeared a considerable number 

of papers dealing With extensions to the range of theoretical 

solutions available for the laminar floe problem. Sparrow and 

Gregg (1958) [18) and (1960) [17] have dealt with the problems of 

natural convection from a non-isothermal surface and quasi-steady 

natural convection. Sparrow and Cess (1961) [191 and Eichhorn 

(1960) (201 have dealt with problers of suction and blowing at 

the surface during natural convection and Chung and Anderson (1961) 

(21) and Oei'el (1958) (. 2I have dealt with transient natural 

convection. However, none of these papers need be considered in 

detail since Yang (1960) (231 has set out the general method for the 

determination of similarity solutions for laminar natural convection, 

and has given all the above problems as special cases. His paper 

is particularly important because the method is set out very 

clearly and concisely. 

In addition to the above work, Sparrow and Gregg (1958) (15) 

have also considered the effect of variable fluid properties on 

natural convection phenot; na" They give a number of reference 

temperatures at which fluid properties can be evaluated 3o that the 

results of constant property solutions are applicable to problem 

involving large temperature differences. These reference temperatures 

give very little insight into the detailed effects of property 

variation, but they have considerable practical value. 
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A number of papers which are listed in the bibliography, 

deal with approxir to solutions to laminar flow problems, but no 

detailed reference to theft vill be made here. 

The only theoretical work published during this period 

dealing with the turbulent flow problem, is that of Fujii (1959) 

(28). The boundary layer integral technique is used and the work 

adds little to that of [3) and [k) on which it draws heavily. 

" Fujii (1959) [291 has also dealt with the problem of 

transition fron laminar flow to turbulent floe. He suggests a 

mechanism involving the formation of a vortex street in the 

transition region, but his own results (in the s me paper) are the 

only evidence to substantiate this suggestion. 

Szewczyk (1961) [30] has made a detailed study of the 

transition problecs, both theoretically and experimentally. His 

results show conclusively that transition begins with instability 

in the region of the inflexion point which occurs in the velocity 

profile outside the point of maximum velocity. His theoretical 

value for the critical Grashof number shows reasonable agreement 

with his experimental results. 

Gebhart (1961) (311 has suggested that the lack of better 

agreement =ay be due to the dependence of the fluid viscosity on 

the temperature, but this point has not been proved. 
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The problem of transition has also been studied experimentally 

by Eckert , Hartnett and Irvine (1960) 1321, by means of flow 

visualisation using woke. Their results are not in very good 

agreement with those of (301 and raust be treated with caution 

because of the possible influence of the solid screens used to cut 

out the effect of room disturbances. 

Thera have been two main experimental studies of the laminar 

flow problems Eichhorn (1961) (331, reports the development of a 

new method for the measurement of laminar velocities using tellurium 

dye. Unfortunately, some of the effects resulting from the handling 

of tellurium, other than those directly associated with the 

visualisation technique, make its use undesirable. 

Gold3te5n and Eckert (1960) [341 report the use of a Mach- 

Zender intertero: eter to study both steady and tran31ent natural 

convection under constant heat-flux conditions. This work is 

important because they obtained local heat-transfer data from the 

accurate measurement of the temperature gradient near the heated 

surface, a technique which has been used in the present investigation. 

Their Figures 6 and 7 (reproduced here as Figures 2.1 and 2.2) show 

very good agreement between their measurements and the theoretical 

a 

results of (151, even at very by Grashof numbers. This is in 

notable disagreement with the results . 0f Saunders (6) at low Grashof 

numbers. 
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Bayley, Milne and Stoddard (1961) [351 report measurements 

of overall heat-transfer rates in a liquid metal in both the 1ELminar 

and turbulent regions. Unfortunately, they used a therriosyphon 

type of apparatus so that their results are dependent on the length 

to radius ratio of the thermosfphon tube and hence on the effect of 

possible boundary layer interference. This rakes a comparison of 

their results with flat plate results rather difficult, though their 

results do show some measure of agreement with the theoretical 

results of (4]. 
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FIG. 2.2 
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CHAPTER3 

SURVEY OF 14ETIIODS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF 
LOW FLUID VELOCITIFS 
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3.1. Introduction 

As indicated briefly in Chapter 1, it was realised at an early 

stage that the success of this investigation depended very much on the 

selection of a suitable technique for the measurement of fluid velocity. 

Decisions concerning the nature of the working fluid and the design of 

the apparatus were held in abeyance until a thorough survey of possible 

techniques of velocity measurement had been made, The results of this 

survey are reported in this chapter. 

This survey was concluded in April 1962 and is thus mainly 

concerned with work published before that date. Relevant publications 

which have appeared since then are listed in the bibliography, and in 

most cases are referred to in the discussion (Chapter 8). It is the 

author's opinion that decisions arrived at as a result of this survey 

would not have been significantly altered by the availability of any of 

these more recent publications. 

3.2. Requirenents for a Suitable Velocity measuring Technique 

Considerable doubt existed concerning the marnitude of the 

velocities Which it was hoped to measure in this investigation. The 

available experimental evidence, of doubtful accuracy, suggested that the 

I 
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mean velocities were in the range 0- 60 cm/s with air as a working 

fluid or approximately 1/10th of this with water as a working fluid. 

Theoretical considerations on the other hand, suggested velocities 

up to l40 cm/s. In view of the fact that it is at low velocities that 

rust measuring techniques fail, it was decided to refer to the lower 

of these two ranges when discussing possible measuring techniques. 

Although the main interest of the work xas in the turbulent 

flow region, it was none the less intended to make some measurements 

in laminar flow, particularly for calibration purposes. It was therefore 

desirable that the measuring technique to be selected should be such as 

to permit the measurement of mean velocities both in laminar and 

turbulent flows. For mean velocity measurements in-the-latter,, the 

output of any suitable measuring instrument had to be capable of being 

averaged over a period of one minute or longer, because of the expected 

low frequencies of the turbulence. 

The posoibility of neasurirg the fluctuating component of the 

turbulent velocity was a subsidiary requirement. No direct information 

existed concerning the magnitude of fluctuation to be expected. However, 

using the information concerning turbulent frequencies mentioned in 

Chapter 2 as a guide, it was estimated that the fluctuations iaht be of 

the order of + 10% of the rean velocity. 

In the consideration of any technique based on thermal effects, 

it had to be borne in mind that turbulent temperature fluctuations in 
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the working fluid, could well be of the care order of magnitude as 

the velocity fluctuations. 

3.3. A General Survey of Techniques for the 
Measurement of Low Velocities 

It was convenient to look initially at the range of possible 

velocity measuring techniques in fairly general tern 3. before looking 

in detail at the more promising techniques. 

One of the most commcnly used techniques for the rneacurenent 

of fluid velocities is that involving the measurement of the difference 

between the local static pressure and the local stagnation pressure at 

a point in the fluid, using a pitot-static 'tube and some form of 

aanoweter. It was iraediately obvious that this technique could not 

be used in the present problem, because the raximur pressure difference 

involved would be of the oder of 10 -3 cn water ¬auZe, much too small 

to be measured with any degree of accuracy, particularly in view of the 

need for long time period avprnring. 

Another corrionly used technique, hot-wirr aner.. ometry, is based 

on the relationship between the rate of heat transfer fron a heated wire 

and the velocity of the fluid flowing past it. This technique (which 

was the one eventually used) was considered to be worthy of a detailed 

study, particularly since there were two reports of its use in similar 

circumstances, [91 and [141. 
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A number of variations on this technique were also investieated. 

The Sir. ons shielded hot-wire anenometer [491 had been developed specially 

For use in low speed flows. However, its use is restricted to 

horizontal air flows. Both Tudhope [50) and tuen (51) report the use 

of hot-wire anemometers using thermal diffusion, a thermocouple or 

resistance therroneter being placed downstream. of a heated wire. 

These instrur: ents, together with a similar one used by Tritton [B) in 

which the heat-source is pulsed, suffer fron the disadvantage that the 

measuring head of the instrument is too large for the satisfactory use 

in boundary layer type flows. They would however be of considerable 

use in a more uniform flow, as for instance in a very low speed 

wind tunnel. 

Boyer and Lonsdale (52) and tanz [53) describe the use of an 

electrolytic method for the measurement of low velocities in water. 

Despite the reported high sensitivity at low velocities, the method was 

not thought suitable in view of the reported difficulty in ootaining 

reproducible characteristics. 

Two unusual possibilities which were investigated briefly were 

the use of radio-active tracers, Richardson et al. (54] and the use of 

the phase shift in ultrasonic waves, Ka1iis (55). Both these rethods 

appear to be suitable only for the neasure. ent of volume flow rates in 

ducts. 
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A considerable nurber of optical and send-optical techniques 

were investigated. The use of a doubly refractive liquid. Peebles 

et al. [56], Binnie and Fowler (57) and Posenberß (58), wa3 discarded 

because of the considerable doubt concerning the accuracy of 

quartitative results, particularly in turbulent flau. 

The technique of the fluid motion : licroscope, Fage and 

Townsend [59), was rejected because of the author's experience with 

the experiments reported by Gacto r [40). In these experiments it had 

been demonstrated that the technique was unsatisfactory with velocity 

fluctuations of low frequency because of the inability of the hur-an eye 

to average over periods longer than a few seconds. The author was 

also familiar with the technique eventually developed by Caster [40) 

and [60) for use in log speed flows having low frequency fluctuations. 

In this technique, use is made of the sinusoidal variation in the light 

transmitted through a. grating when an illuminated tracer particle goes 

past it. The frequency of the sine wave is proportional-to the 

particle velocity. This technique showed considerable promise and was 

one of those from which the final choice was made. 

The more straightforward optical technique of photographing 

tracer particles and measuring track lengths (Roberts (61]9 Roberson 

[62jß Smith et al. [63], Fales [64] and Palmer and Winn [651} was 

discarded at an early stage in view of the prohibitively large amount of 
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work involved in analyzing the photographs in turbulent flow. In 

reaching thin decision, the results of Townend [66] were used to give 

a guide as to the number of particle tracks which would have to be 

neasured at a point in order to obtain satisfactory information 

concerning the velocity in turbulent flow. It is possible that if this 

survey had been nade at the present time, this technique would have had 

to be considered in nore detail, because considerable advances have been 

made, in the last few years, in the 'däyýIoiýený of techniques for the 

automatic analysis of photographs of particle tracks, with particular 

reference to work in bubble chambers. 

The final riethod vhich vas Investigated, was the use of a quartz 

fibre anemometer, Tritton (81 and Kraus (671. This technique has 

already been nentiored in the survey of past work in the field of 

natural convection, and its rnossible use in turbulent flow was 

investigated in some detail. The technique makes use of the relationship 

between the deflection of a fine quartz fibre mounted as a cantilever in 

a fluid stream and the velocity of the fluid perpendicular to the fibre. 

Lt will thus be seen that the oreliminarr survey of velocity 

measuring techniques reduced the possibilities to three, hot-wire 

aneiometry, quartz-fibre ane: moretry and the technique develcped by Caster. 

tore detailed investigations of these techniques with particular reference 

to the problems of natural convection were nade and the results are 

reported be! ou. 
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3.4. Quartz-Fibre Anemnmetry 

Tritton (personal corrnunication, later published as [681) has 

investigated the response of a quartz-fibre to turbulent flow. He has 

shown that provided the turbulence frequencies are not close to the 

resonant frequency of the fibre, the response can be calculated. This 

response consists of two parts, one of which is the response of the 

fibre to a steady velocity equal to the mean corponent of the turbulent 

velocity, while the other depends on the characteristic, of the 

fluctuating conponent of the turbulent velocity. The use of a single 

fibre to measure the mean component of a turbulent velocity thus requires 

a knowledge of the fluctuating component of the velocity. i? ovvever, 

Tritton has estimated that in natural convection from a vertical plane 

surface, the part of the fibre response which is due to the fluctuating 

couponent of velocity is unlikely to be greater than 201 of the total 

response. Thus if an estimate of the fluctuating corpenent of velocity 

could be made, it right be possible to measure the lean velocity within 

+ 10% or better. 

In order to make use of the above considerations regarding the 

response of a fibre, it is necessary to be able to measure the mean 

deflection of the fibre when it is subjected to the fluctuating velocity 

component. Tritton did this by taking spot readings of the deflection 

every 10 seconds, using a tele-microscope with a graduated eye piece , 

and then taking the arithmetic, mean of these readings. Although this is 

""r� 
.. g 
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convenient in that it makes use of the deflection mea3uring system 

rorrally used with the quartz-fibre anemometer in steady laminar flow, 

it is not satisfactory. Zn Host instances the total time over which 

the average was taken was fixed by the onset of optical fatigue in the 

experimenter rather than by any other criterion. The technique is also 

very susceptible to possible reading error on the part of the 

experimenter, especially if there are significant turbulent fluctuating 

with a frequency higher than approximately 4 cycles per second. 

In view of the difficulties associated with Tritton's technique 

of determining the mean fibre deflection, thought was given to the 

possibility of determining this automatically. The very small forces 

involved (the drag is of the order of 0.05 dyn/cn) prohibited the use 

of strain gauge or piezoelectric effects so that an optical technique 

was indicated. Several possible techniques were briefly investigated. 

One consisted of taking a long exposure photograph of the fluctuating 

fibre and determining the mean position of the fibre by using a 

densitometer on the resulting negative. This was discarded 

because preliminarl 'tests indicated that it would be difficult to obtain 

a reasonable degree of accuracy. Another technique is illustrated in 

Figure 3.1. The fibre is illuminated and the reflected light is focused 

by the lens system A onto a slit. The slit is so arranged that it 

transmits the light reflected from a length of the fibre which is roughly 

proportional to the fibre deflection from its zero position, the slit 
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thus being epproximatel; t triangular in shape. The transmitted light 

is passed via a second lens system B onto a photorultiplier tube. 

A prototype of this system was built and tested, but it proved to be 

irpossible to make the reflected light fro: the fibre a sufficiently 

large proportion of the background light to achieve a reasonable degree' 

of accuracy. This difficulty tn: r. ht have been overcor. e by havinc, a 

second photorultiplier looking only at the background and usinc the 

outputs differentiAJ. ty. However, close to the surface of the heated 

plate, which from heat-transfer considerations had to be highly polished, 

even this method was not likely to yield accurate results. 

In view of these difficulties, no further work wes done on the 

quartz-fibre systen except that a simple quartz-fibre system using a 

tc1e-microscope with s gradutted eye-piece was built for use it 

preliminary exploration of that hart of the natural convection flow on 

the rpparatus which wco lardnar. 

3.5. The TechniQu! Developed bym Ga ter 

The basis of this technique is the sinusoidal variation in 1ijht 

intensity transmitted through a prating by an i11urr. inated tracer particle 

goinr, past it. This variation in light intensity is picked up by a 

photomultiplier tube which produces an electrical signal with a similar 

variation. The problem is then one of determining the frequency of 

this signal. 

r ý. i 
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At the time vhen this survey was completed, this technique was 

still in the earls stares of its develoauent: Caster had used it to 

measure the mean coi porent of unsteady 1a tnar velocities in water, 

using polystyrene tracer aartie1cs. ITe had used an electronic system 

to determine the signal frequency by pulse counting, but this was only 

in prototype form ani was not reliable. There appeared to be no ohvious 

reason vhy the technique should not be used to measure the mean velocity 

in low frequency turbulent floe, but it was apparent that consideratle 

development was needed to ir-iprove the reliability of the electronic 

systen used b7 Cacter. No consideration had been given tö the use of 

the technique for the purpose of deterxrlning the fluctuating component 

of velocity in a turbulent flow, but such measurements appeared to be 

possible If the signal frejuency could be determined from the passage 

of a single particle pact the grating, rather than from the passaee of 

nanny particles over n long period of time ns in the arrangement used 

by ('. Hater. This modification could Orly be achieved by completely 

redesigning the electronic system, but no obvious difficulties were 

fore3cen. 

Conzideration vas given to the possibility of using this 

technique to measure volocitie3 in air rather than in water, but there 

did not seem to be any possible tracer particles of a suitable size 

(of the order of 0.002 cr) for which the settling velocity could be 

neglected with respect to the velocities which it was hoped to measure. 

...... ., 
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A decision to use this easurement technique would thus have required 

the use of water as the working fluid in the main experiment. 

3.6. Not-wire Anem c tzy 

As mentioned previously, two reports of previous use of this 

technique in natural convection flows existed, but in both case3 the 

accuracy was doubtful. It was to this point therefore that attention 

was first directed. 

In the vast majority of uses of hot-wire anemoretrv, the 

temperature of the working fluid is constant. In these circumstances 

wire calibration graphs of wire current against velocity [often plotted 

as (eire current) 
4 

against velocity in order to give an approximately 

linear relationship] produced by Means of calibration experiments at 

the same wire temperature and the same fluid temperature, can be used. 

euch calibrations are, however, only correct for one value of the fluid 

teirperaturc and the corresponding value of the wire temperature. 

If calibration data is to be used in regions of variable fluid 

temperature, it is best presented in dimensionless form, usually as 

Nusselt number against Peynolds number, Extensive correlations of 

hot-wire calibration data in this form have been published by Collis and 

Williams [11) who obtained satisfactory correlation of results to 

within 2%� over a wide range of conditions, by the introduction of a 

., 
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terperature ratio in addition to the : fusselt and Reynolds numbers. 

The purpose of the ter Brature ratio vas to account for the variation 

of physical properties of the fluid with temperature. 

Collis and W'illiars obtained the following empirical equation 

from their results for Reynolds numbers leas than 44. 

. 1u(TII/T�) 
0.17 

= 0.24 + 0.56 Re 
o. 45 

where T,, is the arithmetic mean temperature between the wire and the 

fluid and is the temperature at which the physical prcperties were 

evaluated. T;. is the fluid termeraturo away fron the wire. 

(3.1) 

It was felt that if the validity of this equation, perhaps with 

s1ithtly different constants, could be corfirried by neans of calibration 

experiments, it would form the basis of a technique for the use of a 

hot-wire anennneter in the natural convection flow. It would represent 

n significant ir^provement over the techniques enployed by the two 

previous users of hot-Wire anernoweters in natural convcctia n 'CCCAU3e 

their calibration equations did not, as pointed out in Czanter 2, 

completely account for terperature variations. The accuracy- of the 

results of Collis nn: i Williams suggested that an equation of this type 

might enable the velocity to be determined fror.: anenoneter readings 

within approximately 5"%, but these results were obtained fron the 

measurement of velocities having very snail or zero turbulence component. 

rtý 
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It was thus necessary to investigste the possible effect of turbulent 

fluctuations of velocity and fluid temperature on the accuracy of the 

results. 

Since it aas proposed to use a temperature difference of the 

order of 30 dem plate to ambient, in the rain experir.. ent if air was 

used ns the working fluid, it was estir.. ated that the turbulent 

fluctuations in fluid temperature in the turbulent boundary layer right 

be of the order of 3-5 deiC naxinur. Thus, if a terperature difference 

of the order of 303 degC between the hot wire and the fluid could be 

used, the fluctuaticns in fluid tenpernture could be neglected. With 

a tcrperature difference of this r-agnitude, the possible effect of 

natural convection fror the wire trust be considered. 'Dsta given by 

Collis and Willie=s [111 suprects that this is only significant at 

velocities below 10 cn/s. Under these conditions it night be possible 

to modify equation (3.1) 
. to take account of the wire Grashof number. 

[time (69) has studied the effect of yurbulent temperature 

fluctuations on hot-wire anemometer readings and arrived at the s ne 

conclusion as that reported above. He also considered the effect of 

turbulent velocity fluctuations and althourh his work was not spccificall~v 

directed towards problems in which the mean velocity is small, his 

results can be used to provide a general guide to the magnitude of the 

effects which might be expected with by velocities. T'nese effects 
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depend somewhat on whether the hot-wire anemometer is operated at 

constant temperature or at constant current, but it would appear that 

velocity fluctuations of 10% of the nenn velocity right produce an 

error in the measured r. ean velocity of the order of 2% while 

fluctuations of 20% might produce an error of the order of 3%. 

It thus appeared that it should be possible to measure reams 

velocities in turbulent natural convection to within 5a, using a hot- 

wire anemometer. It also appeared possible to 1measure the turbulent 

velocity fluctuations though in this case the error could be' -2 

expected to be at least 20%. It should be noted that a hot-wire 

anemometer nny also be used as a resiätance thermometer to measure the 

turbulent temperature fluctuations in the flow. No difficulty was 

envisaged in averaging over long periods of tizae to obtain mean 

quantities, because in the cane of a hot-Wire anenoreter, the quantity 

to be averaged is in the fore of an electrical voltage (or current). 

The use of a hot-wire anemometer in water (see for instance 

Hubbard [701 and Stevens et al. (71 j) wes considered btýt it was app ; rent 

that the technique is easier to use and gives more accurate results 

in sir. 

3.7. ' Conclusions 

At the conTletion of this survey, it was apparent that none of 

the techniques considered satisfied the requirements completely but both 
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Canter's technique and hot-wire anenoretry appeared to be capable of 

developtent to satizt' the requirenents. It was decided to use hot- 

wire anenonetry for the following reasons. 

U) Less developrent, particularly of electronic circuitry was 

required than for Raster's technique. 

(ii) This technique enabled air to be used as the working 4luid, 

thus raking the design and nanufacture of the rain 

apparatus considerably easier. 

(iii) The sagte measuring equiprent could be used to measure 

temperatures in the natural. convection boundary layer. 

The main disadvantage of the technique was that it depended 

cox 1etely on calibration data so that calibration flcws of known 

velocity had to be produced. Caster's technique would not have 

reluired Fuc'z crs1ibration. lýlso, considerably more calculation ý"ts 

nnede: i to obtain values of the velocity fror. reac? inFs of the hat-wi re 

ancrometer, then for alternative systeis. This d1sadvartR e war 

partially overcore by the use of a diritni computer to analyse the data. 

A1thrugh the hot-'ire a. nenoccter hAs not yet been used to 

measure rluctua. tinr velocity components in the natural convection flow, 

it Las proved zatisfnctorf for the reasurenent of rec. velocities. 

T %c correlation by Collis and Willir 3 tequation (3.01 has not in fact 

been used because a tore recent correlation by Davis and Fioher 
11721 

has -proved more satiyfactory. 
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CHAPTERD 

APPARATUS 
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4.1. General Considerations 

Since hot-wire aneeoretry was to be used for the measurement 

of velocity, the main experiment was designed with air as the working 

fluid. Brief consideration was given to the use of air at other than 

atmospheric pressure (see for instance Saunders [6)) in order to 

increase the range of Grashof numbers attainable for a given length of 

plate. The complexity which this would have introduced was not felt 

to be justified. The maximum Grashof number which could be obtained 

thus depended largely on the height (3.5 n) of the laboratory in which 

the experiment was performed. 

No information existed concerning the rinicun distance which 

could be allowed between the top of the plate and the ceiling of the 

laboratory. A plate 2.75 n high was used, leaving spaces of 0.25 n 

between the bottori of the plate and the floor and 0.5 m between the plate 

and the ceiling. For possible future determination of the effect of 

plate to ceiling spacing, two sections each 0.6 ri high were trade 

detachable trori the top of the plate. 

From considerations of the variation of physical properties of 

air with temperature, it as decided that 100 degC represented the largest 
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differince in te^»erature between plcte and ambient air, which could be 

uses. Evalustir.. proper ti erg at the arit'inet is renn to rmperatlure tet aeen 

h1ate and lieht air *t:: e Maxitor: value of the Grnshif nurLc r -teich 

cru1d be achieved was nprroxirrate1y 1.5 x 10". '-hin is only a factor 

of ten itcve the value at w; "ic!, turlýutent f1ov is thcu;,: ^. t to he fu? '_"v 

developed 1, t-ut it wac the L11 - est rrar: inf n; mt(r rrý ssib1,2 in t}, e 

availatle laboratory with a ret onnh1y simple np-nratus. 

A similar eo r. )ro: riae vsis necessar;. ' vith rerc. rd to the width of 

the plate. For the flow in th--- reundsrj lt' r to t-e two. -di rersional 

anel thus amenable to thec'reticsl anaIJsis, a very wide slate wns requir-d. 

Cost and spree p? aced, restrictions on the width. Conditions to tie 

i: ^posed a1ene the vertical edFcs of the plate had also to to oonsi dered. 

The t; rn pns3itJe arranre^: ents Are shown jr Firrure 3.1. Th r. rranaerert 

without side ncreens would perrit inflow into the hnundn: -ýº layer fror: the 

: ides and 14ou1'3 thus lead to renter heat-transfer frorr the plate an,, l 

probably hither velocities. The other rt ran erent voulc3 have i, ound. rv 

1alers on the side 3crAcns as well as on the rilate and wnui. d thus tend to 

reduce the floc in the, plate '. clandarv layer. The side scree^s would also 

help to isolate the natural convection toundary layer from room 

disturbances. Since it was intended to measure local boundary laver 

properties alonm the centre line of the plate, the arrrtnrement with side 

screens was chosen. After the apparatus had teen constructed a discu:. sior 
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of the effect of different side arranrcrrents was published Liy 

Tritton (72]. 1: e chose an Arranrenent with ride screens for his work 

on natural convection on an inclined plete. 

The plate vidth chosen, 0.6 r, represented a ccmpromise betvecn 

the desirable width and the cost and nonce reiuirenents. It was wid^ 

enough for the 1aninar boundary layer where bcundarr layer thicknesses 

of the order of 2 cn were expected, but doubt existed about the 

turbulent boundary layer where thicknesses of up to 20 ca were expected. 

A syretrical plate arranaerrent having two heat-transfer 

surfaces (see eipure 4.2) uas us^d ir order to make the apparatus as 

versatile as possible. The use of this arranncment was possible 

because it was intended to measure local heat-transfer coefficients by 

the accurate measurement of the local terperature gradient close to the 

plate rather than by the measurerent of the power input to the plate. 

The plate vas r.. ounted in a framework which urt fixed to t- *o 

and the ceiling to improve its stability. The frarvork also carried 

two traver3inp gears, one for each side cf the plate, but only one of 

these was us, A in Vie main experiments described in this thesis. 

4.2. Details of the Plate Assembly 

The plate asseibly corsisted of three sections, one being 1.55 r 

by 0.6 m an'i the other tvo each 0.6 m by 0.6 m. Each section comprised 

two duralurri n plates ,ß rxi thick , bolted together with heater pads between 
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then. Duralurl n vas used as the plate rrterial on account of its 

Iirbtncss, food thermal conductivity and ability to take a fairly high 

polish on the surface. 

: fie heater 'ads , rated at 1.35 kW/rf`, were of n woven type with 

a glass fibre base rateria2, manufactured by Thomas French and °-ons Ltd. 

of I! anchester. In order to facilitate the control of the plate surface 

temperature,, especially in the reF-ion where the boundary layer was 

expected to be lardnar, the heater in the larger (bottom) section of 

the plate assembly was divide3 into five parts, each 0.6 r, by 0.3 n. 

In addition to these main heaters, two line heaters (electretherral 

11C 102 rating 350 W/m) were also installed, one alone the bottom (leading) 

edge and the other alnnr the ton (trn. iling) edge of the plate. The 

latter was necessary in order to ensure a uniform plate terperature up 

to the trailing edge. The reason for this is discussed in Chapter A. 

The leading edge heater tees essential because it vas r, nm. rn that 

the local heat-transfer rate near the leading edge would to very such 

higher than anywhere else on the plate. When the plate assembly was 

tested it uns found to be irpossible to obtain a uniform plate teumcreture 

near the leadira edre. 'here vas always a rerior., týpproxisr. ately 3 cm 

fron the leading edge, where the terraerature was 1 to 2 deb c` below that 

of the reminder of the plate. Further subdivision of the heater 

arranrenenta in this region could have reduced this fault but it chid not 
I 
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anacar to be warranted since the region was not one of prirary 

innort nnce. 

Figure 4.2 shows details of the larger section of the plate 

assembly. The vertical edges of the plate were trerrally insulrted 

in orr1,, ºr to keep the temperature constant across the width cL the plate. 

Thirty-two thermocouples (16 each zide) were er"bedded in Frooves, 

-3.3 nm sgsare, machined in the surface of the plate. The positions of 

the 
, junctions are shown in }'inure 14.2. After the therrºoccuples . had been 

placed in the Grooves, the latter were filled with 'alnstic ttlurdniur' 

(a comp ound ranufactured by the Deveon Corp. 9 'J. r. A. ). 'Then this ind 

sölidified, the 3urf'±ce of the elate wan scraped smooth again. 

The thermocouples "ere nnnufactured from stairl. ess steel 

sheathed 'therz ecoax' thermocouple eire having ehror. ed and alu: ^el 

conductors (Penearch and Control Instruments Ltd., London). This 

rrteria2 was used hecau3e its sheath was relatively rigid and therefore 

easy to lay in the Qroovez, while at the sants time it was very r& ust. 

In order to make Junctions with this wire, a section of the, sheath was 

stripped off by a Special technique developed for the purpose by the 

author The two conductors were then spot welded together while 

irwerscd in methylated spirit to prevent oxidation of the conductor 

materials. ^ince the conductor wires were only 0.025 i diameter, the 

junctions were protected by placing a short piece of hypo err. ic tube 

over them before they were enbedded in the plate. 

a 
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The two smaller sections of the plate were identical in 

construction to the large section except that there were no thernocounles 

enbelded in the plate surfaces and that in each case the heater wan in 

one piece, experirents having shown that the local heut-transfer rate 

varied v, r. " little over the upper hart of thf: plate. 

The plate thermocouoles were only provided for the purpose of 

scttirc up the apparatus. During experirentn the olate surface 

te-^perature wa3 n1 ways detPrrine-I by extrapclnticn of the terperature 

profile in the air close to the surface. The reasons for this will- 

be discussed in Chapter F?. 

On the few oeca3ions When the t. enperature of the upper sections 

of the plate vra required or setting, un purpoce3, it wav measured by 

ýrinr inF an external thermocouple ; robe into direct contact with th 

surfnce. Sje this could not record the true te;. nerrsture of the 

surface, 1. vac none the ley aie: pintc' or chocking the equality o* 

sur*, ice ter. ernture at different noirt3. 

The three snrtirns of the plate assenbl"7 were berated relative 

to one another b. Np rectanfular rti, tal hiec-s, clr, ed betw-en the two 

hrtlv, in of the plate. This ensured that my step in the elate nurfnce, 

due to the loin, war. less than ). O1 cr. TD-tails of the arranre'ent 

nre r. hovr. In Figure 

l. fter some prniirdnnry "-xrnrirtentn (App- nc3ix A), rar. unheaterl, 

3treanlined nnae section of expnnJel ' 
nolyrtyrene was fitted to the 
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leading edge of the plate. Details are shown in Figure 4.4. The 

effect of this choice of leading edge arrangement is discussed in 

Chapter Be 

4.3. The Heater Control System 

Each of the 9 heaters was supplied separately fron a stabilised 

voltage supply through a variable voltage transforrer. A wattmeter 

could be plugged into each of the circuits in turn for setting up the 

apparatus. 

It was not found necessary to use any fora of automatic control 

of the heaters because once the apparatus was Set ups conditions 

retrained steady for long periods of time. The setting up was 

achieved by manual adjustment of individual heaters and was a very slow 

process because the time constant of the apparatus was of the order of 

1"2 hours. 

4.4 The Therrocounle System 

The plate thermocouples were connected to a multi-way therm, - 

couple switch. In view of the lengths of wire required, the connections 

were not made with the sheathed thermocouple wire but through much 

heavier wires, specially manufactured for the purpose and having the 

same conductor material as the thermocouples. The connections between 

the wires were made on small tag boards fixed to the apparatus. 
I 
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': irr thcr: -cccutle grobes ^r: ,e frort the s-: -"e ' terial is tt 

, urfaei' thermocouples, but with unshioldPd junctions, were a1_sn used. 

These ? rates served to -^ePsare the plate surface teri7erature aL ný i' ts 

where there :! ere no embr ar'PC: t; i rr^ocoup, e;. 

The swat^. h was nrraneed so that each therrocoap'e ii: turn couiý'. 

be connected in series with a , e^cnd +, hcr: nocounle which gras r., ounte"i in 

a therros flask filled with a r: i xture of ice and yr ter. A Tin^' ey 

potentiometer type ? 367`4 Was u-pd to reasur- the t . ermoelectric pctentit1. 

The serstt'_vit; r of this pctertioretcr, ± 5u'"ß , reprcýertin' + O. 1^5 ''err, 

was adequate for the purpos of rettinr, un the aornratu3. "ho t err.: o- 

couples had a chiaracteristic ci' apprnxi ately 40 uV/der C. 

4.5. The '. -raversi na ^; egr and the main {'rote 

"1atc 14.1 zhowr- n. FAr era1 view of tie ^1ate isserw y ^iunt -I in 

the supporting frnmevork. The traverninr rear is ^ourted on i vertical 

tube, P. pprnxinatel: P 0,14 n from the plate. ! )ricin-iiI this vP3 m-. inrc'. 

3.75 ra fror the plate, but early ex! erimentz tilat, with t'r, ^ lr, nrer 

arm, the probe was responding to building vicrations. The vertical tube 

was fitted with a scale so that the distance )f the probe fror the 

leading edge of th e plate could be read off. 

Plate k. ^ shows tha detail3 of the trnvnrsinr gear. dlthcu4h 

boundary lavers of the order of 20 cri thick were expected in the turt, ulent 
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regions, the traversing pear had a travel of only R cr since accurate 

positioning of the probe was reiuired only near the plate. The 

additional r o: vement of the probe war obtained by slidinr* the probe 

support am in the collet which fixed it to the traversing rear. The 

shortness of the travel 'ade it passible to make the travers± na near 

sirple and rigid. 

'[, ao arranrertents were provided for Measurira the po3ition of the 

probe. Near the plate, a dial gauge reading to 0.0002 cm and having 

a total travel of 0.5 cm "" ras used, while for larger distances, a vernier 

scale reading to 0.005 cm was provided. For the largest distances, R 

simple ruler was used. 

Because of the large vertical travel of the traversinc- rear 

and the very high degree of accuracy required on the horizontal travel, 

it proved to be necessary to reset the zero on the horizontal scale at 

the beginning of every test. This was done by viewinr the wire element 

of the probe, and its shadow on the plate throurh a telencone with a 

graduated eye-piece. Details of the urocedure are described in 

Appendix 3. 

Plate 4.3. shows the main probe. It supn^rted f 1enrth of, 

0.00127 cr platinum wire, parallel to the surface of the plate. The 

two arms across which the wire was :, jounted were rade fron 25 ; e. , enamel 

insulated mane nin -tire. These wires were nounted in araldite in the 
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end of a thin-wall tube, which in turn was mounted in a larger 

diameter tube. Electrical connections to the wire support arms were 

made through 18 rWC manganin wire in a P. V. C. sheath. These wires 

terminated in a low resistance co-axial plug. "anganin wire was used 

in these parts because of its verf lm temperature coefficient of 

resistivity. Its high specific resistivity, however, rneant that the 

resistance of these wires arts sicmificant, and this was r.. easured by 

soldering a thick piece of coorer across the suprort arms before the 

fire wire as mounted, The probe was rade. in an le-shape to avoid 

the possibility of the. rr. ̂ . al conduction alone the support hires. 

For reasons of accuracy of mensurment close to the plate, 

dealt with in Appendix C. the' fine wire was rountc*r acrese the centre of 

the ends of the suaport wires, fire- arnoves beinr machined liernss the 

ends to assist location. The fine wire used was '»n1lastnn' wire, the 

platinum bein' covered 'by n sheath of silver to a diameter of 0.015 er. 

After this wire had been soldered to the supports, the silver vns etched 

off using a 20% solution of nitric acid in water. The etchin was 

controlled by using a dreo of the solution held by surface tension on 

the end of a piece of 0.25 cm bore steel tube, and apn1Yrini a "C 

potential of aprroxirr. ately 6V between the tube anß the wire. A. 

resistance of the order of 20n ws ±neoroorated in the circuit betýreen 

the tube and the wire, to avoid burning out the wire if inalvertantly 
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touched by the tube. An etched length of approxir^. ately 1.4 cr, of 

the platinun wire was used. This was perhaps rather long' for the 

measurement of turbulent fluctuations, but had the advantaFe of giving 

a high resistance for mean neasurerent3. 

Consideration was given to the no5sibility of using wires of 

materials other than platinuni but none of those in co=on use (tun; sten, 

nickei, platinuii-irlidiui) offered sufficient advantages to cerpersate 

for the increased difficulty which would have been involved in nounting 

them. This matter was considered auin after the work of Davis and 

Fisher [72) had been published. These authors sucpested that a therro- 

electric effect between the olatinur wire and the support jas important. 

Although calculations indicated that possible effects could not be as 

large as suggested by C72), a search was made for a wire raterinl having 

very low ther"na1 e. m. f. arrinst manganin. Phosphor bronze,, has the 

correct order of specific resistivity, ter! perature coefficient of 

resistivity, ductility and mechanical strength. However, when a aarnle 

of it was tested, it was found that its temperature coefficient of 

resistance ws, s very variable, depending on its vast history with respect 

to ter: teratura variations. (This was perhaps to be expected since it is 

an alloy. ) Its use was therefore rejected, (The therm-electric effect 

is also discussed in Appendix F. } 
I 
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4.6. The Electronic Equipment Associated with the Probe 

Two different primary circuits were used with the prole. 

Figure 4+. 5 shows the circuit used when the probe was employed as a 

resistance thernozeter. The circuit was n 3inple %'heatstone bridge 

With a digital voltmeter of "rerf high input impedance to detect the out 

of balance voltage. The bridge had four nprroxth te]yº equal. arms 

in order to obtain naxinun sensitivity. The decade box* was guaranteed 

accurate to 0.055. The two 102 resistances were specially wound from 

22 S. W. G. raanganin wire on large dirmeter forcers. 

A potential was applied across the bridge by one charnel of a 

stabilised DC power eupplyL, adjusted to give apnroxiraately 15 volts. 

A high stability, wire wound, 10 MI resistance, in parallel with a1 `f? 

variable resistance, was placed in aeries with the bridge so that the 

bridge cperated under constant current conditions. Preliminary 

experiments had established the nazirar current which could to massed 

through the probe without producing any measurable self heating in the 

platinum wire. With this bridge current, the probe-bridge sensitivity 

When used as a resistance thermcmete: erns expected to be approxi"lately 

40 uV/degC expressed as the change in bridrn out of balance potential 

divided by the change in temperature of thn platiriwn wire. The stabilised 

! )C pover sup-ply was itself supplied fron a stabilised AC power supply in 

order to ensure the hirhest possible derfree of stabilit4 

*Canbridpe Instruments AC-DC tyre, catnlo.: ue no. 43287. 

International raectronics, type D^I, l. 
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The choice of the di rital voltmeter to measure the out of 

balance of the bridge was arrived at after preliminary experiments with 

alternative r,. ethods. These experiments indicated that the averagin: 

times rejuiret3 to obtain true mean values in the turbulent boundary 

layer were of the order of 5m. F; xperiments with amplifier assisted 

R-C integration circuits were not very successful. Pulse counting 

circuits of the type reported by Townsend 1751 were also considere3. 

At this stage rolartron announced the introduction of the type L" 1420 

digital voltmeter, operating on a pulse countinr, technique. This 

instrument had full scale ranges of 1-20: mV, 0-200 mV, 0-2 V, 0-20 V, 

0-200 V and 0-1003 V, with a maximum sensitivity of 2,5 uV on the lowest 

range. The standard instrument could be made to average over 20 ms, 

40 ms or 30 ms by chanoine the period over which the pulses : rare nountea. 

The accuracy was snccified as + 0. ')5M of the rAr,, 7e or +1 dtrit. 

Consultations with folartrnn established that the pulse signal, 

which was normally counted b; j the instrrent, could to connected to an 

external scaler which could then be used to count this signal over any 

desired period of time, Thi3 st nal was proportional to the inp>>'; 

voltage. 

Solartron also suerested minor modifications to the rear pin 

board of the instrur-ent which enabled n 50 c/s timing nulne to he o�tnined 

This tire of a timing si: -nal from the ir. atrwti r_t Arsibled tie oitot. e. -i 

accuracy to be mainteinec when us . nr externt1 scalers for Ion;!, nerio' 

averafi nat. 
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'-ljg t, n^ic Q: ilse s: sna1 vrtriej linexrl; r f'rcri ': ý tc/s, for zero 

trout to ;iP voltr^eter, to 255 kc/ for fua. scale Innut. The pulset 

vial ar. ar: plitýidý of ? pp xi^aLeýýº 1 :' : ritte FL dur'itiýr. of i us ßnä a 

ripe ti. ^r of 100 r5. The ti^ncr sirnRl wes a ^^: urrc grave of 

npnroxinatA], ' `% -cltr 

ý: priý: ic i. 1cr- cater cr ". i of Lon 'w As '. l ±f'd t (I Cr 1r1v "ilk 3a`lI 

; ign, q: and a second . icaier . 'as uni to count tie ti- r 

three i. nstrir. -ntc ere ccnnec'. A3 : 3o tit t-? 7 could be ccrtro . -'c 
All 

ninCle w! itch. It w-,, °euni necessnr, to ir:,, ta11. an , 1" c^. unle4 

monostIhle between th(s voltretcr ai the tir: er crier ir. prier to ' Y' 

th: rr pulse, signal ar, ceptable to t^e scaler. a-"etcaler tai t 

raxinin count rate of 1D, ) ?. c/s so that a Limitation vrtz imposed nn the 

proportic; n of the fall r>cale vo tmeter rrOinc- ". th ch could )- nverar-i 

br this Ilea-. S. ': lie nrescal r-": ca1er 'o'^tirntirr, `ixt) a total countinr 

capacit;; of 131 ý" 
':! 'ich "arý11d have all^ý"e i an avý, racinc neriod of up to 

ii if this had been ncceüsprr. The 1oan of t'ieie nenlnrs fron the 

Departnert of '1'aclenr fingtncerir. r is rratefully nclmcwtedgea. 

The ý"v4atstone criri e circuit shozrr. in "inure 4.5 as also used 

for the measurement of tcmpcraturc fluctuations, but for ti. is purpose 

the dicrital voltmeter as replaced by a DC r -p1if ier For l the 

analy. iis of fluctuation frequencies greater than 0. ^ c/s, the output 

fror.. the amplifier ut� taken througa a band-nass °ilter44 to a cathode 

*Isotope Developments Lt3., type 501 prescaler and type 500B scalers. 
43olartron, type AA900. - 
##Krohn-liste, r ode1 '130-111. 
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ray oscilloscope* ror the analysis of fluctuation frequencies of 

less than 0.2 c/s, the output from the a,:. a1i! ier vas recorded or.. a 

tnpe recorder* at a slow speed. It is then played back at a high 

speed into the ban4. "g s filter and the Oscilloscope. 11nce the tune 

recor0er was capable of speeds ranging fror ltd in/s to 60 in/s, an 

increase in apparent frequency of un to 30 ttiea could thus be produced. 

For the deterrination of the a-plitude of the termerature 

fluctuations, the reverse procedure was adopt^n. The rtrnlifier cutp>it. 

'aas recerele. i at a high Sneed en, 2 was then playerl back at low Sneed into 

to kclartron Compact Date. Tor-, F-! r. "'}gis data ; 'j; rer, ! -r:; irh wn. s also based 

on the !, " 111PO voltmeter, nrodnce; -i n aper tine e-. rtput rerrrrentir. a th_ 

romn v41uc of the ino. xt rver a r-rind rf 2'J ! -s , na-7l cat: nt n rýtc nf' 

c'-5 
1" 

The i, per trice -was In st. ntic!, ir1 , track Cr' , ! "ýýý+! 'lf' (ý! ý ýPý^. P 

ýýe`7 li. `'^. ^ýý. � into the 'IniVc'rq tv o, ' rcn'on n. tltiä 

Th'' temneratý: r"ý fluct'. ttr'n '! tre no rýcýr, jCý by conncctinr f 

pen nccor. 3er4 in onra11e2 ",, +7 -: -n lt' ir. 

ý1RCe of the Oipitnl voitret-r. 'This instrxr.: ýr. t lins? i full. ranr- 

of In rtýcoriert on jr) inch : r1 af- o. nner. The r^ , nnn^, p of the i r7, tru 7en', 

WZ i cuch ttitat it t7r cän to re pond to A "al f `u 1 scr. i^ chnru e nF 

Input, and 0.1i s to rennnn2 to n one-tenth ^,, C' ^ca'_ý harre. This 

l. r:, Iex type F" 1300, 
Crvnbri ci Ingtrun yq 

rcdel ^j'. 
rt 
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res-nnse was adequate to prnvic? e aunittative information a'-'out the 

fluctuations. 

FiF-urP 4.6 shows the circuit loo' when the probe ans cývlo; rec? 

to mcasurc velocities. The probe w1, coenrected in series with the 

decade, box which -aas set to 14n and a potential was applied across 

these by the stabilised DC oower sup,, )!:,, ', set to approximately 4+5 ) in 

series with either 55 kSl or b50f. The diritn: voltmeter was conneete? 

no that it could be switches to measure the potcrtial : Trop either 

across the decade box nr the probe. The adoption of this vent Gi^ple 

circuit was rude posci: )-le by they very high input irpedance of the dßritn, 

voltmeter (of the order of 23 ! "S2). As a result, a very cicse check cou l 

be kept on measuring errors sni best spe could he made of the paver supply 

ýýnich even at its, rºnxirum output (45 ") Iir? rot produce P. hi ch a vo1 tape 

as .;, t3 cif-sired. ''"his imienu%cy of the Dower supply restrictee the 

current which could be passed throuph the rrobe in series with the larre 

resistance necess. ar! to keep the current co-. stant. This restriction of 

current naie it ir.: po3sible to obtain the r arrituc: e of tc*. aperature rise 

in the probe, which was desirahle fror. considcrntionn of hot-wire 

nnenornetr; discussed in Chapter 3. 

A Diehl 'Transratic' desk caleulatinc machine vas u .el to obtain 

the actual mean va1u, -ýs of voltage from the reap? ings of the sealers. 

ý. 
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14.7. Calibration 

in order to test the accurac; ' of the averaring nrranrement 

described in the previous section, rendinrs were ccmpareti with those 

obtainc-ti directly fror the voltmeter, for a range of Pr inputs to the 

voitneter. in . 11 cases the two readings were found to arree within 

the specified accuracy of the voltmeter. voitneter was therefore 

used in direct res, dinR fora for the purpose of obtaininr bridge 

calibrations. 

To obtain the bridge calibration, in the forr of bridge out of 

balance voltap. e against the resistance of the probe plus associated 

lead wires, the probe (and leads) was replaced by a decade box' 

specified accurate to 0.05` with a sr'allest step of 0.0J5P,. In view 

of the rethod of analysis of experinental results, it was convenient 

to express this calibration in the form of qn equation. The 

experimental calibration wa. therefore used to deterrine the values of 

the bridge resistances vhich, when put into'the theoretical bric? sre 

calibration equatinn. geve the best agreement with the exaerimenta2 

calibration. This best fit was deterrined by the method of least squares. 

The resuttiru bridre calibration equation 'ias 

(v/,, v) = 41668 - 1.8271 X 10"/[32. o + (R/11)] 

*Cambridge Instruments AC-DC tyre No. 43285. 
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Further calibrations carried out over a considerable period of 

tine shored that this calibration remained accurate within the : pecifieq 

accuracy of the voltmeter during periods of continuous operation of up 

to 10 h. It did, hovever, change stiphtly between one day and the next, 

and this appeared to be due to a very slight chfinre in the output voltage 

of the DC power supply. This affected only the absolute level of the 

calibration and not the shane of the curve so that it was necessar" to 

check only one point in the calibration before each run and to c. d, iust the 

lrirre variable resistance in the bridge auonl, r circuit until ap-reenent 

vns reached with the calibration equation. 'i'sle point whi^h was useA 

for this was thet correspondirq to a nrobn plus leads resistance of 

13. "00t2 for which V was 160Oy'/. 

The terroeraturP coefficient of resistance of the platinun wire 

in the probe w found to be 39.2 ±1x 1n-I' a c-l a3 deterni. ned h, º 

a preliminary experii ent reported in Appendix F. 'This value is in 

ac ren^scnt with the properties a° pure o]. atir. um as rivAn by aye and 

Iaby 1,761. It representeri the, nenn value of the coefficient over the 

range of temperature from 0 °C to 100 °C. The accuracy of the 

experinent did not lustify the cnnnideration of the varintirn of the 

coefficient nver trig rsnpe. 

'lie sn. ̂: e prelirirnzy exreri-nent serve3 to determine the 

rezietance, at 0 °^, of th wire then in use, This wire hzta to be 
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replaced four tics during the experinents but it was considered 

Sufficient, for sutiseluent wires, to calculate the 0 °C resistance ', "ram 

a knowledge of the wire resistance at any suitable, accurately known 

tenperature. 

The resistance of the leads a the probe supports, measured 

when the probe was_ nade, had been found to be 1.6722 + 0.001q. At the 

end of the experirents, the measurennnt vas repeatei and it was found to 

be 1.673il + ). OO1 2. ^ince these mensurenerts were rude under different 

ambient temperatures (17 °C and Cie °C) they appeared to iustify the 

assumption of constant lea resistance, particularly in view of the care 

tagen in the construction of the prone. 

No calibrations were carried out in connection with the 

lcterr. j nation of the frequencies Of the tem Brature fluctuations. The 

amplifier-tape recorder - data 1ocper cy teri used for the determination 

of the Pluctuatior amplitude, was crtlibrated directly by the introduction 

of the decade box in place of the probe. The DC voltßges thus obtained 

Were rccor. 3ed on the same type track As the main data. 'i'tipy could thus 

be replayed at intervals during the playinc back of the data into the 

data logger in order to keep a check on the stability of the system. 

The onlzv calibrations, carried out on the velocity r: easurini 

syster, were those of the probe as a hot-wire ane or: eter, These 

calibrations are reported in Anrendix E and the results are shown 

graphically in Figure F. I. 
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5.1. Introduction 

During the preliminary experiments reported in Appendix A. it 

was discovered that it was al:. ºost impossible to obtain completely 

isothermal conditions in the roou in which the experiment was conducted. 

There was a vertical temperature gradient of approximately 2 degC/r 

which could be removed only by considerable circulation of the air in 

the room. This was very undesirable in view of the low velocities 

characteristic of the phcnomcnon under investigation. It thus became 

desirable to investigate the consequences of conducting the experiment 

in non-isothermal surroundings. This Chapter presents a theoretical 

investigation into the problem of laminar natural convection from a 

plane vertical surface in non-isothermal surroundings. 

Two possible experimental arranae: *: ents were envisaged. In one, 

the temperature difference between the plate and the ambient air at the 

same horizontal, level would be kept constant. In the other, Which 

appeared to be easier to set up, the plate temperature would be kept 

constant, and the variation of ambient air temperature with height 

would be recorded. 

During preliminary experir±ents (Appendix A), with the plate at 

constant temperature, great difficulties were encountered in obtaining 

I 
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steady laminar boundary layer, even when the laboratory was apparently 

free from draughts and other air disturbances. Eventually it was 

suspected by physical reasoning that the room vertical temperature 

gradient might be causing a situation in which the temperature profile 

had a minimum as indicated in Figure 5.1. This could lead to instabilit: 

and hence to unsteadiness of the boundary layer as observed. As will be 

explained in more detail in Chapter 6, the theoretical results presented 

here have, to a large extent, substantiated this supposition. 

This theoretical investigation is restricted to laminar flow 

conditions. It was hoped, however, that the results so obtained would 

give an indication of the effects which might be expected under turbulen 

flow conditions. 

5.2. Heat-Transfer by Laminar Natural Convection fror.: a Non-Isothermal Plane Vertical Surface in Non-Isothermal 
Surroundings 

With respect to the coordinate 

system shown in Figure 5.2, the equations of 

momentum, continuity and energy which ¬overn 

the flow and heat-transfer in a laminar ei, > 
e 
19 

boundary layer in the presence of a 

body force axe respectively 

yý 

FAG 5.2. 
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2 
a12 au au 1 dP a u 

+ + X u ' + + 'r--, ' 1} 
at ateº p aX 

u W 
+ " 0 (2) 

ax ay 

ae e ae 2 ý + u + v = . 
_ (3} ät ax ay PC 2 

p ay 

with the appropriate boundary conditions. 

If we restrict our considerations to a semi-infinite plate, 

having a temperature everywhere greater than that of its surroundings, 

we can write a -g. 

Outside the boundary layer,, we can write 

du- 
u- dx ;p dx f=0 (14) 

For pure natural convection, u 
as 

= 0. 

Eliminating dP/dx between equations (1) and (4), ve get 

ät3z+v ) pu 
p 

du 

pte) +u 
2u 

2. (5) 

ay 

Following, [2], we assume that property variations are only 

important insofar as they affect the body force terra, and '. re assume 

that we can represent the density variations by reams of the equation 

I 
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0=0 
0(1 

- 3(J - f) 
0) 

J 

where po is the density at the Frbitrary reference tenmerature 

and ß= constant. 

Equation (5) ßa1; r nor be rewritten 

2U 
au) G 

äL+U + =pmýýýýxý+`p? ie-eý)+ ua-'', a. v av 

The azsu=ptior. concerning the imoortance of. nroperty v3rf stienc 

now alloß$ us to write 

dui 2 
ax + V-11 at 11 -ax "' -1V co 

0 

2v`' 

Equations (2), (3) and (") govern the flow which i wish to 

investir, %te, subject to the following boundnrp conditions 

u vtt0 nt y- 0 

uýuy(x, t) at y=to 

e= ©W(x, t) at y xo 

D=U 
. 

(XI t) at y=. 

It r.. Nv be noted that equation (b) 13 identical with the corresponding 

equation for the case of 0 constant. The derivation of equation 

has been given because it was not felt that this identity was nhvious. 
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Intrcciucinv the- stream function 4', (which satisfies equation (, '-) 10 

equations icy) and. (3) become 

dui 
+ rFý 9-P)+) 

ýy at öx ;, 2x d-K z 

ae oý, ae aý aE, _k 3L A 
dt 3v äx ax ay cc 

{ .,, 

it is convenient to Hake the3A equati-n ir: enfiionless : -y 

writing X= x/L, YTG- dw?, j(fj 
0 

C'6, = rITJ14 - ©o )! v and. t* a vt/L2 where L is q characteristic 1enut:;. 

Equations (1) and (8) no-., becone 

11 1? 11,3 2T 
. 3Y` ý -l' L2 dui 

3Yat* + aY 737 - äX 
av? 

a v` 'cn ä-x +- rcu 

ac aý c. 39 ac 1 a2r, ýt* + 37 77 -7 aY 
lY2 

{o 

where 'Pr - ue /k. 

In order to deterrllnc the necessary conditions for the existercc 

of sied? arity solutions, we fo11o. r t231 and introduce the new varit üles 

n= Ypl(Y, v t*) 

fir') _"2 ' t*) 

i 
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or. 

tigere GW a prL { Ok, - eo) / v` . 

The reluired conditions Are those whicr enable the introduction 

of the new variables to trans fore equations (9) and (10) into ordinr., r7 

dif*erentia1 equations together w"ith aprronriate boundary condition:. 

In terry of the new variables the hhunl ry conditions haco. ye 

0-1 at n-00t= J) at rt =n 

f= df/3n=0 at n df/dn=n /ý, ',, at n=ý 

The last of these is only acceptable if 

u 

e= constent = cl . 1 

she conditions for eque. tions (9) and (10) to trannforn, into ordinary 

differential equations r,,, r., v be seen, by comparison with the Droblem 

treated in [23J, to be given by 

(G - Ci 
CID 

3 c 
12 41 0., 

2t pII 1 

(11) 

(I-) 

(i) 
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ý? 1 

ate ý C4 
1 4"2 

2 
772 C9 

1 

I_ 
;A ;-C- 

a(Gýa - -C j1 

at* - 
C7 

w col 

a a1 

t V> %i 
-tI¢ 4i .e 

113 Y 

ax A. a. 

'I 

where the c's are all constants. 

( ,) 

r? r i 

f .7 

( 

{, ;; 

(. 

\ý+' 
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At this point it is desirable to consider the relationship 

between the present work and that contained in [23] and other related 

publications. 

Reference [23) and, ir. deed, all other theoretical treatments 

of 1a. 'iinar natural convection known to the author, rre concerned vith 

convection frort a surface in inothermal surroundings. The present 

investir. Ation deals with convection from a surface in surrcund_inRs in 

, which the tenperature is a function of the distance a1on' the plate Anti 

of tire. Nov it might be supposed that, as for forced convection 

(e. g. Hansen [481), only the difference in terperature between the 

surface and the surroundings is important. However, this is not the 

case in problerls of natural convection, as will he seen from an 

ex+urination of the body force term. in tie -monentur� equatior.. 

It s+rcu1d be noted that the present wary ir. cludes all cases 

treated proviousltiv, iricludirr these of (2??. 'i'hic is demonstrated by 

putting G., - con: 3t ' nd u., =0 in eq ations (11) to (21) 
, and writinr 

G*w Gv-r,,,, 'Zen tiese equations hecor. e i4'nticnl to equations (`6) 

to ('? ) in (231. 

'i o caýeý a '-e of u-Articular interest in t}tc present context, 

viz. , -steaciv natural convection 00 from an isotberrn1 sui; frc' in non- 

isothermal gnrroar. '3i ngz ; (5) fron a non-i sotthe-ig1 surface r�%i nt aiii j 

F. t a constant temperature differential ulith its surroundings. 
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5.3. Strady 1Intural Corvortion from an Inotýnrna1 Surfach 
in Non-Isotheri^. a1 : Iurroundings 

In tniý case ur3,8 = corst, Coo = 0ý(x) and hence 

cl c3=c4=C =cc11=i' and c8=--clo. , a_uations (12), 

( a5) , 
(1F") and (18) deterri ne the con;: iticns whirl. r±re i -^oosed can 

©2 and Gam. A stucil of the c; enersl . solution to equations (15) and 

(16) sho': s that two cane s riust now he considered. 

Case (i) : c6/c5 # 1. 

'{ere ý1 ßc14 + (c5'eý3)(E - 1)Y]1/{ý-1) 

ý2 = 013[C. 114 + icy/c13)i E-7} : jEll E-ý; 

where F= c6/c5 and c13 and c4 are constants )f interratinn. It is 

convenient to rearrange these eiuations by writing r. - (e + 3)/(E - 1) 

and c5 =n-1. (This later step is possi`ie because of the prescnc! 

of the arbitrary constants c1 and cl); in the equations. ) 

The equations nov become 

41 " lcl4 + (4'c13 

c13[c14 + (1+/c13M(n+3)/4 

and we also havc 4 
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Gw - ^ý = c13(`14 +( /c13)x)n 

Under there conditions, egartions (9) E. ný (1o) reduce to 

et 41+ (`, +3)fft' - 
(^ri + ? )(ft )r +w=Q 

(ý, ý) 

"' + Pr(n+? )f:: ' + 4nPrf'(1 - ý) ='0 (""0 

s. 'here th-i prir.. e indicator, differcrtiation with reonect tc rt. "'"i^ ^ 

erjuation3, tonet nor with tie anpronriate t, )undar cc^,: '.. c: ns, ýº Ue 

so: ve4 numerical r. 

Of 2artic10-rtr iritereat are the : 2ý*.: -tr rs''^r rate fro-i the Surface 

ar: d the co onent of veiocit. " parnllei to the surf tc '. 

Lfr 

Z. v Qr cy` ý+ 1ý+ 13 
waß:. 

U-= Q'txý 

i, Xpresainf- the ? reut-transfer jr lin, ýnsiorli:, n fort-. it t? r°S of t'le 

Hunsf-lt nulber, : re obtain 

1-/1+ 
(Y) N1(0) 4 ; iu = 

`" X ýgc( 
eW_em); 3 

s E{ tim 
13 cL1l+O, /cl 
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4 
C1 (ý; hich i. r :: o, "ýn }; i n ^*uýýý Of t'1, '. correspor fir forr If c2: "- 

of to be equivalent to tl: e boundarj layer `lavir zero thi c'.: ress at 

x= o) this reduces to 

: lu = ((7, r)3/*, 
12''(c)/(2 )1/2 

-where C, r = ve? ( Ow - 8,, )x3/v 

Case (ii): cfý/c5 = 1. 
.J c 

31 anti yi - c, 5e 
5 

/c13 
c15 in r. constant 

of integration. `Jritin m= 14/c,, 
3 and c5 =1 (possible because 

c 13 aua c ̀ 5 are arbi tr, rr) ,,, e r dtt 

q1=c15e nY/k 

ý2 - ('ýcl /*º)ertX/4 

CW - C. =( c154/m)emy. 

and cauwtion3 (9) and (1.0) beeorm 

f1� + ffI f- 2('f' )` +t=0 

0 '' + Prf'D' +4 3rf' (1 - t) =0. 

(74) 

(f5) 

The corr? 3pondi ng for rs for 4'' ani 'a are 
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(4c 5/r. )e5my/4 
4 1.5 

u= pýý2: ý (4c152/r, }e;, v/7 f' 

It is thus so-en that ai^ila rit7 coluticns °cr stead-, natural convectie-, n 

from an isothermal surface exist 'her the temperature of t, -je 

surroundings varies either as a power of P. linear function of r, or an 

an exponential function of x. The rc'sultin; f--el tiors are, in each 

case, sir. ilar but not identical to those for the corresncndina cases cf 

variable surface terperRture and isothermal 3urroundirga [231. 
% 

IIumerical solutions to equ'tion3 (22) and (23) have been 

obtained for a range of values of n, and are reicrted in Chapter 6. 

5.4. Steady Natural Convection fron a "Ion-Isotherxal : Surface 
maintained at a Con3tant Ter, nerature r)ifferential 
with ita Surroitndir s. 

Hore u,,, -0 and Cw(x) - 009(x) = constant so that cl = c3 = c4 _ 

C7 = c8 C9 = C11 =0 and equations (1"? ), (15), (I. 6) and (20) provide 

the conditions which rust be satisfied if similarity solutions are to 

exi3t. Equation (12) rAy be rewritten ac 

= (26) (ýE) 'i ` 
1ý2 , 

Equation (15) and (16) together yield a Feneral solution 

Co le 
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where E= en/c5 and c- is r. constant of integration. rubctitutinc 

back into equations (15) and (16) we obtain, for the case c 

al = (c17 + 
c5 

ýh-, ) 
16 

and 
C C-1) 

G 

where c17 is a constant of integration. ubstitutirs; equation. (27) and 

(28) into equation. (l}6) 'ives 

3/(c - 1) = -E/(c - 1) or E= -3 

Examination of this result shows that except for the constant of 

integration cl6, the functions ý, and are identical with the 

corresponding functions occurring in the anait is of steadv«natural 

convection from an isothermal surface in isotherrial surroundings. 

We still have to satisfy equation (70) which may be rewritten as 

DX c16 w co cli - r5 clb X 

Thu3 GM - -(c10/4c5)(Gw -G )ln(c16c17 1"c5X) + c18 where cl, is 

a con: 3tant of integration. 
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1 1C1' i rust rer'nin ri ri C., ±ti: C rý:: t. ri ctiýr. s C`Li th 
. 'ß71N` 

00 

of t:: e co:: starts c lv 'c 17 6nää c1, are aTynare; fit. `'"iey are: 

(i) rei. thir c- ncr C can be zsrÖ `10 17 

l iý Cc Cnlt: Ot : %f_ P-fU'1.1 to !. C 17 

A Stu, 1v of t: r: for-3 ()f ;, ýý I? ý)i"Y ýýý. "+7 Ti jý~ýj ýrti '« r'lý: i ý. ; "1lv+. n. ý `ý;. ý°. ät 

3 iosrs that tie 2'e tric Jorij lave !t c`? '': öT 

Vif? exi ten! 'e Of 1: ennstant tF'_T'""ýernture 1i frl"ru-1t ilý, ý't'ý: :: ' a Surfaco 

at ý)r artj its sll? ': 'O'1'7, ii'1F';: > i^ hCp. *-4 i.; Af ßi: 1 t'. ": '? c xi ' ýrc C1! ß t. 7Cl 

xero ?, oundarr 

: try Lounciar7 ! crer as n finite ttiiic': iss at 

X=D. This thicknezz, and aisc th rlnc-r. itudc-7, of Vic velocity and 

to. per' tu'"c 
; 7rofi lea are s ci t'ie by t'tP Vii: un 'f c17' It '7tä3 been 

Surf"P: ätF. d L. ̀ 1f3t t'ii Ca., "! i3 of v . 
1u' ?. i±h P'f-, 37r'Ct }d nxrýri^ý`! 1±5 ý' 

which the position X-0 is not known accuratnl, r, ci,, could be used 

ps a dis-)osab. A. e constant to troduvP narAe^ºnnt bet. w: ern th-cry Pnd 

experiment. T: iis would only he ossible in thn shade., of the 

experinenta1 velocity and ter: nerature profiles at f=0 were the sane 

as the theoretical ones, 

For this case, equations (9) and (10) rr. 4uce to the orflra y 

differential equations 
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f'"I + 7ff" - 2(fß ý+0 

q't t 3Prf')' - clot' =0 

The npp'arance of c10 (which can only be zero if P, 
GO 

« connt. ) in 

(29) 

i ýý ) 

equation (30), together wits the conditions i, noosed CCn c17, 'cmocstrttes 

that no formte ^f !; 
ý( 

C) exist °or vhieh natur^'. convection fro- a on- 

isothermal surface na. intained at a constant ter. nerature differential 

with its surroundings, is id iltic'i1 to nP. tur .1 convection fror an 

isotherm. a? surface in isoti, errr 1 surroundirx:,. 

No nuricricgl scluticins to equations (29) 
. 9nc (; 0) have been 

attempted. The experimental tart of this invcstisation ': m3 teen 

carried out at the conditions of the first case treated here (i. e. 

it - const. ). 

5.5. Other cases of convection to Non-Tsotherng1 ^usrrourdinr_3 

A careful study of equntions (11) to (: '1) shoal thP. t the 

conditions irposed by these equations are closely related to those vhic! 

must be satisfied in probleria with i$otnerma1 surrourdincs. : qur,, tions 

(11) to (18) and (21) impose the sie conditions on (Gw - %) as are 

usually irraosei on G. Equations (19) and (20) then irtpcse conditions 

on G as gell. 
0* 

As an exa. ̂iple, let u3 consider the case of steady natural 

convection from a non-isothe: nal 3urftce to non-isotherrnl surroundings. 

I 
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Similarity äolutionn are Dossib1e for (0, - cam) - (A + : ýýx 

sxtisf'! Ps equstion (20) which and for C, 
r - G@ = le x 

provided Gm also 

requires that Gý ß C(A + ?, X}n in one case and Gm = Del' in the other 

case (A, 3, C and t are constants). The sini3arity in thA fore of 

(Gw - },, )(X) and Gb(x) results from the simiiarit, ' of equatiors (37) and 

(19), end (18) and (20). 711'6s gives n means of k , ýneraliE In; existirr 

results to include cases oil' on-isot: ierr.; al surroundings. T trictions 

previoual;,, r derived concerning ai1owatle variations in surface terperature 

mai he used to Jescribe allovable variations in temperature difference, 

surface to surroundings, provijed that the sane conditions are imposed 

on the variations of surrounding ter. Brature alone. This generalisation 

may be applied to all known sinilarity solutions for natural convection 

(see for exaip1c Yang t2319 Pau. -Chr np Lu 136]. ', Darrow and r', re äF L'173, 

Eichhorn [201, etc. ) a. nd slso to 3inilarity solutions for combined forced 

and free cnnvection (nee rparrc', ? ichhnrn anL OrregF 1371 anal "ri rdley 

It should be noted that the res'-lting ordinary differential 

e'uatioas in all these cases will not be the sare as those for the 

correspondin; cases of Ssotherrial surroun3invs, but Will , in each cap, 

contain an additional terra in the 'enerp' equation. : dw'erical solutions 

have not been obtained for any of the new equations, because practical 
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applications have not yet ariren ur', iich would Justify sich work. 

? ioryeVAr, there i^-, little doubt thrt suc. i sol stions could be obtain. d by 

meafl3 of one of the retnods described i. "? Chanter 6" 

0 
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CHAPTER 6 

CO? ]PUTATION AND THEORETICAL RESULTS 
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6.1. Introduction 

No analytical methods of solution are known for the pair of 

coupled ordinary differential equations ((5.22) and (5.23] derived 

in Chapter 5. It is thus necessary to resort to numerical r^ethods. 

In previous work in this field, two different methods have been 

used to obtain numerical solutions to systems of equations of this 

type. Most investigators have used the method of Runge-Kutta (see 

Ostrach [21, Sparrow and Gregg [181 and Yang [231), but Schuh [I+I+1 and 

Le Fevre [45) used a different approach, often referred to as Weyl's 

method (Moore (461). 

6.2. The 1'ethod of Runge-Kutta 

The method of P. unge-Kutta, which is a standard technique in 

numerical analysis (reference [471)'involves transforming the fifth 

order system into five simultaneous first order equations, and using 

these to integrate from one end of the range of independent variable to 

the other. It is a particularly powerful technique in initial value 

problems. When the boundary conditions are not all specified at one 

end of the range, that is, in a boundary value problem, it is necessary 

to set up an iteration process based on the dunce-Kutta procedure. 

i 
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The application of this Method to the solution of equations 

(5.22) and (5.23) is considered in detail in Appendix F. It is noted 

there that difficulties arise fror the fact that some of the boundary 

conditions are specified at n_-. It is shown that in most cases 

these difficulties can only be overcome at the expense of taking two or 

more separate runs on a computer (with intermediate inspection of the 

results) to solve the equations for any riven set of conditions. 

Multiple runs with intermediate inspection of results ray also be needed 

to overcome instability which maf occur in the actual 'lunge-Kutta 

integration process under some conditions (see [2]). 

In view of these difficulties and with the advice of 

Professor E. J. Le Fevre it was decided to investigate the alternative 

method of solution. Weyl's method had not previously been used in 

conjunction wit: a digital corputer. both the two uses mentioned above 

being carried out on desk calculating machines. 

6.3.11ey1' n method 

Wefl's method makes use of the fact that an equation such as (5.22) 

(f"' + (n+3)ff" - 2(n+l)(f' )2 +p= 01 has a for al solution 

nn -10 (n+3), " do 
n 

In(nf3)f do 
(I e ý1 e 10 

( 

j0 0 

a 

{2(n+I)(f')2-i)dn+c1)dn+c2)dn+c 
3" 

(ö. 1 

This enables a new f(n) to be deterrined from f(n) and an initial guess 

at f(n). The constants c1, c2 and c3 are determined from the boundary 

conditions. 

S.. 
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"'he application of the same idea to equation (5.23) enables 

an iteration procedure to be set up. The details of this procedure 

and the computer programs which were written to execute it are described 

in Appendix F. 

Attempts to operate a sirple iteration process as outlined 

above, indicated that such an iteration did not converge. Even when 

the 'initial guesses' for f(n) and z(n) were taken from the solutions 

given in (21 (for the case n-U, Pr a 0.72), divergence occurred. 

. he rate of divergence appeared to be related to the difference between 

the 'initial guesses' and the exact Solution, being lea t when the 

coiutions given in [21 were used. 

In an attezrot to overccre this divergence, an 'acceleration' 

procedure was incorporated into the program. The Aitken acceleration 

procedure [471 W used because or the above-r. ntioned relationship 

between the rate of divergence and the accuracy of the 'initial Fuesses', 

This acceleration procedure involves projecting forwards (or backwards) 

fron the results of three iterations, assuming that the convergence 

(or diverger. c e)is in a geometric progression. Details are given in 

Appendix F. 

Convergence of the iteration procedure was achieved when this 

acceleration procedure was incorporated, but only when the 'initial 

guesses' yore not too far removed fror the required Solution. ror 
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exanple, the case Pr = 10, n0 converged when the solution for 

Pr = 0.72, ns0 given in [21 was used as the 'initial guess', but the 

case Pr s 0.1, na0 did not converge fron the same starting values. 

The case Pr a 0.708, nx0.05 was solved satisfactorily using the 

solution given in [2j for Pr - 0.72, n=0 as the 'initial guess'. With 

Pr kept constant n was increased in steps of 0.05 to 0.6 and each case 

was solved, using the solution fror the previous one as the 'initial 

guess'. A total of 8 minutes computing time on the London University 

Atlas was required to solve these 12 cases. However, when an attenpt 

was made to compute the corresponding cases for negative values of n, 

the iteration failed to converge for n- -0.2. 

Considerable efforts were made to improve the convergence of 

the iteration both for n< -0.15 and for extreme values of Pr. The 

cases with n< -0.15 were important because of the unusual behaviour 

of the solutions which had first appeared at n= -0.15. Extreme values 

of Pr were investigated as part of an attempt to deternine the full 

limitations of the nethod as compared with that of Punge-Kutta. 

No success was achieved in improving the convergence for 

n< -0.15. An attempt was therefore made to1cotpute these cases by 

the nothod of : lunge-Kutta. Solutions were obtained for the important 

cases of n=-0.2s -0.25 and -0.3 but the computing time required 

increased rapidly fron case to case and the n- -0.35 case was abandoned 

-r. 
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when it was estimated that 8 minutes would be required for this case 

alone*e The reason for this feature of the computation was apparent 

from the rc3slts for n= -0.3 which showed that the solution wra of an 

oscillatory nature. 

The various attempts r. ade to improve the convergence of the 

orig-ina1 iteration method, together with the fiunCe-uutta program used 

are given in IpDendix F. 

When attention wan directed to the co-iputation for extreme 

values of Dr and n-0, surre succesn was achieved, but very soon a new 

difficulty was encountered. The value of n w. iich could, for the 

purpose of the boundarj condition:., be taken as infinity, become larger 

as the value of Fr became further removed from 1. This caused the 

positive and negative exponential terns in the solution to becoie 

respectively very large and very snail. For exarnle, at Pr = 300 and 

the value of n corresponding to infinity, the positive exponential 

tcrt was greater than 10 116, 
even when the iteraticn'was started with the 

'correct' solution. For any other 'initial guess '9 the ntihber was even 

larger. (The sicnificance of 10 11' is that it is the largest nur. ber 

which the atlas computer can handle. ) 

A special program procedure was written tm enable the conuter 

to cope with these verr large nursers, but this only partially overcame 

*Coriputing time on Atlas costs b5 per minute. 
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the difficulty because it only raised the corputer's absolute number 

limit. It did not alter the relative limit which was 1010. The 

irportance of this relative 1irAt lay in the fact that at the conditions 

encountered at extreme values of Pr, the expression 

n 

n 

1 e10 

(n+3)f do 

(2(n+1)tf' Y2- ßldn + cl 
0 

in equation (6.1) consisted, at one particular value of n. of two very 

large and very nearly equal parts. That iss 

Jn (n+3)P do 

cl = -Jn e0 (2(n+2)(f')2 - 0Idn 
0 

to within one part in 1010 while both were of order 1050 or greater. 

Thus, any attempt to commute this tert was subject to serious error. 

Although this error was only significant at one particular value of n, 

it was none the less sufficient in sorge cases to disturb the geometric 

nature of the convergence (or divergence) of the iteration procedure. 

Moreover, since the error was almost randor, in nature (ovine to the 

internal workings of the computer) it was not possible to estimate its 

nagnitude. 

a No way of avoiding this difficulty by a change of variable 

could be found, and in view of another difficulty which became 
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apparent at the same time, this pocht was not pursued. A more 

detailed discussion of the error and possible ways of overconinrº it 

arc contained in Appendix F. 

The other source of difficult; ' which becare apoarent at the 

same stage ir the work arose fror, the fact that the large values of 

n. associated with extrere values of ''r radc it uneconomical (in terry' 

of eonputinv time) to use a single sten size over the whole ranoe of n. 

Attempts to write a progrA. n with a self-setectinp variable step size were 

unsuccessful owing to the requirements of the integration processes. 

Programms were written with pre-selected variable step size, and these 

proved satisfactory and advantageous at moderate values of "'r although 

it was difficult to optinise the position and rarmitude of the changes 

in step size. 'q: owever, at extreme values of Pr, it became increasingly 

difficult to avoid introducing errors in the vicinity of the change in 

step size. For a More detailed discussion of this difficulty and 

po3s, ible wafs of overcoming it, the reader is referred to Appendix F. 

In view of these difficulties it ', ras decided to terminate the 

investigation. Nevertheless sufficient progress had been made to 

justif`i a ccrz arison of the two methods of computation. 

6,1 4, A Cot rtrisnn of 'Iurerical 'Iethods 

Although it proved to be reasonably easy to compute some of the 

solutions to equations (5.22) and (5.23), by the use of Weyl's method. 
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it as found to be ir: pozsible to conputt all those required, br thin 

method. It vas apoarent that severe restrictions existed with regard 

to the general use of this method in its simple form. These 

restrictions did not become mppnrent in the use of the =ethod reported 

in 1451 for to reasons. Firstly, the equations being solved were not 

exactly the s're and secondly an analytical procedure vss used, rather 

than a nuiherical one, at Tarr-e values of n. (ree Apoenßix r for a 

discussion of this method of relaxing the restrictions in the present 

case. ) The restrictions were presurab lv encountered in the use of the 

nethod reported in [441, but no information on tiis point is given. 

It is possible that the restrictions could be overcome, but it 

I. -, obvious that to do 3o would require auch more complicated progrsts 

than those developed here. "orcover, such progrars ; would have to be 

developed specifically for this problem and in this context it should 

be noted that the basic part of the alternative xethod of computation 

(Runge-Kutta) is available on cost corputer systems as a librarr profirar... 

This was certainly the care nn the London University Atlas coznouter 

using the Algol 60 lanciage. 

A comparison between the two riethods of computation thus shows 

the following points. 

The rowthod of Iunre-Vutta 

This method will in general make use of an available library 

program and vill therefore involve relatively little program writin'. 
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It is slightly less efficient jr. terris of cor. nuting tire than 'Weal's 

method and may involve intermediate inspection of results in some 

cases. (It should be noted that with the present progress which is 

being made in the field of direct access corputation with display 

output facilities, this latter point my cease to be a disadvantage. ) 

The library Punre-Kutta ßror, rar, will in rereral have n self-seeking, 

variable step size built into it and such proiranz do not in general 

require large amounts of corputer store. 

We"ý1' a method 

This trethod wilt in general require a nrecini nrocriw to be 

written and if volutions are rc? uired over a wide range of parnnetcrs, 

it may prove to be one of considerable corlplexity, requiring lengthy 

development. The method is pore efficient in terms of conputinrr time 

thin the Runge-Kutta method for all ca'As for which the iteration can 

be made to converge. It is pRrticularly suitable for producing 

solutions at snarl steps in the value of one of the uarancters. It 

does not seen to be possible to build into the : iethod n self-seeking 

variable step size. The progran is likely to rake considerably greater 

demands on the conputer storage facilities than the gunge-Kutta method. 

It in concluded that in the rajcrity of cases where solutions to 

equations of the nature of (5.22) aria (5.23) rare required, the method of 

Runre-Kutta will prove to be the most satisfactor7, 

I 
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. 6.5. Thcoreticnl lic", ults 

ror reasons iniiAtet in the theory in Chapter 5, only the 

problem of it transfer from a constant te"ipernture plate to variable 

tmperature surroundincs has been examined in detail. For thgt proklert 

it vn choirs that exrct sir: i l zrity snluti ors cr the bouný'ary laver 

These 3e; utions e; uaticas exist, provided that (^W _ r, 
ýl 

: (i + Bx )n. 

have been conputed for the case A0 over r rn. nge of values of n 

fror -0.3 to +O. ä. 

The case L_0 does not correspond ex^_ctl, r to the Prrangp"ent 

wa^^d in the expcrimentr i wore:. f-0 implies that C-C=0 at It" 

x-0 -which in turn implies that Ow = 9CO at the lead! nc ef! re of the 

plate. In the ex', erirent it was very difficult to specify the exact 

position of the plate leadirc c4gc*. '"5e Kadi-ir edge could have been 

specifi'd cm that the condition OW e was satisfied but this would have 

involved having e, var'finr, in the iv ediate vicinity of the le%dinr edce. 

Leck of nrrecnert bet"«eer. theoretical and exnerimental conditions near 

the plate leading, edre was not expected to affect conditions at larre x, 

where G- 000 = Dxn provided an ade=Rte description of the experinental 

temperature distribution. 

The casesA 00 imply boundary layers which do not begin at the 

leading, edge of the plate. The theory is pore complex and the results 

*^. 'ir, is aas duo to the use of a nose section of lour conductivity material on 
the bottom of the plate as described in J pendix A. I 
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would be difficult to interpret iecause A could ap rLrcnt1.1 only ''e 

3eterrrineýi by using it as *ýn artitrn. r^r constant cbtrtinee by exnerirýer. t. 

^he values of n rorresnendina to er. erirpntml. enndttions 

ranged TOT' zero to -0.2. The rýnnintn values nfr vere CO.. Si erf'(ý 

in order to get a pore co-rn1ete picture of the oäenor"ena involved. 

It was cho-wn Ln Chapter 5 tat the only effect of the variation 

of n on the heat transfer fron the olate, could be exrresse-i as a 

c Dance in the constant of proportionality :. between tie local Nusselt 
0.25) 

ý, fourt. ý 1 root � of the local ^a. rnsnof nur. b ru...: ýer (Nu) and the ,h .A 
er (Cr 

00 

Figure 6.1 slows the variation of this constant with n over the rnnre 

considered. For no tive n t! ie local heat transfer rate is increased 

over that for n=0 while for positive n it is reduced. This in in 

keepint; with the phya"ical" picture or the piienor^enon. For negative n 

one would expect that at a particular section x on the plate, the 

terpcratures at all points in the boundary layer would t)e less than 

would have existed if n had beer zero end '' - '1 had been everywhere 

equal to its local value. 

'.. his picture of the phenonennn is confir-ed by the dirensionless 

temperature and velocity profiles which are shown for vrtricun values of 

n in Fic irez 6.2 and 6.3. The reduced velocities shown for negative 

values of n indicate that the effect of the reduced te* eratures as 

corpared %Tith the n=0 case is pore important than the increase in 

I 
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"reiaeity ; reich riir: ht be PxpcetcL l, ccause of the larder value of 

9-0 at r rnnller x. 
wa 

In vies: of the difficulty of sliovina °ir. P detail on 'if ures 6.2 

a. n-i 6.3, the full r. 3ults for the i~n^ortant cases of r 

an3 -3.3 are r'iver. in T1tl. e3 6.1, (. 2 ane 6.1. 

6.6. Discussion of the Theoretical Penults 

The results of this theoretical investigation are directly 

relevant to the experimental invcstiration forming the main body of this 

thesis. The results enable the effect of the vertical temaerature 

gradient in the laboratory on the rate of heat transfer from the plate 

to be taken into account. The most important results, however, are 

the details of the temperature and velocity profiles shown in Tables 6.1, 

6.2 and 6.3. 

These tables show that as suspected when the theoretical 

investigation was started, the temperature in the outer part of the 

boundarj layer can be below the local temperature outside the boundary 

1nyer. What was not suspected was that this effect would lend to the 

flow reversal in the outer part of the boundarv layer which is indicated 

by the negative values of f' in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. 

It is likely that a boundary layer with flow reversal of this 

type would be unstable. It is not possible to establish the form which 

the instability would take, but it seems possible that the profiles shown 

in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 could be alternately established and then destroyed 

ý'V-4 
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by secondary flows. It is also not possible to say at what value of 

n the instability would first'occur. The flow reversal only shows 

in the results for n< -0.15, but it is almost certainly present (though 

of lesser ragitude) for larger values of n. The cha, nre of sinn 

as , ociated with the zero, in the results for r. - -0.15 (Table 6.1) 

is evidence for this. 

It is possible that a full stability r. nalysis of the profilep 

would establish a critical value of n. There was sn me inndi^ation 

in the p lirinarr ex-aerir+ents (re'nrted in Prnendix 4, ̀ that such a 

critical value does. exist and that its value is Letween 0 Anc1 -0.05. 

; he possibility that a vertical temperature gradient outside 

the boundary layer can cause unsteadiness, has an interesting connection 

with observed phenottena in closed cavity natural convection problems. 

Unsteady laminar flow has been observed both in a rectangular cavity 

with one wall at a higher temperature than the other (Elder (91] and 

Carlson (92]) and in a cavity containing a fluid with a volume heat- 

source (Caster and Murgatroyd [401, Hauritt t931 and Watson [941t. In 

all these cases the unsteadiness was observed in the so-called 'boundary 

layer' flow repine, in which the two boundary layers on the walls do 

not directly interfere with o; e another. Under these conditions, the 

flow near the wall bears a close resemblance to that studied in the 

present problem and in all cases a vertical temperature gradient (of the 

- 
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type which would give rise to negative n in the context of this 

investigation) existed towards the centre of the cavity. The velocity 

and temperature profiles reported in [1O), (93) and [94+) also show 

evidence of the trends suggested by the present theory. 

4 

ýý. 
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FIG. 6.2 

DIMENSIONLESS TEMPERATURE PROFILES 
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FIG. 6.3 
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TABLE 6.1 

T ooretical :; o; ution n= -o. 15 Pr = ä. 7O6 

ri f f' ffe 

0.00 0.00000 u. 00000 0.65949 0.00000 0.55423 
0.50 0.06312 0.21703 0.23471 0.27485 0.53705 
1.00 0.18.146 0.262y6 -0.02227 0.52543 0.45359 
1.50 0.31151 0.22380 -0.12471 0.72344 0.32318 
2.00 0.40535 0.15433 -0.13975 0.64974 0.1yß 55 
2.50 0.46734 0.09312 -0.09939 0.92500 0.10901 
3.00 0.50448 0.05537 -0.06454 0.56475 0.05515 
3.50 0.52530 0.03012 -0.03810 0.98430 0.02623 
4.00 0.53640 0.01568 -0.02109 0.5933R 0.01184 
4.50 0.54+204 0.00786 -0.01113 0.55739 0. u0,08 
5.00 0.54488 0.003, ' 1 -0.00564 C. 9y 07 0;. 0,205 
5.50 0.54622 0.00178 -0.00277 0.59973 0,00076 
6.00 0.4683 0. o0081 -0.00131 0.9; 996 0.00024 
6.50 0.54711 0-00035 -0.0006 0 1.30002 0.00005 
7.00 0.54723 0.00014 -3.00026 1.00003 -0.00001 
7.50 0.54727 0.00006 -0.00011 1.00002 -0.00002 
8.00 0.54729 0.00002 -0.00004 1.00002 -0.00002 
8.50 0.54730 0.00001 -0.000u2 1.00001 -0.00001 
9.00 0.54730 0.00000 -0.00000 1.00001 -0.00001 
9.50 0.54730 -0.00000 -0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 10.00 0.54730 -0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 

10.50 0.54730 -0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 
11.00 0.5-, 729 -0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -c. ov000 
11.50 0.54729 -0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 
12.00 0.54729 -0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 
12.50 0.54729 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 
13.00 0.5472> 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -0.0000 
13.50 0.54729 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 14.00 0.54729 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -0.000700 
14.50 0.54730 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 
15.00 0.51430 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 15.50 0.57430 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -3.00000 16.00 0,54730 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 
16.50 0.54730 0.00000 -0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 
17.00 0.54730 0.00000 -0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 
17.50 0.54730 0.00000 -0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 18.00 0.54730 0.00000 -0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 
18.50 0.54730 0.00000 -0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 15.00 0.54730 0.00000 -0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 19.50 0.54730 -0.00000 -0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 20.00 0.54730 -0.00000 -0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 
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TABLE 6.2 

Theoretical Solution n= -0.2 Pr s 0.708 

f fi f" 4 

0,00 0,00000 0,00000 0,6 29 0.00000 0.57125 

0,50 0.06237 0,21415 0.22071- 0.29313 0.55237 

i. 00 0,185,74 0,2580n -0.0251.8 0.53070 0.46182 

1 . 50 0,30600 0.21505 -0.12530 0.73670 0,32280 

2.00 0.30700 0.14.4617 -0,12072 0.86430 0,1g2,81. 

2.50 0.45630 ' 0.00.26 -0,00748 0.11361n 0.101.83 

3.00 0,4-0135 0.05153 -0.06243 0.07251 0.04993 
3-50 0.51051. 0.02,730 -0.0 

621. 0.08020 0.021.53 

4.00 0.52042 0.01371 -0.01057 0.00642 0.00967 
4.50 0.52529 0.006.55 -0.01000' o. ctvn16 0.00300 

5,00 0.52756 0,00207 -0.00486 1, oooo6 0, ooo86 

5,50 0.52956 0,00127 -0.00225 1.00026 0,00009 
6, o0 0,528g8 0.00050 -o, ooon9 1.00023 -0,0001. 
6,50 0,52014 0.00018 -0,00040 1,00016 -0.00014 

""7.00 0.52010 0.00005 -0,0001.5 1.00010 -0,00011 
7.50 0.52020 0,00000 -0,00005 1,00005 -0,00007 
8.00 0.52020 -0.00001 -0.00001 1,00003 -0.00004 
8,, o 0,5201(1 -0,00001 0,00000 1.00001 -0.00002 
0.00 0.5201. () -0.00001. 0,00001 1.100001 -0,00001 
0.50 0.52010 -0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -0.00001 

1.0.00 0.52010 -0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -0.00000 
X0,50 0,52018 -0,00000 0,00000 , 00000 -0,00000 
ii. lit) oi:, 2oih -o, ooööo ö, 6öböö i , ooööö -ö. ööööö 
11. . -50 

0. 
ý52q1.8 

0,00000 0,00000 1.00000 -0,00000 
12,00 0.5201.8 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -0,00000 
12.50 0,52()18 0.00000 0,00000 1.00000 -0,00000 
1.3.00 0.52018 0.00000 0,00000 1.00000 -0,00000 
13,50 0,52914 0,00000 0,00000 1,00000 -0,00000 
14.00 0.52010 0.00000 -0,00000 1,00000 -0.00000 
14.50 0.52019 0,00000 -0.00000 1,00000 -0.00000 
15.00 0,52010 0.00000 . -0,00000 1,00000 -0,00000 
15,50 0,52919 0,00000 -0,00000 1.00000 -0,00000 
1.6. oo 0,5291.0 0,00000 -0,00000 1.00000 -0,00000 

'i. 6,5o 0,52010 -0,00000 -0.00000 1,00000 -0,00000 
17.00 0,52010 -0.00000 -0.00000 1.00000 0,00000 
17.50 0,5201.0 -0.00000 -0.00000 1.. 00000 0.00000 
18.00 0.52018 -0,00000 -0,00000 1,00000 0,00000 
19.50 0,52018 -0,00000 -0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 
10.00 0,5291.9 -0.00000 -0,00000 1.00000 -. 0,00000 
10.50 0,52019 -0.00000 -0.00000 1.00000 o; ooooo 
20,00 0.5201,9 -0.00000 -0.00000 1.00000 0,00000 
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TABLE 6.3 

Theoretical Solution na -0.3 Pr a 0.708 

I1 f 
0,00 0.00000 

0.50 o. o6ogo 
1.00 0.18034 
1.50 0.29536 
2.00 0.38072 
2.50.0.43491 
3.00 0.46572 
3.50 0.48176 
4.00 0.48946 
4.50 0.49286 
5.00 0.49421 
5.50 0.49465 
6. oo 0.49474 
6.5o 0.49471 
7.00 0.49467 
7-50 0.49463 
R. oo o. 4946o 
8.50 0.49459 
9.00 0.49459 
9.50 0.49457 

10.00 . 0.49457 
10.50 0.49457 
11.00 0.49457 
11.50 0.49457 
12.00 0.49457 
12.50 0.49457 
13.00 0.49457 
13.50 0.49457 
14.00 0.49457 
14.50 0.49457 
15.00 0.49457 
15.50.0.494-57 
i6. oo 0.49457 
16.50 0.49457 
17.00 0.4.9457 
17.50 0.49457 
lR. 00.0.49457 
19.50 0.49457 
19,00 0.49457 
19.50 0.49457 
20.00 0.49457 

0.00000 0.64099 
0.20P45 0.21979 
0.24R46 -0.03083 0.20374 -0.12652 
0.13771 -0.12746 
0.08191 -0.09355 
0.04426 -0. o5R22 
0.02204 -0.03249 
0.01011 -o. o1664 
0.00422 -0.007F7 
0.00153 -0.00341 
0.00041 .. 0.00131 
0.00002 -0.00041 

.., 0.00009 -0.00007 

.. 0.00009 0.00004 
-0.00006 0.00005 
-0.00004 0.00004 

-0.00002 0.00003 
_0.00001 0.00002 

-0.00000 0,00001 

-0.00000 0.00000 

-. 0.00000 0,00000 
0.00000 0,00000 
0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 . 0.00000 
0.00000 . -0.00000 
0,00000 -0.00000 

.. 0.00000 "0.00000 
-0.00000 -0.00000 
-0.00000 -0,00000 
-0.00000 -+0.00000 
-0.00000 -0.00000 
-0.00000 -. 0.00000 

-0.00000 -0.00000 
-0.00000 0.00000 

-0.00000 0.00000 

-0.00000 0.00000 

". 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 

0.00000 0.60414 
0.29911 0.5R1F0 
0.56729 0.47702 
0.76745 0.32119 
o. R9137 0.1P113 
o. 0565R 0.0Q7F2 
o. g8629 0.03684 
0.997R9 0.012P2 
1.00145 0.00295 
1,00193 -0.00037 1.00150 -0.00111 
1, ooo96 -o. ooogR 
1.00055 -o. ooo66 
1,00029 -. 0.00039 
1.00014 .. 0.00021 
1. oooo6 _0.00011 
1.00003 -0.00005 1100001 --0.00002 
1,00000 -0.00001 
1.00000 -0,00000 
1.00000 -0.00000 
1.00000 0,00000 
1.00000 .. 0.00000 
1.00000 -0.00000 
1.00000 -0,00000 
1,00000 -0,00000 
1.00000 -0,00000 
1.00000 -0.00000 
1.00000 -0,00000 
1.00000 0,00000 
1,00000 0100000 
1.00000 0.00000 
1000000 0100000 
1.00000 0.00000 
1.00000 0,00000 
1,00000 0,00000 
1.00010 0,00000 
1.00000 0.00000 
1.00000 0.00000 
1.00001 0.00000 
1,00000 -0,00000 
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7.1. Introduction 

The experimental results are conveniently described in four 

parts. The results of tests to determine local heat-transfer rates 

are dealt with first and are further sub-divided according to whether 

the boundary layer was laminar or turbulent. Other sections deal 

with temperature profiles, temperature fluctuations and velocity profiles. 

The heat-transfer tests comprise considerably more than half of 

all the tests and include nany carried out in a laninar boundary layer. 

Such measurements have been the subject of a number of previous 

experimental studies, but their repetition is justified for three 

reasons. Firstly it was desired to check the accuracy of the technique 

adopted for the neasurerent of the local heat-transfer rates. Only one 

previous use of an analogous technique had been reported and in that 

case an interferoreter rather than a resistance thermometer was used 

to measure the temperature. Secondly, the results of very low Grashof 

numbers were in sore doubt since considerable-differences existed among 

those of previous experinenters, and it was hoped that further 

investiFation would throw sore light on these discrepancies. Finally, 

the discovery of the effect of the vertical terperature gradient 

outside the boundary layer led to the development of a theoretical 
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analysis to account for the effect and it was hoped that cxperircnts 

would corroborate the theory. 

ý. 2. Heat-Transfer ". easurenents 

Each test involved ^c'surinr the can air terrnerature at six 

points spaced at O. )5 crt intervals along a normal to the elate, 

together with the temperature cutside the boundarv lnyer. Fron the 

six readings close to the plate, the plate surf'. c, ý te? -nerature w- 

obtained by extrapolation and the heat-trarsfAr rate weis calculated fror. 

the tor+p'rature gradient at tote plate. Ir thic radon near the 

surface the tennernturc nrofile was found to 'r,, e sensiLly l. ineor, after 

due correctinn had been made for the variation of *. hPrrý: s1 conductivity 

with temperature. : 'uch e, correction enabled the heat-transr--r rate to 

be obtained Hore accurately from the ter. oernture zradicnt and al ! *'O 

assisted in the rxtrrpolation to the plate surface tei nature becnuce 

it rerioved a point cf inflexion which occurred in the natural profiles 

near the plate. T hit correction vas applied by iiaing the tern 

1ý 
kJ % d© (where k is the (var. -:: le) tzerr.: al eonciu_tivity of air) instead 

fl 

of the ter erature ((I)*. 

Fror the heat-transfer rates and temperatures, local '. tuzsPlt 
. 

and . rashof numbers as defined by 

This procedure was 3uFgestec', by Urnfes nr E., T. 1, e Fevre. 
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Nu 

Cr = 

were calculated, 

is /t: i OW - E'er) 

C: M ow - nom) x 0' / u2 

The ter erature : iifference P-6 urs taken as the loc*k1 

value and since air closely approxi-iAtes the perfect gas. R wrts tnrten 

as 1/T. All ph meal properties were evaluated at the arith: ctir 

r an terºpertture 1(P 
4 0. ) in the first instance, but some of the' 

ý S7 

results v ere recalculated usiap the properties at ether tenperatures. 

All the physical properties as a function of ternerature were 

taken from Hilsenrath at al. [7). Throuf7hout t. -lese experiments the 

Prandtl number was effectively constant and equal to 0.70P' 1771. 

7.?. 1. tieat-Transfer Tests in a Laminar bounaarv T, Ayer 

Twenty-eight teats were carried out at values of the 1ocg1 

Crashof number less than 2x 109. The flow in tze boundarj layer wes 

laminar but not Steady. This unsteadiness is discussed in Appendix A 

torethor with the attempts made to remove it. When the causes of this 

unsteadinass were disclnsed by the theoretical analysis described in 

Chapters 5 and 6, many of the tests in this section had alread: been 

carried out and in any case it was still not possible to remove it. * 

*If the last few tests described in this section had been carried out in 
the winter rather than the Gunner the floor heating in the laboratory 
might have been used to overcome the unsteadiness, but in summer this 
heatinc was not available. 

a 
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Tho- unsteadiness rade it necessary to use the averaginr 

proceßure for all temperature readings taken inside the boundary layer. 

In most cases an averaging tire of 3rsinvas used but at least once in 

each test a series of successive 1 min averages were taken at the same 

point in order to check that Stain was a suitable averaging time. 

The actual e xerir: ental readings taken in a typical test are 

given in Appendix G together with the steps involved in the analysis of 

the raw data. For the tests reported here, i. e., those on a larinnr 

boundary layer, the deterriination of the plate temperature by extra- 
jP0 

polation and of the local heat-transfer rate from the gradient of fk dO 
1 

against y were done graphically. An atterpt to do these calculations 

numerically using; a computer program was abandoned for practical reasons 

because for come tests all six points lay on a straight line, while for 

others only the five points nearest the wall did so. This latter 

situation occurred with tests near the plate leading- edge. 

The results of all tests in this section are riven in reduced 

form in Table 7.1. No ambient vertical temperature jzradients are Ftven 

because the maiority of these tests had been coroleted before its 

significance was fully appreciated. Once its irportance was realised, 

the vertical temperature distribution outside the boundary layer was- 

measured on a number of occasions. It was found that the distrit: uticn 

remained fairly constant fror.,, dry to day and also enpenred not to depend 

directly on the total power input to the plate and hence on the temperatu; 
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difference between the plate and the c bient. A typical distribution 

is shown in Figure 7.1. 

Inca "Dusselt and Grashof nizhers calculated from the data in 

Table 7.1 are given in 'able 7.2 and are also pinttP1 in vigure 7.2, 

together with the theoretical result for Pr = 0.7OF', and zero ß bient 

vertical temerature gradient. Also riven in Tar$$e 7.? are the values 

of the Nusselt and Grashof numbers obtained when the physical properties 

are evaluated at the reference terroerature of "nnrrow and ^reg, F [151# 

rather than the arithietic lean temperature. The difference between 

the t, %., o sets of results does not justify a separate graphical 

representation of the second set. For all tests except those at the 

highest temperature differences, the two sets of reoult3 differ ly less 

than the possible errors. 

7,2.2. ? ieat-Transfer Tests in a Turbulent :, oundarv :, river 

Twenty-seven tests were carried out at values of the local 

Grashof number greater than 10 10. Experimental evidence such r the 

observation of the temperature fluctuations (see section 7.4) and the 

ab3ence of any rapid change in boundary layer properties alone- the ple. te, 

suggested that in this region, the turbulent boundary layer was fully 

developed. 

In this case, all the properties except F. are. evaluated at 
8r 81-0.38(e - @ý). t' is evalunted at ýý. 



TABLE 7.1 

Results of fl at Transfer Tests on a Laminar Boundary Laver 

Test 
No, x/(cri) l 

000 
v-l 

Wd 
gym * 

94 Q" x 10 
, I/cr2) Patm/Orm If ) . ý., $ 

1 10 50.43 27.22 114+. 4 762 
2 5 49.41 20.64 137.3 16" 3 2 51.31 20.69 167.2 759 
4 1 50.90 20. x9 160.0 760 
5 0.5 49.10 20.27 206.3 765 
6 0.5 34.37 20.17 86.2 767 
7 1 35.14 19.70 77.1 763 
8 2 35.03 19.65 68.14 763 
9 5 33. x+2 18.58 53.5 7614 

10 10 33.92 13.48 51.3 764 
11 10 33.61 18.58 49.1 764 
12 5 31.47 16.01 57.4 75F 
13 10 95.81 24.02 352.9 759 
14 5 95.78 214.15 399.0. 7614 
15 2 97.04 23.98 482.3 762 
16 1 96.73 23.01 544.7 762 
17 0.5 95.69 23.07 639.0 757 
18 7.9 83.75 22.05 310.7 750 
19 2.9 83.19 21.62 370.5 751 
20 0.7 74.79 20.25 441,5 757 
21 20 49.30 20.10 101.7 759 
22 50 51.36 21.50 86.9 753 
23 70 51.32 21.70 81.8 754 
24 70 51.93 21.80 61.1 756 
25 50 51.05 21.20 84.2 759 
26 50 55.80 27.02' 80.3 767 
27 25 107.57 22.80 374.7 757 
28 50 107.01 23.40 310.3 756 

- 
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- 

-e 



TABLE 7.2 

Values of the Local ? Dusselt and Grashof Numbers 
calculated from the Data in Table 7.1 

Properties evaluated at Properties evaluated at 

Test No. Wean temp. reference terms. 

: fusselt No. Nu Grashof No, Gr Nusselt No. tdur Grashof No. Grr 

1 24.39 3.13 x l06 5 
14.24 

3 8 
3.17 
4 34 

x 
x 

10 
10 2 8.91 4.33 x 10 4 . 3 . 4 

0 3 
14 

4.07 2.35 x 10 3 
4,02 

2 
2.92 

53 3 
x 1 

107 2.23 
4 

3.50 
4 4 

x 10 ? 
2. 1 . 1 6 x lo- 5 

6 
1.3 

6 .3 X 10 2 
1.33 4.3 

2 41 x 1'02 1.1 2.40 x 10 3 1.15 
0 

. 
2 07 x 103 7 1.91 

4 
2.07 x 10 4 1.9 . 64 x 104 8 3. 0 

6 
1.63 x 10 5 

3.38 
6 88 

1. 
2 55 x 105 9 . 91 2.55 x 10 6 . . 

2 10 10 12.71 2.11 k 10 6 12.63 2.1 x 6 
0 11 12.51 

6 
2.06 x 20 12.43 2.07 

0 2 
x 
x 

1 
10 

5 
12 7.1 2.70 x 106 7.12 

6 6 
.7 6 1 x 

6 
0 13 

4 
17.15 

6 
5.92 x 10 5 .7 1 .1 

0 
1 5 1 9.9 

4 6 
7.52 
4 

x 10 4 9.72 
4 

7.7 
4 6 

x 10 4 15 
6 . 0 

8 . 85 
6 6 

x 10 3 . 50 .9 6 
x 10 ý 1 2.5 

1 .1 x 10 2.52 . 33 X 10 
17 1.5 + 7.52 x 106 1.51 7.70 x 106 
18 14.29 2.64 x 10 14.01 2.76 x 10 
19 6.25 1.30 x 105 6.13 1.38 x 105 
20 1.94 1.80 X 103 1.91 1.86 x 103 
21 26.04 2.76 

4 0 
x 107 9 25.77 

6 
2.78 
4 

x 107 8 22 
2 

53.20 
0 6 .3 x 10 q 52. 5 

3 6 . 33 
3 

x 10 9 3 
4 

7 7 . 4 
1.17 

8 
x 10 

, 
9. 7 

6 
1.1 x 10 

9 2 70.0 
4 

1.1 
1 

x 10 8 9.22 1.19 
6 4 

x 10 8 25 52. 7 +. 32 x 10 51.97 .3 X 10 
26 51.16 3.93 x 10 8 50.68 3.98 x 10 
27 38,10 1.01 x 10 6 3',. 17 1.03 x -108 
28 13.77 7.97 x 10 62.10 8.19 x 108 
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A number of tests in the transition region, that is, at Grashof 

numbers between 2x 109 and 1010, were also carried out and are recorded 

in this section. These tests were ver' laborious because averarinr 

tines of up to half-an-hour were required to obtain satisfactory nc 

temperatures. Because of this the results obtaired in this region are 

susceptible to fairly large errors. 

In the full,,, turbulent recion, avereainr times of the order of 

6 minutes were used but it is possible that despite occasional checks 

there were core cases forwhich the a'ºeraginp, tine was too short. 

A set of readinrc taken in a typical test in this region is 

given in Appendix G together with the steps involved in the e. nalysis 

of the ratio 'iata and the cer-puter program used to carry this out. A 

computer prorrar was used because the mean temperature profiles near 

the plate were not linear. It would have been difficult to maintain a 

reasonable degree of consistency between different tests if this curve 

fitting had been done eraphicall7 so the sane analytical curve was 

fitted to all the test data using the method of lenzt squares. The 

sinplestcurve which fitted the data zrithin the experimental accuracy 

and also satisfied the necessarj boundary conditions at the wall was a 

poly, nomiril of the type ©= a+ by + cyl and this vFs the equation used. 

It nay be remarked that. this equation is more closely related to that used 

with the la inar boundary layer integral equation than to the type used 

A 
je 
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with turbulent boundary layers. This is, ho-wever, not so unreasonable 

when it is realised that all six points to which it is applied here 

would fall within the viscous sub-layer if such a concept exists in 

turbulent natural convection. 

The data fron all the tests covered in this section rue riven 

in reduced form in Table 7.3 which is Sub-divided according to whether 

the tests were in the transitional or fully turbulent regions. 

Local Nusselt and Iranhof writers calculated from the date in 

Table 7.3 are given in Table 7.4. A pain two definitions were used, 

one in which the physical properties are evaluated at the grith etie 

ne an temperature and the other in which they are evaluated at the 

reference temperature sugFczted by Sparrow an-I Crogr. '(15]. 'Chese 

results are also precented in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 together with the 

theoretical re3ult3 of Eckert [31 and bayl, y [4]. 

The actual terperature profiles used to determine the heat- 

transfer rntes are given in Tale 7.5 for selected tests coverinr the 

whole range of conditions at which tests were made. Three of these 

profiles are also shown in Firiure 7.5. 

7. ^. 3. Errors Associated with, the tieasurerert of !T at-'. 'ransfer 

For the tests nade on a laminar boundary layer it is fairly 

easy to Assess the possible errors because of the linearity of the 

temperature proFile. It can ce nhnwn thet if the naxirur, possible error 

" ý{ 



TABLE .3 

ßeaults of Feat Transfer Tests on Turbulent 
and Transitional Boundary Layers 

t1 

^eSt (QW x 10 )/ 
ATn" XI(crc w 

4ý LL ß'° (; ýt/cn2) Path/(rr- Il 
Tests on a fully turbulent boundary layer 

29 175 s4.69 ^6.56 128.7 ýý7 
'10' 175 51.59 25.70 123.6 
31 200 54.? 0 25.18 137.4 760 
32 200 52.3'7 24.30 120.8 766 
33 230 55.49 27.30 127.0 766 
34 230 55.74 27.58 126.1 763 
35 250 54.56 25.21 131.2 765 
36 265 51.51 20.78 1146.4 755 
37 270 54*54 25.79 135.0 763 38 125 75.73 22.26 312.2 760 
39 125 85.44 26.73 353.1 767 40 145 71+. 214 23.11 294.5 753 41 150 88.79 26.85 336.0 762 42 150 83.56 25.38 342.3 768 43 175 83.03 25.75 327.4 767 414 200 83.04 22.61 346.8 758 45 200 84.50 25.90 309.3 747 146 225 84.08 28.49 194.8 760 47 250 85.18 29.40 300.4 763 48 250 90.78 23.68 317.5 748 49 260 83.53 27.40 300.3 752 50 262 81.614 27.17 306.0 765 51 

, 
270 77.63 27.17 294. E 768 , 52 11+5 108.83 23.95 5314.8 745 53 

4 
250 

6 
136.03 30.64 692.2 750 5 2 3 131.32 31.01 725.1 750 55 270 133.76 31.86 704.2 749 

Tests on a trans itional boundary 1n er 

56 70 110.70 27.70 302.7 77 3 57 90 87-9P, 20. Q) 8 196.2 776 58 100 76.61, 22.58 291.3 767 59 105 84.87 26,18 219. " 767 6o 118 90.18 71.33 355.3 7148 61 125 75 . 29 23 . 28 297.5 749 
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Values of the Local rNuscelt and Grashof , ounbers Calculated 

fron the rata in Table 7.1 

Properties evaluatct at 
le-tim "e-r. 

Test t; o. Nusselt "; o.! u rrssnof :. o. , 3r 

29 293.3 1. v7 " 
30 28, j .0 1.68 
31 335. E 2.57 " 
32 317.2 
33 378.8 3.76 
314 375.6 3 . 67 
35 1410.1 5.12 
3Ü 1463.4 t . 5fß K 
37 464.9 6.314 x 
33 261.3 1.02 x 
3`9 2614.0 1.01 x 
140 299.2 1.50 x 
41 204.3 1,87. X 
ßi2 311.2 1.82X 
43 352.9 2.314 x 
144 400.5 4.44 X 
45 374.9 4.07 x 
46 418.8 5.60 
47 471.3 7.65 
48 14 )1.2 7, )l+ x 49 459.8 8.65 x 
50 519.2 '). 00X 
51 561.7 9.35 x 
52 312.7 1.95 x 
53 538.2 1.02 x 
54 575.2 1.14 x 
55 61 4 25 x 
56 90.0 2.13 X 
57 101.3 4. o)s x 
58 191.0 5.32 x 
59 138.2 6.14 " 
Üý 2`53.8 8.? 7 

vl 255. x, 9.66 " 

iroaerties evaluated mt 
Pe°erence Tear 

elt 'to.: tur Cra3hof 71 us's 

1010 2')0.6 
c2 

1. C 1 1010 x 
x 10 10 

lß10 
2 .3 

x 1ßZß 

1O1ß 
r 1 

3111.2 "'. 5' = 171' 
1411D 10 37 

° 30 
x 0 10iß 372 ,0 3.6 1 1 0 

10 14 
406.1 5.114 x 1J 

1 
10 

10 
463.5 6,. 0J x lß 

11 10 
46t). L 

C 
ä . 37 

02 
x 13.110 
" 1`O 10 10 25 . 1. 

1 x 0 10 16 ? 5`1: ý 1. Q 1 10 
X 10 

1 :. 51 1 
ltl 

x 10 0 
10 1 

279.0 1. 
Fý 

1. ) 
x 0 la 10 

305. 
4 

1 1, 
' 

1010 
x 10 t,, 5 3 2, 5 10 1 1 0 10 394.2 4.46 x 13 r 

1 10 ßt14,7 u 10ý) . x 10 ic 1010 411.5 " 5F,. K la lt 10 463.2 7.68 x 10 1C 10ý 0 4 36.1 7 , 07 x 10 
10 10 4 3C. 7 $1.67 x 10ic 
ZO 

10 513.1 9.03 " 301c 
10 

,0 552.1 ?. 19 K 101( 
0 304.5 1.95 x 10 

1011 522.3 1.02 X 10 1] 10 
1 55 .7 i . j4 2) 11 

. 
1GZ ýaL. ý l.: > x 1-y 
10 
109 92.3 '+. ß5 109 
109 

' 
180.2 1). 14 x 1', Y 

`ý 10W 
109 

135.7 
249.1 

6.21 

' .?? 

x 10 

10 451.4 9.70 x l0 
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Value. -3 of the Local Nuscelt and Grashof Numbers Calculated 
fron the nnttz in Table 7.3 

Properties evaluated at Prooerties evaluated at 
Reference Teer 

Test No. Nusse1t No. Nu Grashof : +o. Gr 

29 293.3 1. j7 10io 10 30 
1 

285.0 
3 0 

1.68 x 
7x 2 

10 
100 3 

2 
35. 

2 1 
.5 

2 x 10 3 3 7. . 57 10 10 13 378.8 3.76 x 10 
34 375.6 3.67 x 10 
35 1410.1 5.12 X 10 1010 10 36 1463.4 C. 58 x 10 0 37 464.9 6.34 x 10t 10 
33 261.3 1.02 x 10 10 
39 2614.0 1.04 x 10 
ho 299.2 1.50 x 1010 10 41 284.3 1.87. x 10 
42 311.2 1.82 X 1010 

43 352.8 2,34 X 1010 10 144 14oo. 5 4.44 x 10 
4+5 374.9 4.07 " 1010 
46 418.8 5.60 X 1010 1 147 471.3 7"(5 x 0 

10 
10 48 494.2 7.9 4x 10 

-49 459.8 8.65 " 1010 10 50 519.2 7.00 x 10 
51 561.7 9.35 x 1010 
52 312.7 1.95 " 1010 11 53 538.2 1.02 10 11 54 575.2 1.14 20 ll 55 612,14 7.? 5 X la 
56 V0,10 2.13 X 

4 4x 
109 g 5? 

f5 
101.3 .0 lo 

" 9 5 191.0 5.32 10 
9 59 138.2 6.14 " 10 

60 253.8 8.? 7 X 109 

61 255.6 9.66 x 109 
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: fusselt +o. "Iu Crashof No. Grr 

2')0.6 1.68 X 1010 
6 x 282.3 9 1.. 

8 
10 

" 01 331.8 2.5 " 1 0 
3114.2 '. 51 x 10 10 
375.2 3.77 

68 
x 1tý 
x 10 372.0 

1406.1 
3. 
5.14+ 

1 
X 10 

1463.5 
1 14 

6.60 
6 

x 1010 10 
x 460. 

1 
. 37 10 

10 
X 256.1 

259; 2 
1.02 
1.014 

10 
x 1010 

ý 914.3 1.51 
88 

x 1010 10 x 279.0 
6 

1. 
8 

13 10 x 305. 
6 

3 1. 
? 

10 10 X 34 .5 
3914.2 

2. 5 
4.146 

10 10 x10 
364.7 
4 

4.09 
6 

0 x 10 
x 

10 
11.5 " 

4 
2 5. 

68 
10 10 

x 63.2 7. 1il 
436.1 7.97 X 1010 
13C. 7 8.67 x 1010 
510.3 

8 
9.03 x 1010 

10 
x 552. 

4 
9.39 10 10 x 30 .5 1.95 10 11 522.3 

558.7 
1.02 
1.14 

X 10 
K 1011 

>ay ,7 1.25 x 10 '1 

99.3 4.05 k 10 
Ißß. 2 5.34+ " 109 
135.7 6.21 X 109 
2149.1 p.: 99 " 10 

X 251.4 9.70 10 

ý'.: 
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Ir^ ,7. 

Six Point ^A^ Brature Profiles Cnrresponain; - to 
: 'elect-4 Tests from "ntle^ 7 P. n(R 7.3 

0.35 45 48, )4' 79. ýý5 ', '5 . 65 1? 3. '"" ` 1. U? 

72.814 32 73. 
0.15 u7.56 G3. ý: ý 65. h3 l3 'A 3 73.91 

J. 20 ? u1 6-1. -, 3 6l. '2 9h. )1 71.461 

3.25 5". )4 39.54 63.00 57. ', 9 67. t, ß 

3,3(3 5^. 3') 37. r 3 57 . U4 54.51 ,! <<. 05 

Test Ho. 15 37 4+1 51 56 5" 

associ*tted ¶11th * aCh cif six ocsints of -i profile iß the salme, the r xir: u: t 

error associateß with the value of t'-, e %: nl1 temneraturc nrrdar*ed ýti" 

extraor1ation is nporoxitately twice that at a ^inFrle poirt. (; Iith a 

five point prnfi 1e neglectinr the point at 0.3 er frort the vri2 :, the 

figure -would be 2.3. ) With regard to the error at R sinF. le point 

wF are here, cf coarz , concerned with relative rather titan . bsnlute 

errors. This error was almost entirely fixed by the possible error-in 

the voltmeter which was specified (and checked) to be +1 digit. 
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This uncertainty was equivalent to + -0.05 derIV. Thus the 

error associated with the wR11 t^_nperrture is + 0.1 de4C. '"his 

estirate, havever, assurzes that the position of the wall wP3 accurately 

krmrn relative to the points on the profile. An noted in Appendix 7, 

the Dn31tional error V03 estimated to be + 0.00,1 cr... The effect of 

this on the error in the wA11 te^ )erRtur^ 3eoen6s upon the terinerature 

grndient, ani at the highest gradients it in + 0.? de; C. Thus in the 

worst case the uncertainty in wail temperature is + 0.3 deee 

The error in the terperature rrnidient determined fron a six 

point profile can be show, -, to be + 0.45 derC/c^i when an error of 

+ 0.05 degC is anscciated with each individual point. This represented 

+ 2N at the smallest gradients r. e asurel. 

The errors in the Nusseat nu: -bers calculated from the above data 

ranges from + 3% for 1ar, e tenperature gradients and small plate to air 

temperature differences (tc3tß havinc lowest (r) to +2r for sr.. a11 

gradients and large temperature differences (teste havirr hirh Gr}. 

There is a further uncertainty reonrdinr the distances fromm the 

leading ecsre at which the rwasurenents were r. ad-, This uncertainty ,,: os 

not due to possible errors in riearurenent so fluch asp a lack of precision 

in specifjina the leading edge position for matching the exnAririentel data 

with the theoretical analysis. This is Ai ussed in Chapter ý. 

It is not so easy to assess the errors associated with the 

results of tests carried out on a turbulent boundary layer. For these 
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tests it is necessary to cdistirruish two kinds of error. The firs+. 

involves a conparison of one test on a turbulent boundary layer with 

another. while the second is concerned with the absolute error 

associated With the results of am one test. 

An estimate of the absclute error in the Nusselt norther ray 

be obtained by using different Methods to arnl'! se the dnta. '"skins A 

tytiical test, a difference of 5% Was fount between the value of the 

S1usselt nunber obtained by the method used to reaucc all the data and 

the value obtained when the wall temerature and the temperature gradient 

were obtained by graphical methods. Furthermore, % difference of n, ̀+ in 

the opposite direction was found when the same data were analysed by 

fitting a quadratic. This latter is an extreme exarmle because a 

quadratic does not fit the boundary conditions, but despite this it fits 

the experinental data with reasonable accuracy. 

On this evidence, the nbsolute error in the Nusselt nurlber is 

a, )nroximately + 5".. 

Because doubt exists as to the adequacy of the averaging time 

used, the poasibin error associated with any single termerature 

neasurertnt was larger for the turbulent than for the 1mminar bouni&rv 

layer. This error was estirated at + 0.1 dcgC. The errors in wall 

temperature and tenperature pro. flient were ass=ei to be proportional 

to those for the laminar boundar layer becnuoe the profile curvature 
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Was 3Ia11. mn,: i: g account of the uncertainty in the wall position as 

before, this leads to possible relative errors in the "fusselt nwr'hers 

which range from + 2k at Iarfe plate to aabient temperature Jiff rences 

to +4 at 3na11 ter: aerature dif: erence3. 

The corresponding errors in the Grashof nutbers range fror. 

± 0.5N to + 1.5vß the ahaolute and relative errors being of sirilar 

magnitude, 

The above error e3tirrn', do not apply to measurements r. rtc: e 

within. the transition reginn (? x 109 < Sr < 101") ). '"h° scatter 

as3cciated with the experimental data obtained in that rerion is large 

(Fir. 7.4). This scatter is associated with the intermittent nature 

of the flow in the transition region. 

7.3. . 'emerature Profiles 

! 'ean temperature nroftlez were rea5ured over a vice range of 

Grashot nuncer. Retails of these tests are given in Tables 7.6,7.7 

and 7.8 and the profiles are plotted in Fi cures 7.6.7.7,7.8 and 7. rPA. 

Figures 7.8 and 7.8A illustrate the sarge temperature profiles on 

different scales so that the former emphasises the region close to the 

wall while the latter cheer the whole-of the boundary layer. Details of 

the profiles are also tabulated in Appendix G. 

These temperature profiles have not been corrected to take 

account of variable thernal conductivity. Such a correction would be 

A 



TÄri L!: 7.6 

Temperature Profil' Tests - Lardnar 
_ounlarv Layer 

e /t 0) " 
"At^i (ras: lof 

Test ; do. x (cm) _ ! _/(°C) t (rj i? c) : o. 

100 1.0 47.10 19.90 7S0 1.20 x 20 

101 2.0 46.30 20.00 761 2.67 x 10 

202 5.0 µ8a30 20.10 763 14.18 X 105 j 

103 10.0 +7.1+5 20.70 763 3.27 x 
6 

10 

10i 30.0 5: '. 15 ^.. C4 772 9.67 x 107 

105 v0.0 53.77 23.19 764 7.48 x 108 

106 30.0 67.00 71.60 764 1.13 X 108 

107 60.0 66.64 2+. 90 763 9.20 x 108 

108 35.0' 32.91 22.66 772 2.47 x 10`ý 

, rA ur. E .7 

'"erperature Profile "Tests - Transitional 
fonndnrt haver 

WIC) L / Cý ° 
Patz / Crashof 

Test No. x/(cr) W 0. /( C) run fl a) ýi` 

110 90 87.98 26.98 776 4.04 X log 
ill 105 84.88 26.18 767 6.11: x 109 
112 125 74.50 23.25 7ý+9 9.66 x log 
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Temperature Profile Tests - Turbulent 
Boundary La: rer 

/(°C ) 9 ° 
Patr, / Grashof 

Te$t Tio. x (car} w 8.. /( C) (: ̂ c: Hir) In. 

120 125 85.4-4 26.73 767 1.03 x 1010 

121 150 88,79 30.25 762 1.72 x 10Fß 

122 200 84.50 25.89 747 4.07 x 1010 

123 260 57.20 26.90 762 5.72 )l 1010 

124 200 85.30 27.39 752 8.64 x 1010 

difficult to apply and the accuracy of the results did not justify it. 

Slightly leas care with respect to averaging tire was taken in these 

tests than in the heat-transfer tests and the error is estimated to be 

+ 0.2 deg; C for any single measurement except in the transition region 

where it is larger. 

. he temperature profiles measured in the larinar boundary layer, 

shown in Figure 7.6, are plotted meinst a dirensionhess distance from 

the plate. Because there is no clear theoretical indication of the 

correct dimensionless form this has not been dort for the profiles in 

the transitional and turbulent regions, The accuracy near the outer 

edge of the boundary layer did not justify using the boundary layer 

thickness as a basis or a dimensionless form. 
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7.4. Terrnerrture Fluctuntionn 

Three different experinents were carried out concerninr 

terperature fluctuation3 in the boundary layer. In one of these, 

recordings of the fluctuation.,; were made using the oen recorder. 

Barales of there recordi ncs are on in ri Cures 7.9 , 7-10v 7.11 and 

7.12. some (tetails associated with the hi hest frequency fluctuations 

my have been lost because of the lindtations irnosed by the response 

of the recorder. 

The maximum mind ninii ur significant frepuenc"icz associnter with 

the fluctuations in the turbulent boundary layer were also ncpzured. 

Unfortunately the aceurney of these neasurerent, s was verv 1 ignited but 

the results rn'r none the less be of sore value. Within these 

linitations the frequency 1inits did not an-pear to vary "fith c, ist. nC'e 

along the olate in the turbulent region. '. either could any vnrintion 

be found with re. oect to distance pernendicular to the plate in th- 

inner quRrter of the boundary ' ayer. T. n tre outer part, however, there 

was clear evidence of intex ittencjj, '. rhinh confir-nec": L,: the men 

ro-cordir tracts. 

The maxinun significant frequency : szs 10 c! v *3 c/s rind the 

rlnir. simificant frequency 0.03 c/ + '). 0 clri. 

In the third experiment the amp: i luäe of the fluctuinticns 

S. 

wa3 iica tired Morp, a norra1 to the p1ßtn. '. 'nfortunRtr. lj n lack of time 

aggravated 1hy an electronic failure in the tyre recnrdcr, prcventAd 

I 
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i^easur-rents heim raMic at different lista. nces ". n the plate. "'"e 

results of the one e eriment are riven in '"ai: 1c 7. 'i and ? hare 7.11. 

'". A3? y Z.. ) 

Turbulei: t Tcr+pernturc riuctuati'n> - 
ArmIitT. d, Tent 

xA VO cn pw= 59.2 °(; 4100 3 ? )s 
.? °C 

Cr = "' . 7o x 1D10 

1ý 
% `; "i C? %( °C i hT,, 

's/( 
near ) 

.. a 

llatm=74f rx-i:: ý 

q;, 3/( ©w- 6)% 

0.1 52.16 2.22 5.70 

0. ^ x+9.30 00 p . 60 
; . 

1+ 42.13 3.50 10.00 

0.7 39.56 71 1C. Gu 

1.0 36.90 3.50 10.00 

?. ̂  31.3: ' 2.54 7.55 
5.0 28.17 1.44 4.1? 

10.0 25.98 1.01 2.89 
25.0 23 . >6 0.27 0.77 
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mince these resuit3 were rbtatned Ly taking a 1Rrre n' LLe r of 

effectively instantaneous recdin 3 nt the rate of [ per second 

(2 per second on the data logier x4 due to the slowing down of the 

tape) and then determining the mean nnc R. "'. ý. deviation from these 

readings, the results are very susceptil' le to error cluse(l , rI girl ft in 

an;., co- onert cart of the :.. easurinq system, . )1 fftculty "ir. s encountered 

initially to this wait due to a drift in the tA. pA recorder out-out, but a 

careful check was kept on this by reann of the calibration data recorded 

on the 1ar. e tape channel. ++ith this in mind it is felt that uncertainty 

in the rrnultn is about _ ]O%. The fluctuation ^: e35ureC: at 25 C 

from the plate presents, the noise level in the reasurinc : 3yster. rather 

than an actual fluctuation. 

7.5. Velocity Profiles 

Aa explained in detail in Appcnilx I:, it was necessr. ry to use 

the 1=inar boindary layer as a calibration : lov. It as assured that 

the velocity distribution in the 1wiins. r boundRry layer was that riven 

by theory (21. 

It was thus not possible to obtain any independent measurements 

of velocity arofiles in the laminar boundary 1zyer. It is. however, nf, 

interest to cc=, are the results of a number of calibration tests r . cie 

at different (plate) frashof nun-oers. This rn, parison is illustrated 

in Figure 7.14+ in terms of T+usselt number against Peynolds number for the 

I 
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hot-wire ane o ter, the (wire) Grauhof number beim apnroxir. ately the 

sane in all teats. 

Only three complete velocity profiles in the turbulent boundary 

laver were measured accurately. Details of these tests are given in 

Table 7.10 and the results are shorn graphically in Figures 7.15 and 

7.15A. Details of the profiles are also tabulated in Appendix rT. 

TABLE 7.10 

Velccity Profile Tests - Turbulent 
Round a, I. aver 

Test Nom x/(cl) 
oC) ©/C 

©, ý1 

ý'atn/ 
(. ;1) 

Grashof 
No. 

200 203 60.93 25.90 763 3.04 x io 10 

201 260 57.20 26.90 762 5.72 x 1010 

202 260 81.53 27.40 752 6.05 x 1010 

Again both relative and absolute errors are present. Since the 

ahne calibration curve uaa used to reduce the ray data, the relative errors 

may be determined fror a consideration of the errors associated with that 

data. 
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IM, 13 prirýarj data consisted of the current tcIrouFh the hot 

wire, the to enature of the `got wire and the terperature of a cold wire 

at the same point. The current was calculated fror, the »otentin3 droh 

across a kncun resistance; the possible error is + 0.1%. The 

tex neratures were calculate 4i fron a co"arison of the potential drops 

across a known and an unknown r: sistance. It is estir. ated that the 

cold tcn, eratures could to in error by + 0.5 deC and the hot ter. perature 

by +l i9de rC . 

A further source of error crises fron, the use of the c :? ihrntion 

curve in graphical forts anJ errors of + 1% night arise. As a re. ult, 

the relative errors in the velocity are about + 2.5'!. 

The absolute errors are rauch larver than this because of the 

procedure used to determine the calibration curvy. This point is 

discussed more fully in Appendix F. Where it is concluded that an 

uneertaint; r of + 15% exists. 

? 'inalt{, the terns 'absolute error' and 'r' 1ative error' e. s 

used in the present context ray need sore c1arificntinn. 'PeIntive 

errors' are associated with cor; pmrisnns between one nro*ile and r. notbcr, 

They are not intended to apply between one point and another on a 

particular profile, because it is posnib]e that one part of the calibration 

curve is subject to a greater absolute error than another. The relative 

errors involved in coring points on a single profile are expected to 

be somewhere between the specified relative and absolute errors, 

I 
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FIG. 7.14 

WIRE NUSSELT No. V WIRE REYNOLDS No. 
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CHAPTER 8 

DISCUSSION OF PESULTS 
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*8.1. The Laminar Boundary! Laver 

When this investigation was begun, it was the intention to use 

the laminar boundary layer mainly for the purpose of checking experimental 

techniques. At that time it was believed that the theoretical work of 

Ostrach [21 provided an adequate description of laminar natural convection. 

The work of previous experimenters confirmed this view except at low 

Grashof nuzabers. 

It soon became apparent that phenomena existed which were not 

described by the existing theory [21. This resulted in the work 

described in Chapters 5 and 6. 

6.1.1. üeat-Transfer 

The heat-transfer data illustrated in Figure 7.2 show a systematic 

departure from the theory of Ostrach [2). It is believed that this 

discrepancy is due to a number of separate causes. One is the effect of 

the vertical temperature gradient in the laboratory while another arises 

fron the lack of knowledge of the exact position of the leading edge of 

the heated plate (caused by the use of an unheated nose section; 

Appendix A). 

Since the leading edge error is unlikely to be more than +2 cn, 

its effect an data at a Grashof nu'ber of 109 will be less than + 1%* in 

terms of deviation from the theoretical line. The leading edge error 

can thus be neglected at Grashof numbers of about 109. 

*This figure is obtained try considering an error of +2 cm in 60 cm and 
the fact that deviations depend approximately on xtT"23. 
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The value of n in a temperature distribution of the type 

6w-0.. = Bxn (0w = const. ) which would Five a variation of G.. 

approximately the same as that shorn in Figure 7.1, for the region 

40 cm <x< 80 cri, is 0.05. If, using this value of n, the theory in 

Chapters 5 and 6 is used to correct a typical test (24) to give equivalent 

constant room temperature results, it is found that the correction is 

approximately half the observed discrepancy between theory and experiment. 

(Uncorrected Nu 70.04, corrected 67.8, theoretical 65.4. ) The remaining 

discrepancy is still larger than the uncertainty associated with the 

: fusselt number. 

The existence of the room vertical tem? erature gradient thus does 

not directly account for the discrepancy between theory and experiment 

at Grashof numbers of the order of 109. 

There appear to be two possible explanations for the remaining 

discrepancy. One is that the unsteadiness in the le inar boundary layer, 

apparently induced by the room vertical temperature gradient, serves to 

enhance the heat-transfer rate. The other is that the transition to 

turbulence and the associated very rapid incrtase in boundary layer 

thickness, which occur a little further up the plate than the section 

under consideration, affect the laminar boundary layer. It is not` 

possible to say definitely which of these two explanations is the correct 

one, but the former is perhaps more likely. 

JI 
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For Grashof numbers below 107 (i. e., teats at x< 10 cm), the 

value of x required to describe the room tenperature distribution is 

less than 0.02. Thus for these tests the direct effect of the room 

4 
ter, Terature gradient on the heat-transfer rate is less than 17"D and can 

be neglected. 

If the discrepancy between theory and experiment for teats at 

Grashof nunbers between 104 and 107 is assumed to be wholely attributable 

to the leading edge positional error, a value for that error of + 1.5 or 

+ 0.15 cm is obtained. If a correction of this magnitude is applied to 

all the tests, those at the lowest Grashof nuunber are found to be 

considerably above the theoretical line. The correction also introduces 

an apparent dependence on 

(8w - 8w) at low Grashof numbers. 

A sketch of the resulting 

Pusselt-Grashof relationship is 

shown in Figure 8.1. It is 

felt that results of this type 

are unlikely, indicating that 

the above estimate of the 

error is too large. This 

! Do 

so 

Nu 
so 
5 

40 : L-600%C 

AS 4' ao=7 

Ae --rsayc 

104 IOS 104 107 
Gr 

inference is supported by the effect. which correction for an error of 

+ 1.5 cm would have on the laminar temperature profiles, Figure 7.6. 

FIG. S. 1, 
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The lowest Grashof number profile would be roved considerably to the 

left, beyond the other profiles and the theoretical result. 

If the leading edge positional error is estimated by correcting 

the 1arinar terperature profiles so as to agree With the theoretical 

results a value of + 0.5 cm is obtained (see section 8.1.2 for further 

details). The results of adjusting the heat-transfer data accordingly 

are shown in Figure 8.2 where the high Grashof nurber data have also been 

1S 
corrected for the effect of variabl^ 9ý"ý, The remaining discrepancies 

at low Grashof numbers, although appearing small on Figure 8.2, are 

larger than the uncertainty associated with the data. They can be 

explained in the licht of recently published theoretical results. 

Scherberg [86] has studied the effect of surface temperature 

variations other than those allowed by exact similarity considerations. 

In particular he has examined the case in which the surface temperature 

decrease3 to a ainimum and then increases again. Such a rininui existed 

just above the leading edge with the present apparatus (see Chapter 4 for 

details). If it is assumed that the reduction in the heat-transfer rate 

is proportional to the amount by which the ninimum surface temperature 

is below that of the rest of the plate, an estivate of the effect can be 

obtained by scaling Figure 6(c) [66). The value of 60, is in reasonable 

agreement with the discrepancy in the present data at x3 cm (the 

position of minimum surface temperature). 
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Unfortunately the corrected results of the present investigation 

do not clarify the uncertainty which exists regarding heat-transfer at 

very low Grazhof nurbers. The reason for this is that the corrections 

have the effect of raising the lo". rest Grashof nurber which could be 

achieved, above 103, the highest value at which the uncertainty is 

st nificant. The investigation does, however, euphasise the high degree 

of care necessary in devising experiments under these conlitions. 

Despite the failure of the present work in this respect, it is 

of interest to re-examine the evidence concerning heat-transfer at very 

low Grashof numbers. The two conflicting sets of experimental data are 

those of Goldstein and Eckert t341 suFFesting agreement with theory dos'n 

to Cr a 10 and those of Saunders [61 suggesting enhanced heat-transfer 

for Gr < 103. The former consists of local heat-transfer x1eaßurer.. ents 

obtained using a technique analogous to that used here, while those of 

Saunders are overall data measured on very short plates using, air at 

reduced pressures. 

Recent theoretical work by Dennis and Dunvoody [801 and Dennis 

and Smith (81) on flow past finite length plates, suggests that at low 

Reynolds numbers (based on the plate length) the. effect of the plate 

trailing edge is to increase the overall skin. friction and heat-transfer 

coefficients. An approkiriate conversion from Reynolds number dependence 

to Grashof number dependence suggests that the experiments of Saunders 

at low Grashot numbers were subject to such an effect. 

I 
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The above theoretical work is base3 on ruracrical solutions of . 

the two-dimensional ttavier-Stokes equations. This approach had 

previously been used to obtain solutions to the problem of flow past a 

circular cylinder. The use of a digital computer has enabled the 

relaxation techniques of these earlier solutions to be replaced by more 

powerful numerical techniques, thus greatly extending the capabilities 

of the method. At low Reynolds numbers the theoretical results show 

local skin friction and heat-transfer coefficients which are everywhere 

higher than those given by classical boundary layer theory for a semi- 

infinite plate, while at high Reynolds nurbers the results are in good 

agreement with the classical theory. Since the differences at low 

Reynolds numbers are solely due to the existence of a trailing edge, it 

seems reasonable to assume that similar effects occur in natural 

convection flows. 

It is thus concluded that the two sets of heat-transfer data at 

very law Grauhof numbers are not inconsistent. The differences merely 

reflect the differences in experimental conditions. 

A number of other theoretical, investigations into low Grashof 

number and leading edge effects are listed in the Bibliography 

(Scherberg [83]s Scherberg [8T) and Yang and Jerger [811) but they are 

not directly, relevant to this investigation. Oosthuizen [84] has 

suggested that the enhanced heat-transfer rates noted by Saunders [61 

are due to the effect of finite plate width. This is felt to be very 
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unlikely, particular in view of the poor agreement between the results 

in (84] and those of other experimenters. This poor agreement is not 

entirely attributable to a nurioer of errors which appear in [81+]. 

8.1.2. Texperature Profiles 

Measurements of te: -iperaturc profiles have been reported by a 

nurºber of experimenters including Goldstein and Eckert (34+1 and Schmidt 

and 3eckr.. ann (71. The former obtained close agreement with theorr [21 

but Schmidt and Deckmann rather poor agreement. This may have been due 

to the use of a 'general' room itemperature outside the boundary layer, 

rather than the 'local' value at the sane horizontal level. Insufficient 

detail concerning the experimental procedure is given in [71 to enable 

this conjecture to be confirmd. 

Since the results of [341 are believed tobe the most reliable 

they have been taken as a justification for the assuaption that the present 

profiles should agree with theory (for Aco = const. ). This assumption 

has been used to determine the leading edge positional error. 

Figure 3.3 shows the data of Figure 7.6tafter correction for the 

leading edge error. In addition, the theoretical result for variable 

e (with n; 0.05) is shown for comparison. The high Grashof number 

profiles show good agreement with the theoretical result for variable 0. 

The agreement between the low Grashof number profiles (for which the 

effect of variable op is negligible) and the classical theory is hardly 

s 
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surprising since this agreement was used to determine the leading edge 

error. The uniformity of the agreezent is, however, very satisfactory. 
6 

It is believed that two of the points on the profile for Gr = 3.82 x 10 

(at r$2.25 and 3) are in error. 

8.1.3. Velocity Profiles 

Although no velocity profiles were measured in the laztinar 

boundary layer, some information can be derived from the hot wire 

calibration tests. These results irply, Figure 7.14, that at a (plate) 

Grashof number of 9x 10 
3, 

the maximum velocities vere smaller, relative 

to the theoretical values, than the maxitu velocities at Grashof nuabers 

of 4x 108 and 1x 10b. This is in agreerent with the data of Schmidt 

and Beckmann as presented by Ostrach [2j. The discrepancy is about 

10 - 15% in both cases, 

Since the hot wire calibration curve showed reasonable agreement 

with those of other experimenters. the data imply that the laminar 

velocity profiles agreed with the theoretical ones (for 8., = cont. ) 

within + 7% except at Or =9x 108. 

3.2.. Transition to Turbulence 

Previously available experixental data concerning transition to 

turbulence in natural convection show a number of inconsistencies. 

Grashof nunbers for the onset of transition (in air) range from 108 to 
9 4x 10. ! echanisms suZgested jzckert et a2. (32), Eckert and 
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Soehnghen [85]ß Sczvczyk [30] and Fujii [281) range from Tolftmien- 

Schlichting waves to a vortex street. Shortly after the present work 

was started Tritton [861 reported a series of experiments Which further 

added to the uncertainty. He investigated transition on a plate 

inclined at different angles, beginning at the vertical. Initially he 

found turbulent bursts beginning at Cr = IOT on the vertical plate, 

with the turbulence spreading to include the whole flow by Cr -^-^ x 109. 

During a series of tests at different inclinations he discovered a chance 

in the rrechanism of transition. This was not due to the inclination 

but to a change in the general conditions so that when he returned the 

plate to the vertical he was unable to repeat the original observations. 

Fluctuations now occurred throughout the 'lsrainar' boundary layer, 

He was unable to account for this change though he supposed that it was 

due to a change in conditions in the laboratory. 

In view of the present results, it seems likely that the change 

was caused by a variation in the vertical temperature gradient in the 

laboratory. The laboratory in question was of a similar shape to that 

in which the present experiments were conducted. 

Details of the transition process teere not investigated in the 

present experiments but one of the pen recorder traces, Figure 7.. 12, does 

share the beginning of the transition region (x = 100 cri corresponds to 

ýx : ̂- 3x 109), The trace suggests that turbulent bursts (of 

temperature) were present, but the apparently smooth portions of the 

i 
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trace do not represent zero fluctuation. The recorder was not 

sufficientl7 sensitive to respond. to the fluctuations present in the 

'laminar' boundary layer (+ 0.25 deßC). 

While the present investigation does not clear up the uncertainty 

regarding the mechanism of transition, it does suggest that the vertical 

distribution of temperature outside the boundary layer is an important 

parameter. The preliminary experiments (Appendix A) also suggest that 

results obtained when solid screenin; is used (as in [321) may not be 

relevant to an unscreenea plate. 

Details of the development of roan temperature profiles in the 

transition region were masured, Fir. ure 7.7, together with the changes 

in the local heat-transfer coefficient, Figure 7.4. These data show 

that the main changes in the mein characteristics of the boundary layer 

take place for 5x 109 < Gr <8x 10 This does not imply that these 

values should be taken as the lihits of the transition region because 

variations in the temperature fluctuation level occurred for approximately 

2x 109 < Cr <2x 101 . Thus there was a distance equal to approxirately 

ten tires the laminar boundary layer thickness between the onset of 

transition and the appearance of any rajor change in the mean 

characteristics of*the boundary layer. 

The recorder traces show that the temperature fluctuations rise 

to a maximum towards the end of the transition region, Figure 11.12, 
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(x a 150 cm gives Cr -n- 9x 109) before falling slightly in the fully 

turbulent region. The effect of this will be discussed in the next 

section 8.3. 

ß. 3. The Turbulent Boundary Laver 

In this work, Gr 1010 has been taken as the beginning of the 

fully turbulent region, but the division is arbitrary and a good case 

could be made for taking 8x l09 or 2x 1010. The reason for choosing 

1010 rather than the more usual 2x 1010 is that for 1010 < Gr <2x 1010 

the heat-transfer data show a fairly consistent agreement with the 

'theoretical' result of Bayley (4j. If more data had been available 

for the range 8x 109 < Cr < 1010 it is possible that the limit might 

have been further reduced. 

In discussing results obtained in the turbulent boundary layer 

frequent reference will be made to the work of Eckert and Jackson [3] 

and Bayley [4]. In both cases it is proposed, for convenience, to refer 

to the work as theoretical, although strictly it should be described as 

semi-empirical. 

8.3.1. Heat-Transfer 

As mentioned above, the heat-transfer results, Figures 7.3 and 

7. kß for 1010 < Gr <2x 1010 show agreement with the theoretical result 

of Bayley (4) while for 2x 1010 < Cr <2x 1011 they show better 

agreement with that of Eckert and Jackson [3). The recorder traces, 
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Figure 7.12, show that the forrºer of these regions is associated with 

decreasing arplitude temperature fluctuations while in the latter, the 

ar: ̂plitu3e appears to be nearly constant. 

The scatter on the data is larger than originally expected. 

Except for the four cases specifically note! in Fi : re 7.3, it is 

believed that the scatter is due to the error in specifying the plate 

position relative to the temperature profile and to the inadequacy of 

the averaging period. The decision to determine the plate surface 

temperature by extrapolation of the temperature profile, was made on the 

assu=ption that the error involved would be less than that occurring, in 

the determination of the temperature by an embedded thermocouple. In 

view of the uncertainty associated with the plate position, it is not 

certain that this assumption was justified. 

Ma four points so noted on Figure 7.3 may have been subject to 

a trailing edge error. In each case the tests were made within 10 cn 

of the trailing edge of the plate which wq. s square (approximately 

2.. 5 cm thick). It nay be assured that the flow separates at the edge 

and that a vortex notion occurs just beyond the plate. An analogous 

problem regarding the effect of trailing edge truncation on the drag of 

t. erofoil sections has been studied by Nash [88]. His results suggest 

that enhanced local skin friction and heat-transfer coefficients right be 

produced up to approximately one boundary layer thickness (25 cri in the 

I 
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present case) ahead of the trailing edge. Fxcept for measurements of 

overall drag coefficients on aerofoils, no independent evidence has been 

located which confirm the existence of this phenomenon. 

It is possible that the sie four tests could also have been 

influercei by the proximity of the ceiling to the top of the plate. 

In viev of the relatively sr.. a21 effect produced on the laminar 

boundary/ layer heat-transfer data by the existence of variable e., and 

the scatter in the turbulent data, it is not felt necessary to consider 

the effect of variable 0 on the latter data. In any case the effect 

would probably be smaller for a turbulent boundary than for a laminar 

layer for a particular value of n. 

It had been hoped that the heat-transfer results would show a 

trend towards a relationship of the type Nu a Gr°. 5 
at the highest 

values of Cr. Such a trend is not apparent from the data in Figure 7.3. 

If such a trend exists, data over a wider range of Gr are needed to 

demonstrate it. The expectation for such a trend arises from general 

considerations of conditions at high Grashof nurnters where it night be 

assured that the heat-transfer rate would be independent of viscosity 

and conductivity. This would require a relationship of the form 

flu - (Gr0.5 Pr). Analogous considerations for forced flow lead to the 

conclusion that :: u a (Fe Pr) at high Feynolds numbers, athich is in 

reasonable nereement ' with experimental data. 
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The only previous r: easurements of local heat-transfer rates are 

those reported by Griffiths and Davis [9]. A direct cotarison cannot 

be made because their data are not corrected for edge losses, etc. The 

=ain feature of their results is a constant heat-transfer coefficient 

over the range 5x 109 to 9x 1010. Such data would have the same slope, 

if drawn on Figure 7.3, as the theoretical result of Bayley [4]. The 

agreement with the present results for 1010 < Cr <9x 1010 is 

satisfactory considering the limited accuracy of their data. Their 

results suggest that transition was corpletel by Cr =5x 109. S 

scenes unlikely but details of the transition region ray have been smoothed 

out by longitudinal conduction in the segented plate which they used to 

determine 'local' heat-transfer rates. 

It is believed that the close agreement in magnitude as well as 

slope between the present results and the theory [3J for Gr >2x 1010 

is somewhat fortuitous because the temperature and velocity profiles used 

in the development of the theor; show substantial differences froh those 

measured. 

8.3.2. Mean Temperature Profiles 

The only previously reported measurements of mean teriperature 

profiles are those of Griffiths and Davis 191. Figure '8.1k shows one of 

their profiles together with one measured in the present investigation, 

under approximately the sae conditions, and the profiles used by 
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Eckert and Jackson [3] and Bny1cy [4]. The profile fron [9] was 

calculated using 0 obtained from the actual temperature distribution, 

rather than the quoted room temperature. Since the two values are 

8m a 25 °C and room temperature = 20 °C, the existence of a substantial 

vertical temperature gradient in the room is suggested. Alternatively, 

large temperature differences may have existed between one part of the 

room and another. 

It is apparent that there is poor agreement between the 

experimental profiles and the one-seventh power profile used in [3]. 

Three forms of the theoretical profile have been drawn, one is based on 

the boundary layer thickness given in (3) (15 cm), another is based on 

the thickness obtained by catching the theoretical and experimental 

profiles at $=0.1 (8.4 cm) and the third is based on the experimental 

boundary layer thickness (25 cm). 

The power law profiles are only assumed profiles used in a 

boundary layer integral solution, 3o that exact agreement with the 

experimental profiles would not be expected. The disagreement is, 

however, greater than that which occurs in corresponding circunstances 

in other turbulent flow problems. 

8.3.3. ! Sean Velocity Profiles 

It has been suggested (31 that the poor agreer.. ent between the 

experitaertal mean velocity profiles of Griffiths and Davis (9) and those 
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used in the theoretical worin of Eckert and Jackson [31 is due to 

inaccuracies in the experirental results. Figure 8.5 shows that this 

is very unlikely because the present results tend to corroborate those 

of [9J. Unlike the latter, however, the present results indicate a 

a: nall but significant increase in r. axinurý velocity vier. distance along 

the plate. The increase is such that approxinatelYY u-lax a x0.3. 

The theoretical results (3) Bugrests u. aX a XO. 
50 

In the present experiments , the accuracy with which the boundal7 

layer thickness could be specified aas limited, but in all cases the 

thickness was greater than predicted trf (31 and (41. The difference 

va approximately 7 cm at a Grashof number of kx 1010 (theoretical 

öa 13 cap actual = 20 cm). The experimental accuracy does not 

justify consideration of the variation of boundary layer thickness as a 

power of x. The thickness did, however, increase consistently with x. 

8.3.4. Te: perature Fluctuations 

Prior to this investigation, no information was available 

concerning the details of turbulent flow on a vertical plate. During 

the experiments. Tritton [731 reported vea3urer: ents or temperature 

fluctuations above a plate inclined at 100 to the horizontal. The two 

phenomena are not strictly co=parable because in the inclined plate 

case the flow 12 dorinated by plumes rising vertically from the plate. 

nevertheless, a cormarison is of interest. 
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The distribution of P..?:. S. emplitude is similar in the two 

cases, with the peak value close to the plate and a gradual decay away 

from it. The maximum amplitude was larger in Tritton's case 

(15% of the total temperature drop across the boundary layer as against 

10% here) presumably because of the plumes. : io mention is made in 1731 

of the intermittent nature of the turbulence at large y w:, ich was 

apparent in the present experiment (Figure 7.9). ': 'his is probably 

because the measuring equipment used (tine pulse counting equipment 

described by Townsend [751) was not intended to identii`f such an effect. 

No significant variation in fluctuation n litude with x is discernable 

in Tritton's results; neither is any indicated by the recorder traces 

in Figure 7.12 for the vertical plate case, although actual values of 

the ariplitude were only measured at one x in the present experiment. 

It is apparent that there are a number of points of similarity 

between the two seta of results which would indicate that some of the 

features of the turbulence night be coon to all turbulent natural 

convection flows. : "pese features are: large eddy, sizes, giving low 

characteristic frequencies and correspondingly large amplitudes of 

fluctuation; a maximum fluctuation amplitude close to the surface with 

a very gradual decay towards the outer part of the boundary layer; and 

intcrritter. ey in the outer half of the boundary layer. 

2 
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The large eddy size tends to support the conclusicn (Chapter 2) 

that the turbulence is not 'local' and that because of this, the concept 

of eddy diffusivity has little value in turbulent natural convection. 

This further confirns the view that the numerical agreement between theory 

and experinent so far as the heat-transfer rates nre concerned may be 

fortuitous. 

8,4. Suri iryand Reco*uaendationz for Further Work 

The prinary objective of this investigation, the deternination 

of mean velocity and to erature profiles in the turbulent boundary 

layer on a heated vertical plate, has been successfully achieved. In 

aldition, local heat-transfer rates and turbulent to ersture 

fluctuations have been measured. In some cases, unfortunately, 

insufficient data were collected to establish the way in which properties 

varied with distance along the plate, because the available range- of 

Grashof number (for turbulent flow) was inadequate. Thus there is a 

need to extend this work to higher Grashof numbers. It is the author's 

opinion that this could best be achieved by the use of a larger elate in 

air at atmospheric pressure. If a suitable laboratory was available, a 

plate 12 n long could be used, allowing Grashof number of un to 1013. 

Such an experiment would cost approximately '1500, the main item being 

the plnte, which would need to be scme 2 :i wide. 

9 
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In addition, it would be of interest to investigate the effect 

of plate-to-ceiling spacing, and the possible enhancement of heat-transfer 

near the trailing edge of a plate. 

At the lower end of the range of Grashof nurbers rather less 

success has been achieved and no addition has been made to the state of 

knowledge of conditions at very low Grashof nuibers. There is a need for 

further experiments at these conditions. It would seers to be worth while 

in this cue to rake measurements in air at reduced pressures, thus 

increasing the value of x fcr a given value of Cr. '. Jith such an 

experinent, some advantaCe would be gained from the use of an 

interferometer (a3 in [3141) to measure the temerature profiles, because 

, 
this would make the sealirg of the apparatus easier. : However, the use 

of a scort plate, which would be required for practical reasons, might 

lead to difficulties with regard to trailing edge effects. It is possible 

that the use of the method'of Dennis et al. [80,81] might lead to a 

theoretical solution for a finite plate. Such a solution would, hwever, 

be of very considerable mathematical complexity. 

Further experiments in the transition region mietet serve to 

indicate more closely, those parts of the region in which the heat-transfer 

is closely described by either the fully laminar, or the fully turbulent 

results. Such a delineation is, however, rarely important in practical 

applications. 
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The theoretical part of this investigation has demonstrated 

the effect of variable 6. on laminar natural convection. The theor; 

has been developed in general form and results have been conputed over 

a considerable range of the relevant parameters. The results of this 

part of the investigation would be further improved by an experimental 

check on the conclusion that the variation of 8 with x can cause 

unsteadiness in the larrinar boundary layer. It is 'roped to carry out 

such an experiment "jrhen the floor heating in the present laboratory 

is again availabl4t. 
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TEMPERATURE PROFILES FIG. 8.4 
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1. For air, in the range 2x 1010 < Gr < 1.5 x 10 11, the local heat- 

transfer rate in turbulent natural convection is adequately described 

by the theoretical result of Eckert and Jackson (311 viz., 

Tdu = 0.0219 Gr°'4. 

2. For the range 8x 109 < Gr <2x 1010 the local heat-transfer rate 

is better described by the theoretical result of Bayley (41, viz., 

Nu a 0.235 Gr0.3" 

3. Mean velocity and temperature profiles have been measured in a 

turbulent natural convection boundary layer. They show substantial 

discrepancies as compared with the profiles used in the development of 

the 'theoretical' results of [3) and (4). 

4. The velocity and te: lperature' profiles both exhibit 'similarity' over 

10 11 the range 2x 10 < Gr < 10. 

5. The maxiriu. n velocity in the boundary layer increases with the 

distance along the plate, xq approximately as xß'3. 

6. The boundary layer thickness in the fully turbulent region increases 

with x. 

7. The distribution of turbulent temperature fluctuations in the boundary 

layer is similar to the distribution of mean velocity. The maximum 

R. M. S. arplitude of fluctuations is approximately 10% of the total 

terxperature drop across the boundary layer and it occurs at approximately 

1/30th of the boundary layer thickness fron the wall. 
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8. The aaxitturt and minima significant frequencies of the turbulence 

are 10 +3 c/s and 0.03 + 0.02 c/s respectively, being approximately 

constant over the range 2x 1010 < Gr < 1011. 

9. In the outer half of the boundary layer the turbulence is 

intermittent. 

10, Although transition to turbulence begins at Or::! =2 x 109, no 

substantial changes in the mean properties of the boundary layer occur 

99 before Gr-- 5x 10 and the changes are almost completed at Cr ßx 10. 

11. A theory has been developed to predict the effect of non-isotherral. 

surroundings on laminar natural convection phenomena. 

12. The shapes of the theoretical temperature and velocity profiles 

suggest that non-isothermal surroundings may cause unsteadiness in 

laminar boundary layers. This suggestion is supported by a considerable 

quantity of indirect experimental evidence. 

13. The discrepancy between previous experimental data on heat-transfer 

rates at Gr < 103 is probably accounted for by the influence of the plate 

trailing edge on the overall heat-transfer rates measured by Saunders (6). 

I 
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The apparatus . ras initi. UIl; r a rb)ec with rn1v the 19rFer 

: section of the plate in place. This enabled : )reli^inarri ex->erirrAnt3 

to Le crirrf ed out while the reraini air hie^es of the t+1Rte essembli'r 

were being rude. '"he preliminary tests vere ra? p usir. iz a trat : rgir, r 

gear r'ounted on the epro; ite side of t%e p1 ate to that used in the -ain 

ex*. ýerir^ent3. ", I-is traversing, rear cn. rrie :a nuPrtz-i'ibre nne,:, o' 'ter 

and a therrtocnuplc probe. 

1. prelir.. inar; ' exDloratien was made of the flow in tha vicinity 

of the plate leading edge for n number of different letcinQ e"lve 

c rrangertents. ' hen the square leadinr- Pdce of the actual plate wits 

used it was found that the flow Just above the leadinr; ode was unsteady 

and there apneare'i to be a form of senrlration bubble. In order to check 

that this was not due to the flow oscillatinr fror: one side of the double 

sided plate assenbly to the ot: )^r, a salitter plate was inserted as 

shown in Tipure A. 1. This had no e! '*'ect on the observed flow rattern. 

In view of this it was decided to fit a separate leading edre. 

Expgnde11 polystyrene was used because its very low thermal conductivity 

ensured the rinimun rate of conduction of heat into the leading- edac. 

which it was intended should remain as near to arbient temperature as 

possible. It was appreciated that even with expanded polystyrene some 

parts. of the leading edge would he above a^ibient temperature and that 
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this would introduce some uncertainty as to the exact position of the 

Ieadinr adre of the heated plate. It was hoped tc resolve this 

uncertainty by corparison of the properties of the 1 inar boundary 

layer on the plate with those predieted by theory (2]. 

The actual leading edge used in the main experiments is shown 

in Figure 4.4. The shape of that leadine edge is probable not 

critical, It is likely that a simple unheated extension of the platte 

(made of expande'? polystyrene) ruin' rieht down to the floor, would 

have nehieved the same result. 

Älthouah this leading edge appeared to renove the separation 

bubble,, the f1c'r remained unsteady throughout the whole ' 1r+: siner' 

boundary 'layer. This unsteadiness was not periodic. Somotimes 

conditions would rennin nearly steady 'for 20 s and then slowly chance. 

The amplitude of the unsteadiness was of the order of + 0.2 deg-C. On 

two days over a period of nix weeks the unsteadiness was not present 

and a norxial laminRr boundary layer existed on the plate. On these 

two days the flow could be ditturbed by a person moving about in the 

laboratorj but when such movement stopped the flow quickly returned 

to the mead, state. 

At the tine it was believed that the unsteadiness was due to 

disturbances naturally present in the laboratory, perhaps in the form 

of ira11 scale atmospheric turbulence. in e. n attempt to discover the 
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source of these disturbances , the thermocouzle robe was connected to 

a slow speed pen recorder and. a record of the terperature, nt a point 

in the bouninry layer on the plate, was taken over a period of 24 h. 

During this period the l. borator-t was loc'ce3 and no-one entered. : to 

significant variation in the level of unsteadiness was found. 

A study of previous work on natural convection flown revealed 

that Eckert et al. [321 had experienced similar difficulties when 

investigating transition fron laminar to turbulent flow. They reported 

using ra solid screen approximately 25 er" na ,r fror.: the plate which 

removed the disturbances. This arranrenent was tried on the present 

apparatus together with sections of honeycorb above and below the slate. 

The details of this screening are , hewn in t'igure A. 2. 

The screening was effective in res ovina the unsteadiness. 

However, detailed exnerirents showed that this inprovenent was only 

achieved at the expense of chanpinp the flow on the heated plate fron 

that corresponding to natural convection in an infinite medium, to 

sorethinF' different. `smoke tests clearly showed that a pressure 

difference existed across the screening and tests with the quartz fibre 

anemometer showed that the air velocity did not ge to zero at the cuter 

edge of the boundary layer. The screening was thus 9cting to form 

a chimney. 
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With this in rinds n new screeninp, arrangement was built. 

This screen, illustrated in Figure A. 3, consisted of honeycomb section 

perpendicular to the plate And approxir.. atell, 10 cr± away. Overlapping 

slats on the outside of the honeycor: L prevented any direct draurhts 

from passing through the honeycomb. "^neycorh sections were arzain 

used on the tote and botton of the plate. 

This screening did not rerove the unsteadiness; rather, it 

seeped to one it worse. A number of related screening arrnnrerents 

were tried in : hich the honeyconb va rep] aced by r-ultiple 1nvers of 

freely suspended butter tuslin. In no case was the unsteadiness 

retuced. 

At the sane time that these rereeninr arrangements were being 

tried, rin attempt was made to reduce the level of disturbance naturally 

present in the laboratory. The laboratorr was heated by means of pines 

laid in the floor. These were turned off to reduce any, convection 

currents. The eindown. in the laborrttorv were double glazed with the 

two ptne3 20 cn apart. A therrostatically controlled heater was fitted 

between the two panes of each of the windows so that the temperature 

difference across the inner pane was maintained at less than 0.5 der, C. 

The heaters and the control syster.. are shown schematically in Ficrure A. b. 

These precautions also did not reduce the unsteadiness in the 

boundary layer flow on the heated plate, The windcz heater, hO. jevcr, 

a 
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did assist in keening the general level of terneratures in the 

laboratory steady over lone periods. 

In spite of the luck of success in reducing the unsteadiness 

in the flow, it wits decided to carry on with the main experiments. 

This was considered to be reasonable because it wa3 thoufht that the 

unsteadiness'in the '1aninar' part of the boun1ary layer would have 

very little effect on the flog in the fully turtule. t part of the 

boundary, 1aypr. 

Cne final preliminary exnerirrent of one sirnificance wrts 

carried out in which the degree of distur: ante naturally ? resent in 

the laboratory was artifical1y increased by nenns of a small fan 

(20 cm diruneter) driven by an electric motor. This fan was placed on 

the opposite tide of the laboratorv to the rain apraratu3 (3 Ln a. ny) 

and was arranged so that it did not blow directly onto the epnaratus. 

The level of unsteadiness in the 'larirar' boundary layer appeared to be 

the sarge whether the far. war, running or not. 

During, the experinents described above it waa noticed that a 

vertical temperature gradient existed in the laboratory. The temperature 

at ceiling 1eve1 wnr, npproxiriately 6 derC hinccr than that at flour level. 

At first no particular significance was attached to this, but eventually, 

stimulated by the rather unexpected result of the artificial disturbance 

test, the effect of this temperature rradient on the natural convection 

Plow was considered. The resultinr theoretical investigation, carried 
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out at the same time as some of the Hain experiients, is described in 

Chapters 5 and 6. This analysis surgested that the unsteadiness was 

alr. ost certainly due to the effect of the vertical temperature gradient 

in the laboratory. Such a conclusion is not inconsistent with the 

observations made during the experinents described in this Appendix and 

it curgests that suitable operation of the floor heatinc evirlit, in fact, 

have been use3 to improve the un3teadines ,. 

4 
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APPENDIX B 

THE PROCEDURE FOR SETTING THE HORIZONTAL ZERO 
ON THE TRAVERSING GEAR 

Figure B. 1 shows a side elevation of the arrangement used. 

The standard eye-piece of the telescone* was replaced by a microscope 

eye-piece'1 containing a graduated scale. The modified telescope could 

be focused down to approximately 20 cm, and at that distance gave a 

magnification of approximately x10. The telescope was clapped to the 

vertical tube of the traversing gear. 

The probe was traversed to within approxirately 0.1 cri from the 

plate. The distance between the wire and its shadow was noted in terms 

of units on the graduated eye-piece scale. The probe was then moved 

exactly 0.05 cm further away from the plate and the new distance between 

the wire and shadow was noted. From these two readings en estimate was 

made of the distance of the wire from the surface. Using this as P. 

reference, the wire was traversed to a point 0.05 cn from the plate and 

the above procedure was repeated. The setting up was considered 

satisfactory when the two distances between the wire and shadow were in 

the ratio of 1 to 2 for a movement of 0.05 cn from an initial position 

0.05 cm from the plate. 

The accuracy of this procedure was 1inited by the accuracy with 

which the eye-piece scale could be read (+ 0.25 divisions). Since a 

*Enbeeco, 10 x 30 mzc. 
Parnsden type, supplied by Griffin and George. 
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wire xovement of 0.05 cm represented approximately six divisions, the 

possible error was about + 0.002 cm in term of wire position. 

The same arrangement (Figure 3.1) was also used to ensure that 

the wire was parallel to the plate. The traversing gear was rotated 

about a vertical axis, by slackening the screws which held it to the 

table, until the wire and its shadow, as seen in the telescope, were 

parallel. 

I 
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APPENDIX C 

THE EFFECT OF WALL PROXIMITY ERRORS ON THE 
DESIGN OF A COMBINED PESISTANCE 

THERMO EIER HOT- TRF AffF! 4O!.! FTER PROBE 

C. 1. Probe Requirements 

In view of the method adopted for the measurement of local heat 

transfer rates it was very important that the probe, when used as a 

resistance therryor: eter should be capable of yeilding accurate 

measurements when placed close to the heated plate. It was desirable 

that readings should be obtained to within 0.25 mm, or at the most 

0.5 mm of the plate. For the use of the probe as a hot-wire anemometer, 

it was not considered necessary to get so close to the plate. Because 

of this, it was the resistance thermoneter considerations which governed 

the design of the probe. 

C. 2. Probe Arrangements and Associated Errors 

The most obvious arrangenent seemed to be to mount the wire on 

the side of the probe support arms as shown in figure C. 1e and a prototype 

of this arrangement was trade. However, tests on this probe in the laminar 

boundary layer produced apparent temperature profiles of the tyre shown 

in figure C. 2. A theoretical investigation was therefore made in order- 

to try to explain the unexpected behaviour very near to the will. 

The temperature gradient in the air due to the vertical heated 

plate, is perpendicular. to the wire (see figure C. 1. ). Thus the 
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tetperatures on a vertical plane through the wire are slightly 

different from the temperatures on a vertical plane through the centre 

line of the probe support arm, Since the probe support arrr. a were 

0.503 mm diameter and the temperature gradients were from 20 to 

200 deg C/cm, this temperature difference could be as much as 5-6 deFC. r. 

The implication of this is that since the probe support arms were metal 

and therefore good thermal conductors relative to air, the ends of the 

wire were at a temperature which could differ from that of the air in 

the plane containing the wire by up to 5-6 degC. The effect on the 

mean temperature of the wire (and hence the total resistance of the 

wire) can be estinated by considering the temperature distribution along 

the wire. This distribution is governed by the equation 

d2 
-lida(6-0 )-0 

dx 

where 6 in the temperature at a point on the wire distant x from 

one end, 8o is the temperature of the surrounding air and a is the 

(c. i) 

heat transfer coefficient (as uned to be constant) from the wire to air. 

k and d are respectively the thermal conductivity and the diameter of 

the wires The boundary conditions are @_ ©1 at x-0 and at x  2L 

where 01 is the temperature of the wire supports and 2L the length of 

the wire. 
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The solution to equation (C. 1) is 

9- 90aA coshAx +B sir1hXx 

Where X2 - 4a/kd and A and B are constants of integration. The 

introduction of the boundary conditions gives 0-00 - (ei - 00) 

coshX(L - x)/coshAL. The nenn eire tcnperature is thus given by 

9 
ri - (I/L)t0 Odx - @o f ((81 - 80)tanhALl/x1. 

Since a linear relationship between wire temperature and resistance was 

used in the experiments, the error in values of to perature calculated 

fron reasurerents of total wire resistance is given by 

Bo - em - ((@1 - 8o)tanhALI/AL. A study of the probably values of A 

shows that for all cases of interest we can take tanhXL 1. Thus 

00-0n= (© 
1-00 

)/2L(a/kd)0'56 The error will be largest when a 

has its miniriun value, i. e., very close to the wall where the velocity 

is nearly zero. In order to obtain an estimate of the maximum 

possible value of the error, it is convenient to taste the value of 

a for zero velocity, that is for the case wher. heat transfer to or 

from the wire is by natural convection. Using the data of Collis and 

Willians [11) one obtains a=0.1 W/ci2degC. k for the platinum 

wire Is 0.7 W/cr degC, and 2L and d were 1.4 cm and 0.00127 cm 

respectively. 
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These values give a maxis i possible error of the order of 

0. I degC, the apparent temperature being lower than the actual 

temperature. This is of the sane order as the effect noted during 

the tests on the prototype probe. 

As a result of this investigation, the probe was redesigned 

so that the wire was mounted across the centre of the ends of the 

supports as shown in figure 8.3. Although this change removed the 

error described above, it introduced the possibility of another error 

since the support arms had now to be very near the voll, in order to 

place the wire within 0.5 m frort it. It was thought that the 

supports could now disturb the air temperature dictribution so that 

they were no longer at the temperature of the air on a plane through 

their centre line. In order to exaciine this effect, sore tests were 

carried out in an electrolytic tank with a conducting cylinder close 

to a wall. The results of these tests are-shown graphically in 

figure ßA and a typical distribution of isotherms is shown in 

figure 8.5. From these results it can be seen that the support arms 

can be taken to within one quarter of their diameter from the wall 

before the above effect becomes significant. Since this would allow 

measurements to be made to within 0.4 mm from the wall, it was 

considered to be satisfactory. In the actual experiments aeasurensents 

were not made closer than 0.5 " from the plate. 
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The work of Wills [78) and Cox (79), with regard to wall 

proximity errors in hot-wire anenor. etr, f, was studied, but it was 

concluded that these errors would not be significantly affected by 

the probe desic'n. 

a 
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APDEIIDIX D 

CALIBRATION OF TaE PPOBE AS A 
RESISTANCE TH ER'\TCMEETER 

As a preli-minary to the calibration of the probe, a thermocouple 

vas made fron the same material as the plate ther*. oceuples. This 

thermocouple was calibrated over the range 0- 100 °C by soldering it to 

a second, N. P. L. calibrated , thermocouple and placing it in a water bath. 

A potentiometer accurate to I UV was used to reasure the thermal e. ^t. f's. 

The grobe was 

calibrated by placing it in a cavity in a block of 

altuniniun (5 cm by 5 cm by I cri) . The calibrated thermocouple was also 

placed in the cavity, with the junction close to the fine wire element 

of the probe. For calibration at, and above, room temperature, the 

entrance to the cavity was closed by a split aluminium plug and the 

whole block placed in a large therrostatically controlled oven. The 

same potentiometer was used with the thermocouple as was used to calibrate 

it. The resistance of the probe was measured by the same arrangement 

that was used in the rain experiments, except that it was not necessary 

to use the averaging, systen. 

The only calibration below room terterature vas made at 

approximately 0 °C. For this purpose the cavity in the alu-. d niun block 

was closed with a rubber plug (to make it water-tight) and the whole 

block was placed in a mixture of ice and water. 6 
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The nenn to perature coefficient of resistance of the platinum 

wire over the range 0- 100 °C was 39.2 (+ 0.1) x 10 
4 

degC-1 which is 

in agreement With the value quoted by Kaye and Laby [76] for pure 

platinum. The resistance of the first wire used was 10.881n at 0 °C. 

For other wires, the probe and the thermocouple were placed in 

the block and a single calibration at roor, temperature was made. The 

wire resistance at 0 °C was calculated from the resistance at roan 

ten Brature on the assurption that the temperature coefficient was 

unchanged. 



APPENDIX E 

CALIBRATION OF 71P ? FORE AZ A 
HOT-WIRF AN F. 1401-BETER 

When, at an early stage in this investigation, the decision was 

made to use hot-eire aremorietry for the measurement of velocity, it was 

realised that calibration facilities would be required. Existing wind 

tunnels could not be used because (a) they were not suitable for use 

with air at different temperatures, and (b) they could not be arranged 

to have vertical flow in the working section. This second requirement 

arose because it was desirable to have the sane relative directions of 

min flow', and natural convection from the heated wire,, in the 

calibration tests as in the main experirient. 

A special very low speed closed circuit, calibration tunnel vas 

designed, having a 20 ct diameter working section. Unfortunately, 

owing to substantial delays in the manufacture of the main contraction 

section (in fibre glass), this calibration tunnel was not ready in time. 

As a temporary alternative, it was decided to use the laminar natural 

convection boundary layer as a calibration medium, assuring that the 

velocity distribution therein was that given by the theory (2). 

Three calibration tests were made at different positions in the 

laminar boundary layer. The same vire current was used in the 

calibration tests as vas used in the main experiments (77 m A). In each 

test the local (plate) Grashof nurber was calculated from the local plate 
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and ambient temperatures, the former being obtained by extrapolation as 

in the main experiments. Readings of the cold wire resistance, the 

hot wire resistance and the power input to the hot wire were then made 

at a number of points in the boundary laver, selected so as to give a 

reasonably distribution of theoretical velocities. 

From these readings and the theoretical velocities, values of 

the Itusselt and Reynolds numbers for the wire were calculated. The 

physical properties in these numbers were evaluated on the basis 

suggested by Davis and Fisher (721* rather than that used by Collis and 

Williams [111'x. No corrections were made to the Nusselt numbers for 

end losses because it was considered that these should be approximately 

the same in the main experiments as in the calibrations. The results 

of all three calibration tests are shown in Figure E. 1, together with 

the empirical equations of [111 and (721. The former of these has been 

modified to take account of the different basis on which the physical 

properties have been evaluated, and both of them have been modified to 

take account of end losses. 

It will be seen that the agreement with (11] is satisfactory, 

bearing in mind the uncertainty associated With the velocities assumed 

in the calibration. The discrepancy at low Reynolds numbers is due to 

the effect of natural convection fron the wire. It should be noted 

*Thermal conductivity evaluated at hot wire temperature, all other 
properties evaluated at cold wire temperature. 

4A11 properties evaluated at arithmetic can terrperature between the hot 
and cold wires. 
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that the present arrangenent of wire materials, length and diameter, is 

very sinilar to that used in the determination of the equation in (11]. 

It has been suggested (72] that the discrepancy between the data therein, 

and that in (ilk, is due to the existence of a Peltier effect at the 

junctions of dissimilar r. etals in the probe. The suggestion is that 

this causes an error in the measurement of the cold wire temperature as 

coared with the hot wire teiperature, on which it would have a 

negligible effect because of the large currents involved. 

The Peltier effect in the present probe urou1d produce a heat 

flux of approximately 2x 10-6W (with the wire current used in the 

experiments) at each of the silver-platinum junctions at the ends of 

the wire. The corresponding dissipation in the platinun wire is 

approxirately 1.5 x 10-5w, The Peltier effect can be expected to 

produce a small difference in terperature between the two junctions, 

because it will tend to heat one and cool the other. However, estimates 

of this difference suggest that it will only be of the order of 0.1 degC. 

This is very much smaller than the effect suggested in [72]. Since 

the description of the effect, in (72), is very vague, a check was made 

to see if it was the : 'ho-son effect, and not the Peltier effect, which 

was intended. An estimate of the Thorson effect gave its value as 

approximately 10-ßW. 

4 
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It was thus concluded that the suggestion that the discrepancy 

between [11] and [721 is due to thermoelectric effects, is probably 

erroneous. This view was reinforced by the fact *that the measured 

resistance of the platinum wire agreed closely with that calculated 

fron the diriensions of the wire and the specific resistivity of 

pure platinum. 

Although the calibration using the laminar boundary layer was 

intended only as a temporary alternative to a more complete calibration, 

it remains tha only calibration carried out. An attempt at calibration 

in fully developed laminar flow in a6 cm diameter pipe was unsuccessful. 

The solid line through the data on Figure E. 1 was used as the 

calibration curve in the main, experiments. The departure of the data 

measured at x- 60 cm from the other two sets of data is in agreement 

with measurements of velocities in laminar natural convection by Schmidt 

and Beckmann (7]. This point is discussed further in Chapter C. 

In the consideration of the accuracy of this calibration data, 

the possible error can be divided into two parts. One is due to"the 

assumption that the velocity was that Given by the theory [21 and the 

other is due to errors in measurertients. An estimate of the first of 

these =ay be rade by considering a corparizon of other measurements of 

laminar natural convection velocities with the theory 121, Apart from 

measurements at Gr`-A-1099 the discrepancy between the data of Schmidt and 
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Beckmann [7] and the theory, is of the order of 100%. A similar 

figure is associated with more recent data by Eichhorn [90]. The 

errors associated with the ne asurerents are discussed in Chapter 7 and 

it is concluded that they are about + 2.5%. 

In view of the above estimates of possible errors, it is 

concluded that the calibration curve (Figure E. 1) may be in error by up 

to ±15% for the highest Reynolds numbers. The shape of the curve 

(except at very low Pe) iss however, more accurate than this and error 

limits of + 7% for one point on the curve relative to another 

are rare appropriate. 

A note added in Proof 

After this thesis had been written, a report was discovered of 

another use of a hot wire anemometer to measure the velocity in natural 

convection (Pavle Colek-antic 189)). Interest centred on the study of 

transition and the effect of disturbances. No velocity profiles are 

reported, but calibration curves shoving a close 3inilarity to that used 

here are given. 
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FIG. E. I 
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s:. ou' i uot: i ;, e zero. 

The pair of original starting ýa; ues lea: in to tae largest 

total error t 'Y`, 
0,. 

!+ s'`+ 
$` 

) were re,; ected and the process repeated 

using the rcnainini twr, hairs an: the ne' pair. 7bus t:: e equations only 

ýllve' to vC Irv; i7rateI for the new Dair of ^tartiriz Values each tire. 

Thi3 iteration procc lure converged rapidly exce t for n<-J. 25. : 'or 

tr esc eonc: itions the convergence Jcconz3 muc tG :c ýr and the case 

ns- 'J. -; 1 w%s atan'ione'i :, ecause of tt: e ccct of the cor.: putirs - hick W01 111d 

:, ave been requir'd to nbtair converizence. :ý iteration gras cnnsi. erec 

to Nave convergc'i when the total error was: zero ' five siL. rificant 

f"i cures . 

Lie comput'r pro; r®..:. * (: I''.: 'OL. 11.2) used to carry out this 

iteration is riven at t: Ye end of ti s tnoencdx. 

F. 2. 'rJ' et. C' 

This in not a standard method alt : ou '. it ,. as : ometir; es been us,! 

to solve 3ifferentinl equations arising ir. , our. k: ary layer proles f 4t) 

*in writing this prorrrý6.:., a slightly different 4 nr^: of equation: 
(5.2 ) was use^., the transformation (1-: )=; * having been made, 
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No record has teen found of its nrcvious use in conjunction with a 

3igita1 computer. 

' :e essence of the method is denonstratea Dy considering its 

application to the solution of equation 

1) f.,, + (n + _)ff ,. ? (n + 1)(: '' )` + +, =0 

If we re-arrange this as 

+ (n+ ? )ff'' - (n +i ? (f' } I ell 
3n 

it can to seen t:: at this nas a scl-, itior 

- 
(Iii SJr (i 

r ^(; 

'l+ )r C: r i 

j0 

Thus if we have iritia1 uistributian3 f( -)' P1 ,-I . n. l ?(-:, we can 

calculate a new ii , tricution i' I (r, ). Fro- t .... , -i can rzet new 

distributions or fl(-, ) and f(n) by further ir. «n -r ion. An analogous 

procedure can be applied to equation (5.: '5). 

In order to execute this method of sol.; " :n on n diaits1 cor.: pu'r. r, 

it was firnt necec. -sary to write a proccdur^ fc-r calculating running 

integrals (i. e., Fiver values of the function for a series of value, 
rr 

of i fror.. 0 upwards,, calculate the values v- fj f( r) dn for the same 

values of n). xcept rear the ends of the ram-o, n five point ordinate 

system, using two fomrari and two : >acfwnrd fror., t=ip interval of fnterert, 
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aas used. :: ear tf-ýe ends of the rare it *as necessary to use . rholely 

foriard (or tackwar, ) ordinates, but an attempt was made to eep the 

relative accuracy t*he sane over all tarts of the range. 

: cause it is easier to carry cut n : erical integration processes 

than differentiation processes, the execution of R solution by 'tiey1's 

method was started by ruessinc distributions of f'( r) and 4'(') .f 
(r, ) 

was then obtained by direct irterration,, there beine no constant or 

intepraticn since f=0 at n=0 from the oricinal bcundary conditions. 

ro^. f( r) , f' (') any ý, ( )a iistributicn of 11 ' (�) was calculated by 

re fl3 o eq'iat1C'r. (At this staf, c lt 
«'^5 nöt possible to d°terrrire 

C, t; CCfU3C no boundary conditions exist for lo ever, rhea f' 
4 

was determined by a further direct intearatior, the two boundary condit inns 

entitled bot cl ana t:. e second constant of . r. tr, ratior. to ce ; eterrine::. 

,. (n) was again ootainec; by direct irtegrat-^n. 

: he new f( )) and "(n), together wit,:: 4; H: ) were then used to 

deternine a new gi(n) . rat this bohlt the iteration loop aas coripiete 

and f(^; ) 
. 

f( aril '"1( n) served to start the rn` o La. loop. The actual 

co^-puter prograr^ uc to carry out this lteratiir. is 

the iteration feie' to ccnver:, e, even wher a rnc. T, 

used to provide starting distributions for fl(n) an-i 

wes, however, Lcsically tie sa^e as tc 'T' ^1.1' or 

not given because 

correct solution ^as 

, ý( r, ) . The nrocrarr 

ogra:. . -7ithout the 

'tro, lect' proccasre. 
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in an attempt to overcone the lack of convergence, an 

acceleration proceaure : ras incorpcrate, 11 in the iteration. The Aitken 

procedure was adopted because the nechanisri on which it is based seenea 

to be in agreement with the observed relationship between the rate of 

divergence and the 'accuracy' of the initial f'(n) and (r, ). 

With this acceleration procedure, the basic iteration was 

allowed to procee4i for two cor.: plete loops. The results of these two 

loops together with t :e on Final f' (n) and were then used. to 

estimate ne:: and ^(ý) on the assum-ition t.: at the iteration vas 

diverFinw-; in a -eoret. rir- pro, =ression. n-"" vPlues of fl(r) and 

D(*) were then used to start the iteration ac; ai . 

The accelerated iteration proceý ur-- -nnv rzecý providinr the 

initial fl(,, ) and ^ (n } were not too far rer.. o: ec: from the correct 

solution. The computer prograr .: ith the accelerated 

iteration is given at the end of t!, is Appendix*. This program consists 

only of the basic iteration and acceleration prcceiures; refinements 

such as variable step size, variable ' an-, exiting and printinv 

procedures were adaca later. 

One of the reasons w; W the convcr -c ncn -, riz dependent on the 

'accuracy' of ti, e initial f'(^) and (n) is that t -e Aitken acceleration 

required two complete iteration loops tefnre i' could be operated. For 

*The transformation (1-10 _ 4)* has teen us'c it . '-. is program as well a: - in 
SI: ".. 1ah. 11.2. 
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'inaccurate' startins conditions the iteration sometimes 3iver. e3 so 

r'uc: i in the first two loops that t: zc expcnential terra in equation 

(P. 1) becarne either too large or too small for tae computer to handle. 

Infinity and zero on the Jniversit; r of London Atlas conputer were 

respectively 1J116 and 10-1100 'wo procedures were tried. to overcore 

this fault; in one, the use of nornal acceleration factors, both in 

conjunction with the Aitken acceleration and separately, was tried. 

:n the other, the basic program was re-vritten sö t : at whenever a ru^: b(mr 

'16 -1 greater than 10 ' (or less than 10 ) occurred, it was divided by 

t:: at ii-lit. This made the prorran more cor1icate-l since detail's or 

this change of scale had to be carried wit- the _fir: ure in question until 

at a later stage a return to the oririnal scale could be r.: ar? e. This 

procedure is included in program 

1 No success wß. 3 achýevcd with the use of acceleration factors. 

Limited success was achieved with the extended nuriber range. The later 

enabled cases of 0.05 < Pr <l00, n =0 to be solved, Dut did not help for 

cases of n< -0.2. A transformation of the original equations co that 

Pr appeared in the denominator of at odifieý? e. ýuation (5.22), rather than 

in the numerator of equation (5.23), enable.: cases of 100 < Fir < 800, 

r. a0 to ee solved but this was not really a sir d ficant improve: ient. 

All the at; ove work war, carried out using the sane step size over 

the whole range of 
" 

Initially this step s? ze was an input para. eter 
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but in later programs the step s: ze was autorý, atically halved until 

successive solutions (when convergence was achieve? ) agreed within four 

significant figures. The resulting stet size was usually 0.1. The 

corsergence dii not appear to be dependent on t?. e stet size. 

The use of the sa:, e step size over t:, e w: ole range of n was 

satisfactor^j for values of Pr of 

but for Pr = 800 r, had to be 11 5 

,0 blocks of computer store beca' 

about 1, when could be taken as 1.5 ý 

and the resu l ti r.:; computation needed 

use the increas- in ^. was not 

accorparied by 13n ircreane in t-ie allowable ste^ rize. A variable 

step size was obviously desirable because of the a;, -, ptotic behaviour 

of the solutions at 1arg' ^. The dependenc9 o" _J: e whole iteration 

process on successive uses of the runnir.,, irate? ral procedure made the 

adoption of a self-selecting variable steh cize i: pessible. nrogrars 

with preselected variable step size were written and it was found that 

even for Pr aboat 1, step size ratios of ui to 5) could be used, fror. 

0.1 at small n to 5 at large n. This resulte in a substantial reduction 

in the corputer store required as well as a reduction in the coriputing 

time rewired to obtain a given solution. Proýýra^i .0 slows an 

example of a preselected variable step size. 

The introduction of variable step size, however, brought a 

further difficulty. The forward and back-,, . rd ordinate method used in the 

running integral procedure meant that eac cl-. are in step size had to L. e 
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treated like the end of the range of integration. This was not in 

itself the difficulty Lecause the integration procedure ha. '. been 

Ies irned to have uni form accuracy over vie w c: e range, even near the 

ends. The cifficult nose when there were iess than fcur steps of a 

particular size. in this case t -e lack of s,.; fficiert ordinates nage it 

impossible to maintain the accuracy in the inteFration. It,: as pnssitle 

to avoid this difficulty by careful chcice of step sizes but it posed a 

restriction on the improverent viich could :e rained by the use o' 

variable step size. This difficult; also ccc,.: rred when the extended 

number range procedure operated* and in this case it was not nossi'le to 

overcome ... The effect of inaccuracy introduced in this way was that 

the divergence of the iteration was not in a ceor. ̂ etric progression so 

that the Aitken acceleration procedure did not work. 

The difficulties with variac1e step size could have been avoided 

if a sirple trapeziu^i rule integration had been used, but this would have 

required a smaller step size to achieve the sane accuracy. 10 attempt 

was wade to discover if such an arrangement offered any advantage over a 

fixed step size, with regard to corputer store and fire requirements. 

Another source of inaccuracy In the iteration procedure became 

apparent as this investigation of 'devil's method proceeded. It was first 

noted when three successive runs of the sane nrocrar with exactly the are 

*A chanre of scale, due to the use of extende: l nu: n-ber range, had to be 
treated as the beginning (or end) of a range of rote ration. Thus since 
the position of such a change of scale could not be predetermined, 
integration ranges of only one step could occur in extreme circumstances. 
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data gave -lifferent results, it vas found that the inaccurac'. - arose 

. en the ter-is in equation (F. 1) were such that 

jn (n+3)f do 

cl elf (2(n+1)(" n 1 

to within one part in 1J3 or more. This ^on: i* n only occurrea at a 

particular value of r' but at this value, ý. rth cl and the other tern 

were larger than 1J' The inaccurac'r wn , 3u^ to the fact that the 

relative accuracy cf the . "4t1as corputer i! ý i'. If the cor: I: uter is 

used to subtract two nunbers ei-aal to on- ^-r r1 7110, the result bears 

no relation to t1e oricinal numbers. 

Several ,: ays of avoiding this i naccuracrr ', -ere investiv ited. 

Changes of variable only served to change the point in the iteration 

procedure at 'which it occurred. T. e use of double lenatiz arithmetic 

would have in"rolve : such complications that it was not lustified and in 

any case conditions could exist under which even this would not eliminate 

the inaccuracy, 0 

It is seen that many of the difficulties arising in the use of 

4ey1's method are -aue, either directly or indirectly, to the very large 

numbers encountered. These numbers tre caused by the exponential 

terns in equation (F. 1). 

The best prospect of overcoming these ^. iff culties "arrears to be 

in the use of a part nurerical, hart analytical swrnroach rather than a 
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wt. o1e1;; nur. ýerical one. There are two nc'ssitilities. One is to 

conLine a parely nr eri^al srlution for sna11 n 'Kith an approximate 

analytical or se-1-analytical so: ution for iarrf" ^. The other is to 

write f_ foe This would enable the 1arver parts of the 

exponential terr_!; in ery, ý; %tinn (T. ', ) to oe r-a t analytically. 

The latter of these two 'Jo sý G: 11 ti es 1'? :? P_'S to he the rost 

pror; is: nr and it is thought to be thA :, e Fevre 

--t would, howev#r, only o4rtl' remove t: e ýi''r: culties nrisin< fror,. 

vor; ' 'arge 
m. 

a 
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COº, ý`JTý p°ýGPA.! S 

The computer nrograris reproduced in tiis thesis are all written 

in the A1po1 60 language for use on the Jniversity of London Atlas 

co-muter, The proara. rs were all written anc developed ;, y the auf or 

except fcr ý, t".: In In zote cases standard 'library' procedures 

have been incorporated into the prograis. 

A considerable part of 30 
, 
L. 11.: consists of the r'un,; e-;: utta 

'library' procedure. The reiainder was written and diveloped cy the 

staff of the 'queen 7: ary 'ollere 'ýathe: iatics La , oratory under the 

author's guidance. 

a 



CHEF. SEWRICkIT SIM S[TL l' .% tS(? (- Pt 

1("fin n t) ? 

1147 00 12 
F, A0 

, yc begin real m, Pr, N, reltol, relnil, abenil, y3a, y3b. y3ca, Y5b, y5c. err 2a, err 4*, 

err 2h, err 4h, err 2c, err 4c, err 1, err 2, err 3, x, 1, Y3. yc. tol£ 
integer count, i£array abstol, y(i:; J£ 

procedure RK(x, y, n, FKT, reltol, afistol, xF, yF, fi)£ 

value x, y£ int aber n£ procedurA FKT¬ 
Roolean fi£ real x, reltol, xEt array abstol, y, yE£ 

begin array z, yl, y2, y3[l: n]£ real a, h, xl, x2. x3, H£ 
Boolean out£ integer k, j£ own inter s¬ own real He£ 

procedure RKIST(x, y, h, xe, yo)£ real x, h, xe£ array y, ye£ 
begin array w[l: ný, a[l: iý£ integer k, i£ 

a[lj =a[2]. =a[S) =Ö. i+h£ a[3]. =a[4). =h£ xe: -x£ 
for k: =1 etep t vintil n do ye[kj: -w[k]: =y[kj£ 
for j: =1 step I until 4 do 
begin FKT(xe, w, n, z)£ 

xe: =x+a[j]£ 
for k: =1 atw 1 until n do 
begin w[k : =y[k)+a[j)+z[k)£ 

ye[k1: =ye[k)+a[j+lI. z[k]. n. 33333333333 
and k 

end j 
end RK1ST£ 

if fi then begin }}: =xE_x£ s: =n end else H: =Hs£ out: =false£ 
AA: if (x+2. ()1+H-xE>n)=(H>0) then 

begin Hs: =}1£ out: =true£ H: -=P. 5"(xE... x) end if£ 
RK1ST(x, y, 2aH, x1, y1)£ 

}i 13: RK1ST(x, y, H, x2, y2)£ RK1ST(x2, y2, H, x3, y3)£ 
for k: =1 step 1 until n do 
beKin a: =abs(y1[k]_y3[k])£ h: -ahs(y3[k])£ 

if a<h*rnltol then he}; in if a<ahstol[kl then goto EE ende 
if a<b. reinil then goto EEC 
if a<abx(yl[k]jýrelnil then toto EEC 
if a<ahsnil then goto EEC toto CCC 

EE: and£ 
If out then goto D1)£ x := x3£ 
for k: =1 atop I until n do y[k]: =y3[k]£ 
if a=5 then hMtn s"=o£ H: =2*11 and if£ 
e: =s+1£ goto AA£ 

CC: H: =fº. S+H£ out: =false£ xl: =x2£ 
for k: =1 ! ley 1 until n do y1(k]: =y2[k]£"noto RAC 

D}): for k: =1 step I until n dyE[k]: -y [k) o 
end RKC 
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roced'ire FKT(x, y, n, z)£vwlu, x, y, n£i. nteger n£real x£arra1 y, 7£ 
begin real yi, y2, yi, Y4, Y5 , m3£ 

y1: =y[1)£Y4: =yf4)£m3: =m+3£ 
zrl 1: =yz: =yr21£ 
z[21: =Y3: =Y13]£. 
z[3) : =y4_l+(2 *m42) *y2 *y2_m3 *Y1 *Y3£ 
zf4l " -Y5 : -y[51£ 
z1 I: =Pr *(4 *m*Y2 *Y4-. "3 *Y1 *Y5 ) 

end FKT£ 

rocr+dure solve (y3, Y5, err, err"'2, err4)£value y3, yr, £real Y3. y5, err, err2, err4£ 
ben integer i£y[1]: =v[2]: -y[al: =O£y[31: =y3£y[cf: =y5£ 

print((1,2,2)£for i: =1 4tep I until 5 do print(y(il. 1,5)£newltne(1)£ 
RK(fl, y, 4, FKT, reltol, abstol, N, y, true)£ 
print(2n, 2,2)£for i: =] step 1 until 5 do print(yfi], 1,5)£ 

err2: =y[2]£err4: =1-y[4]£err: -ahs(err2)4aha(err4)iprint(Mrr. l, 
_ý)£ 

newline(1) 
end£ 

procedure equsolve£ 
begin real dl Al A2, A3, R1 , B2 JR3£ 

dl*=(Y3c-Y3a)/(Y3b-Y3a)£ 
A3: =(err2c+(dl-l). err2a. dl. err2b)"'(y5c+(d1-l). y5a-dt*y5b)£ 
A2: =(err2b_. rr2a_(y5b_ySa)*A3)/(y3b_y3a)£ 
A1: =err2a_Y5a+A3-73a. A2£ 
ii3: =(err4c4(dl-1)*err4a_. dl*err4b)/(y5c+(dl-1)+y5a_d1 *y5b)£ 
B2: =(errgb_err4a_(yYi''b-y5a) "R3)/ (Y3b-Y3a)£ 
B1 : =err4a_YSa*R3_y3asB2£ 
d1: =1/(A2ºR3-A3+B2)£ 
Y5 : =(A1 "R2.. A2+A1)-, \`. d1£ 

Y3: =(A, 3. R1_A1+A_; )"dl£ 

end equsolvc£ 

procedure rename£hegin code 121-Po, " 7£1(17f, Pn, n, 7 end£ 



rename select input(1)C 
m: =read£Pr: =read£N : =rpad£reltol : =read£ 
abstol[1): =ahatol(21: =ahatol[31: =ahstolf4l: =ahatol[5l: =read£tol: =read£ 
re lni l: =1 i6 710 476 7362 
absniI, =10_115£1: =read£y3a"=read£y3b: =read£Y3c: =read £y5a: =rezd£y!, h: =read£ 

yc. c : =read£ 

writetext(L. 2cOs mA ))£prirtttm 1,, j)£newline(1)£ 

writetext(( cos). Z 4.781 f 4-0sl f' 479 1 f" 0e) O 051 O' the). err 12c11)£ 

solve(, \`y3e, yca, errl, err2a, err4a)£solve(y3b, ycb, err2, err2h, err4h)£ 
8olye(y3c, ycc, err3, err2c, err4c)£ equsolvr£ 

for count: =l, count+1 while errs > tol and err2 > tol and err3 > tol do 
begin if errl > err2 and erri > err3 then begin y3a"=y3£y4n: =yS£ 

solve (y3a, YSa, errl, ý"'err2a, err4a)end 
else if err2 > erri and err2 > err3 then bef.,, in y3tr =y3£rý, b: Y; £ 

8olve(y3b, y5b, err2. err2b, err4b)end 
else h in y3c: =y3£y5c: =v5£solve(y3,! c, yrýc, err3, err2c, err4c) enýl£ 
equaolve£ 

end£ 

Writetext(442c1 No $ oýlf e iterations pt _ 1)£print(count_1,1,0)£ 
write text(E. t. 2c4s1 Z 472). f 9sl f' V74 f" OFal O 402l Q' 42cll)C 
y[1l : =y[2l : =rý\, '[4): -O£yt3l: =y3£y[5]: =y5£ 

print (°r, 2 , 2)£for i=l step 1 until 5 do print(y[ il ,1,,, 
)£newline(1 )£ 

RK(fl y, r,, FKT, reltol, abstol, l, y, true)£ 
print(1,2,2)£for i: =1 step I until 5 do print(y1i1,1,5)£new1ine(1)£ 
for x: =l step I until N_1 do 
begin RK(x, y, 5"FKT, reltol, abstol, x+l, y, false)£ 

print(x+1,2,2)£for i: =1 step I until 5 do print(y[i], 1,5)£newline(l: 
and 
end of program£ 

***Z 

' ") 

0 



CMIPI LFR ALGOL 
CHEESF'WR1CHT SIY. Snl.: '. 

begin intSpr i, n, r, N, P, M£ 
bool. an AC 

real M. Pr, p£ 
aelect irpt t (1 C 
i.: rread£ r: =read£ pr: =read£p: =read£ M: =read£P: =read£ 
begin real array wri, wb, wc. xa, xb. xe, yoLyb, yc, 2a, z, b, 2cf-2-nli! 

procedure integrate (u, v)2 real array u, v£ 
begin inter it 
v[ol: =n£ 
v[1]: =(p/72fl)*(251. ufol+646*uf il-2641u[2)+lo6*uf3]-19*ur4l)£ 
v[21: -(p/qn)*(20*uffl1+124*u[1l+24*u[2]+4*u[3l-u[4l)£ 
for 1: 13 step I until n-2 do 

of il: =v[i_1l+(p/144(O)*(po2+(ufi-1)+uf i)).. c)3*(u(i_214u[i+1])+ 
1i*(u1i-31+ufi+2)))£ 

v[n_ll: -v[n 21+(p/24). (13*(ufn_2]+u[n_ll)-(u[n_3]+u[n)))£ 
v(nj : =v[n_l]+(p/24)*(q*u[n]+1Q. i, [n_1)_r, *ufn-2 l+uf n-3])£ 
and integrates 

roce urc, exintegrate(u, v)£ real array u. v£ 
begin integer it integrate (u, v)£ for i: =n step 1 until n do 
vfi]: =exp(v(i])£ 
end exintegrate£ 

procedure iterate f (f, g, h, k, a, b)£ real array f, p, h, k, a, h£ 
begin real Cl,, j, g£ real array e, d, u, vfn: n]£ 

for i: =o step 1 until n do 
begin b(i) : =g(i] *k(il *(2+m+2)£ 
a(i): =f(i]i(m+3) ende 
exintegrate (a, e)£ 
for i: =O step 1 until n do 

u(i]: =e(i]*(h[il+h[i]-1)£ 
integrate (u, d)£ 
for i: =o step 1 until n do 
d(i]: =d[i)/efi)£ 
integrate (d u)£' 
for i: =o step 1 until n do 
q =uf nl£ 
for i: =n step 1 until n do 
u[il: =1/e[il£ 
integrate (u, v)£ 
j: =v(n]£ 
C1: '-q/j£ 
for i: =n Ln 1 until n do 

uutiI: =d[i)+C1+u[i)£ 
integrate (u, b)£ 
integrate (b, a) 

end iterate f£ 
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proo"dure iterate theta (f, g, h, c)£ real array f, g h, c£ 

begin real C4. q. j£ real array_ 1. e, ýi. u, v[ý: nl£ 

for i: =n step 1 until n do 

begin v[i]: =f[i]*(m+3)*Pr£ 
d[ i1: =g[ i]+Pr"m"4*h[ i] ende 

exintegrate (v, e)£ 
for i: =o step 1 until n do 

u[i]: =e[i]*d(iJ£ 
integrate (u, v)£ 
for i: =n step 1 until n do 

v[i]: =v[i]. 'e(i]£ 
integrate (v u)£ 
q =u(n]£ 
for i: =n step I until n do 

integrate (u, l)£ 
j: =1[n]£ 
C4: -(I--q) j£ 
for 1: =O stýe 1 until n do 

u[i]: avIiT+c4+u[i £ 
integrate (u, c)£ 
end iterate theta£ 

procedure project (first, second, third, last)£ real arra7 first, second, third, laI 

begin real a, b£ 
for i: =n step 1 until n do 
begin &: sfirsttil-second[il-x*condtil+third(ilt 
b: =abs(a)£ 
if b<1101n+(abs(first[iJ)+2"abs(secondril)+ahs(third[i])) or b<11012 
then last[i]: =(first[i)+2"second[iJ+3"third[if)/6 
else last[ i]: =(first[i]Mthird[i1-second[i1e 2)/a 

end 

end project£ 
Procedure write (a, b, c"d"e, f, g, h"j, A, 11)£ integer M£ Boolean At 

real array a, b, c, d"e, f , g, h, j£ 

begin if A then begin 

write text (trý3c3slZ ýs)f14Ps)f2. P$)f3ýFslf"14Psli"2ýFs1t"3ýAs)c1(i'sl 
Q2 4$7$ lo3 4c ll) £ 
for i: =O stop H until n do 
begin print (i»p, 2, n)£ print (a[i), 2,4)£ print(b[il, 2,4)£ 
print(c[i], 2,4)2 print(d[iJ, 2,4)£ print(e(iJ, 2"4)£ print(f[i], 2,4)f 

print(g[i], 2,4)£ print(h[i], 294)£ print(j(iJ, 2,4)£ 
newline(1) 
end 
end 
end write£ 
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for i: =o stop 1 until P do 
begin ya[i]: =read£ za[iTT=read end£ 

for i: =P41* 1 until it do 
begin ya[i): -OQ za[i): =1 "nd£ 
integrate (ya, xa)£ 

begin N: =read£ 
for r: = 1 step i until N do 

bsgin if r=1 or r=N then A: =true else A: false£ 
iterate theta (xa, ya, za, zb)£ 
it. rate f (xa, ya, za, ya, xb, yb)£ 

iterate theta (xb, yb, zb, zc)£ 
iterate f (xb, yb, zb, ya, xc, yc)£ 

project (xa, xb, xc, xa)£ 
project (ya, yb, yc, y )£ 

project (za, zb, zc, ta)£ 

write (xa. xb, xc. ya. yb, ycza. zb, zc. A, M)£ 
end 
"nd 
end 
end 
ende 
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bsgin int. P. r i, n, r, NSP. M, L, D, C, Ro7.?. #j, ss, nnn, mm, C. F. pol, *xpo, i. r. reminatr£ 

integer array nn[o: 1O00], Z[n: Vn, n: 1n]£ 
Boolean A£ 

real m, Pr, p, ml, Prl, limit, tol, pristep, fi, I, a, b, reltol£ 

procedure set trap(f)£ integer f£ 

comment site the trapping vector to return control to 
the programme, with f set to the fault number. 
The procedure must be called at the same level 
as it was declared£ 

begin code 121,1, _, t2 122,1, n, 4£ 12400, n, 1£ 121,01,127,2£ 
113,99, gn,.. 1£ 101 

, 12^, _, i£ 11j,? (), O, (1)-1£ 
122,00, n, 1£ 1132, O, 0, (1)£ 121,127, x,, (; )£ n/n£ 

I* "4/O£ (2)/21£ (2)/21£ »4/n£ . 4/n£ 04/0£ *4/O£ 

*4/09- »4/n£ . 4/n£ . 4/n£ »4/n£ »4/0£ »4/ne 
2: 121 , 44, g1 , n£ 124,40,4n, n£ inl , 41 , n, (i )_i£ 

1441 , 40,41, n£ 101-41-2-(e 172,41 , 'r ln. 4£ 324 in, n, (3)-1£ 
226,127,42, n£ 172,40, ni4£ 3, S6, n, 2,3£ 121,11092,. 3e 
121,00.2,4£ 225,0n, qn, li 101,12', +, 2, x. 4£ +O£ 

3: end set trap£ 

expo: =n£ set trap(. xpo)£ 

n: =read£ m: =read£ Pr: =read£p: =read£ M: =read£ N: =read£ L: =read£ ZZ: -read£ 
E: Dreadelimit: =read£ to1: =read£ P: =read£ m1: =read£ Pr1: =read£ pristep: =read£ 

reltol: =read£ 
begin real array mmm, wa, xa, xb, xc, ya, yb, ye, za, zb, zc, Maa, wbb, wcc[_. 2: 1000]£ 

inte; er procedure instructions 1. ftf 
b49In code 1122,4n, nq£ 1524,0,40, ng 

, 
356, n, instructions left ende 
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procedure int (s, u, v, p, f)£ value s, u, f, p£ integer s, f£real p£ real array u, v£ 

comment given that part of an array u, of ordinates, between u(s) and u[f], 

step size p, this produces an array v which is a running integral of u 
between these limits. The starting value of the integral, vial, must be set 

before the procedure is called£ 
begin integer mm. nnn, i£ mm: =f_s£ if 11mm>3 then 

begin nrn: =f_2£ 
of s+1]: -v[s]+(p/72n)*(251*u[s]+646t*u[s+1]_264*uls+2]+1O6*u[s+3]-1q*u[a+4'; 
v[s+2): =v[s]+(p/9O)*(2q*u[s]+124*u(s+11+24*u[s+2]+4*u[s+3]-u[e+41)£ 
for i: =s+3 stop 1 until nnn do 

vfi]: =v(i_1]+(p/1440). (PO2+(u[i_1]+u[il)_93*(ufi-2]+u[i+1])+11*(u[i-3]+u[i+21))! 

v[ f-1l : =v(t.. 2]+(p/24)*(13*(u[f_2]+u[ f-1 l)-(u[ f_3l+uf fl) )£ 
v[f]: =v[f_1l+(p/24)*(()*u[f]+1gw[i-1]-5"u[f-21+u[f_3)) 

end 0180 if mm=3 then 
begin v[s+l]: -v[s]+p*(u[s+l]+u[s])/2£ 

v(s+21: =v[s]+p*(u[s]+4*u[s+l]+ufs+2])/ 3£ 
v[fl: =v[s]+3+p"(u[a]+3su[s+1]+3*u1s+21+uff])/P 

end else if mm=2 then 
begin v[s+1T: =v[s]+p*(u[a+1]+u[R])/2£ 

v[f]: =viel+p*(u[s]+u[a+11*4+u[a+21)/3 
end else v[f]: =v[s]+p*(u[f]+ufs])/2 

end intý1, 

procedure integ (s, u, v, f)£ value s, f£ integer s, f£real array u, v£ 
begin integer a, b£ a"=entier(4. n1/p)£ if f>a then int (s, u, v, p, a) 

else begin int (s, u, v, p, f)£ goto ex end£ 
b: =a+entier(4.01/(2*p))£ if f>b then int (a, u, v, 2*p, b) else begin 
int (a, u, v, 2*p, f)£ toto ex ende 
a: =b+entier(F. 01/(4*p))£ iff>a then int (b, u, v, 4+p, a) else begin 
int (b, u, v, 4*p, f)£ toto ex ende 
b: =a+entier(24.01/(F*p))£ if f>b then begin int (a, u, v, F*p, b)£ 
int (b, u, v, 10*p, f) end else int 

ex: end integ£ 

procedure integrate (s, u, v, f)£ value m, f£ integer s, f£real array u, v£ 
begin if a< 20 then begin integ (s, u, v, f)£ goto exi end 
else if s< 30 then begin if f>30 then int (s, u, v, 2*p, 30) else 
begin int (s, u, v, 2*p, f)£ goto exi ende if f>40 then int (30, u, v, 4*p, 40) 
else begin int (30, u, v, 4»p, f)£ toto cxi ende if f>55 then begin 
int (40, u, v, P*p, 55)£ int (55, u, v, 1O*p, f)£ goto exi end else begin 
int (40, u, v, P*p, f)£ goto exi end end else if s< 4n then begin 
if f>4() then int (s, u, v, 4*p, 40) else berin int (s, u, v, 4*p, f)£ 

Coto exi ende if f>55 then begin int (40, u, v, Psp, 55)£ int (ý; i. u, v, ln*p, f)£ 
goto extend else begin int (40, u, v, P*p, f)£ goto exi end end else 
if s< 55 then begin if f>55 then begin int (s, u, v, P*p, 45)£ int (5j, u, v, 1o*p, f)£ . 

goto cxi end also begin int (s, u, v, P*p, f)£ goto exi end end else 
int (s, u, v, 10. p, f)£. 

exi: end integrate£ 
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procedure iterate f real array f, g, h, a, b£ 

begin integer real C1, k, q£ real array e, d, u, v[n: n1£ 
tor !: =O atep 1until n do 
beCin if m<110-P and m>_11o-P then hegin b[i1: =2*(R1i1ex 2)£ 

a[i1: =; *f[i1 and also begin h[ij: =(g[i1exp2)*(2 *m+2)£ 
a[i): =t[i]*(m+j*)end ende 
e[n7: =or 
integ (n, a, e, n)£ pol: =f£ 
i: -_1£ =O£ for 1: =n step 1 until 10 do nn[1]: =o£ 

Red: i: =i+1£ if abs( e[i])> limit then begin 

, 1: =j+1£ nn[jl: =i£ pol: =sign(e[i])£ 
for 1: =nn[ j] step 1 until n do 

e[1]: =e(l1-pol. limit end£ 
efi]: =exp(e[i])£ 
if i<n then goto Heg £ 
for i: =O at" 1 until n do 
u[i]: ==e[i *(b[i]+h[il_1)£ d[n]: =n£ 

if pol=n then begin integ (n, u, d, n)£ for i: =0 step 1 until n do 
d(il: =d[i]/efi]£ ulo]: =t1£ inter (o, d, u, n)£ q-=u[n]£ 
for i: =o step I until n do 
u[i]: -I/e[i]£ v[n : =n£ integ (n, u, v, n)£ k: =v[n]£ C1: =-4'k£ 
for i: =o step 1 until n do u[i]: =dfil. Cl+u[i]£ a[-1): =u[fl]£ 
h n]: =n£ integ n)£ &fr']: =rv£ inic , (n, b a, n) end 
else bin nnn: =j-1£ for 1: -n Atep 1 ntil nnn do 
begin dfnn[1)1: =dfnn[l]1/(&xp(prý'+`imit))£ 

u[nnfl+1]]-=ufnn[1+1]]*(exp(pol*limit))£ 
integrate (nnfl], u. d, nnfl+l])£ 

ufnnfl+l]]: =u[nntl+1]]/(exp(pol*limit)) ende 
dfnn[j]]: =d[nn[jll/exp(pol*limit)£ integrate (nn[j], u, d n)£ 
for i: =o step 1 until n do d[i]: =d[i]/efi]£ u[n]: =Oe integ (n, d u, n)£ 
q"=u[nl£ for i: =n jW I until n do 
of i]: ' 1/e[i]£ if pol=lthen for 1! =l step 1 until j do 
for i: = nn[l] step 1 until n do u[i]"=u[i]/(exp(limit))£ 

if p01=1 then in vf0): =r1£ inter; (n, u, v, n)£ 4: 7v[n]£ C1: =-q'k£ 
for i7=0 step 1 until n do u[i]: =d[i]+C1*u[i]£ goto outtt ende 

if po], =-1 then begin v[f1) : -n£ for 1: =O step I until j_1 do begin 

u[nn(l+1]1: =u[nn[l+1]]*(exp(lintit))£ vfnn[1]]: v[nn[1])i(exp(limit))£ 
integrate (nn[1], u, v nntl+11)£ u[nn[1+1]]: =ufnn[1+1]],, (oxp(limit)) ende 

v[nn[j]]: =v[nn[jl], (exp(limit))S. ' integrate (nn[j] u v, n)£ k: =v[n]£ 
CI k£ 
for 1: =() step 1 tounti l j-1 do for i: ": nn[ 1] std 1 until nn[ 1+1 ] do be in 
vfi]: C1*ufi]£ for t =1 mtep until j_1 do v(i]: =vfi], 

y(exp(limit)) 
ende 

for i: =nn[j] st. p 1 until n do v[i]: rC1*u[i]£ 
for i: = n stop 1 until n do u(i]"=d[i]+v(i1 ende 

outtt: a[_i]: =u[rý]£ h[ýý]: -rý£ 
integ (n, u, b, n)£ a[n]: =O£ integ ((, h, a, n)£ 
end 

end iterate f£ 
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......,. ý. ýinww ; tvrate theta (f. E, h. c) £ real array f, g, h, c£ 

begin integer j. t, tt£ real C4, q, 11£ real array 1 e, d, u, v[n: n]£ 

for i: =(-Ü stop I until n do 

begin if m<itoJ and m>_11º1-P then begin v[i): -ft11e3*Pr£ 4[i)-=n end else 

he in v[i]: =f[l)+(m+3)*Pr£ d[i]: =t'[il*Pr*4=m"h[i) end ende 

e[n _°£ integ (n, v, e n)£ poi: -n£ i: =_1£ j"=n£ 

for t: =n slop I until 10 do nn[tl: =n£ 

Peg: i: =i+1£ if ahs(e[i])> limit then begin 

j: =j+1£ nn[j]: =i£ pal: =siFn(e[i))£ 
for t: =nnfj] sto 1 until n do 

e[t]: =e[t]-pol*limit ende 

e[i]: =exp(efi])£ 
it i<n then ; 'oto Beg £ 

if m<11n-10 and m>-11n-1n then hegin for i : =() step I until n do viii ' -°£ q: _O£ 

if pol=0 then goto on else goto onn ende 
for i'=n step 1 until n do 

u[11: =e[i)*d[i3£ v[O]: =n£ 
if pol=0 then begin integ (0, uº v, n)£ for i: _0 stop 1 until n do 

of i]: =vfi]/e[i]£ u[01: =n£ intoog (0 v, u n)£ q: -Aºfnl£ 
on for i: =00 step 1 until n do u[i1: =l/e[i]£ i1(1 =n£ integ ((', u, l, n)£ 

ll: =1[n]£ C4: -(1-q), 11£ for i: -0 stop 1 until n do 
u[i]: =v[ 04C4*00£ cf_1T-u[ro]£ c(ýnl: =o£ 

integ (() u, c n) end also begin nnn: =j-1C 
for t: =n stop 1 until nnn do 

in v[nn[t)]: -v(nn(t]l/(exp(pol*limit))£ u(nnft+l]]: -ufnnft+ll]*(exp(pol*limi 
integrate (nn[t], u v, nnft+11)£ 

u[nn[t+1]]: =u[nn[t+1]]-'(exp(pol*limit)) ende 
vfnn[j]]: =v[nn[j]]i'(exp(pol*limit))£ inte -rate (nnf. il, u, " n)C 
for i: =n step 1 until n do v(i1"-v[i)/e(i1£ u[01-=n£ inte; g (cº, v, u, n)£ q: =u[n]CL 
onn: for i: !1 until n do %ifi]"-1iefi]£ 
if pol=1 then hegin for t: =1 Step 1 until j do for i: =nn[t] step 1 until n do 

u[i]: =u[i]/(exp(limit))£ 1(nl: =n£ inter; (n, u, l, n)£ 1l: =1(n]£ C4'-(1_q)/11£ 

for i: =0 step 1 until n do u[i]: =v[i1+C4*u(i]£ 

c[-1): =u[n]£ c[n]: =tie integ (0, u c, n)£ toto mitt ende 
if 'pol=-1 then begin 1[o] : =(i£ for t: =n ste 1 until j-1 do begin 

u[nn[t+1]]: =uº[nn[t+11]*(exp(limit))£ 1(nn1t1]: =1[nnft11, (exp(limit))£ 
inteerute (nn[t], u, l nn[t+1])£ u(nn[t+111: =ºº[nn[t+1)1 (exp(limit))£end£ 

lfnn[j]]: =itnn[j]]/(exp(limit))£ integrate (nnfj], u l, n)C 1l: =lfn]£ 
C4"=(1-q), 11£ for t: =O etep I until j_1 do for i: =nn[t] step I until nnft+l] do 

begin 1[i]: =C4*11[i]£ for tt: =t step I until j-1 do lii)"=l[i1/(exp(limit))£ 

ende 
fori: =nn[j] step I. until n do lfi1: C4"u[i1C 
fori: =0 step I until n do u(i]: =v[i]+lf i]£ c[_1] =u[ýý1£ cfnl: =n£ 
inter. (0 u, c n)£ ende 
outt' end end iterate theta £ 
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procedure exiterate theta (f, g h, k) £ real array f, p, h, k£ 

begin integer j t, ttC real C4, q. 11£ real array l, e, d, u, v[n: nl£ 
for i: =o step 1 until n do 

begin if m<110-f' and m>_11O. P then begin v(i *Pr£ d1 i] =n end else 
begin v[ i 1: =f I i]. (n+3) *Pr£ d(i l" =f; (il *Pr*4*m*hr il E"nd end£ 

ern]: =O£ integ (0, v e, n)£ pol: =n£ i, _1£ j. =n£ 
for t: --n step 1 until 10 do nn(t1: =n£ 

Aer: i: =i+1£ if abs(eri])> limit then begin 
j: = , 

j+1£ nnr jl "=i£ pol : =si gn(e[ il )£ 

for t-, =nnrj] step I until n do 

e[t): =e(tl_pol*1iºr: it endC 
aril-=exp(e[i))£ 
if i<n then goto Beg £ 
i -f m<110_1I) and m>_111_10 then begin for i: =fl stet 1 until n do yr il: _0£ q: -O£ 
if pol=h then Doto on else goto onn endC 

for i: =O step I until n do 

u[i]:, =eril*d[i]£ v[cº]: =cº£ý 
if pol=0 then begin integ (n u, v n)£ for i: =ºl step I until n do 
v[il-=vril eri]£ urol: =n£ integ (O, v,, u, n)£ q: =u[n]£ 

on: for i: =n step 1 until n do +ºri1: =1/e(i1£ 1(n)--n£ inter (n, u, l n)£ 
11: =1[nl£ C4: =(1q), 11£ for i : =n std I until n do 
k(il: =v(il4C4"uri1, " end else, begin nnn: -j_I£ 

for t: =C) step 1 until nnn do 
begin vrnn/1T]: =v(nn t 1/(#, xp(fal*Iimßt))£ 

u[nn[t+1]]: =urnnrt41]]*(exp(hol*limit))£ integratt- (nn(t) u v, nnrt+l])£ 
u[nn(t+111: =u[nnrt+ill/(exp(pol*limit)) end£ 

v[nn(jll: =v[nn[, i]]/(exp(pol*limit ))£ integrate (nn(, jl, u, v n)£ 
for i: =n step 1 until n do vri]: =vri1, eril£ u(fl]-_o£ inter (fl, v. u, n)f q-=u(n1£ 

onn: for i: =o step 1 until n do ýº(i]: -1/eri]£ 
if pol=1 then begin for t: =1 atar I until j do for i: =nnrt] gt 1 u^ti1 n do 
u, [i]: =u(il, (oxp(limit))£ 
1[0): 3x£ integ (0 u, l n)£ ll: =Ifnllr C4--(1--q), Ile 
for i: =O stop 1 until n do kril: =v1il+c4*u(i]£ goto outt end£ 
if pol=_1 then begin 1[nT-=n£ for t: =o steil until J-3 do te{*in 
urnn[t+1]l: =u[nn[t+111*(exp(limit))£ lrnnrt1]: -1[nnrtll (exp(limit))£ 
integrate (nn[t]. u, l, nn(t+11)£ u[nn(t+l]]: --u(nn(t4111 (exp(1init))£end£ 
lrnn[jll: =1(nn[jll. -(expflimit))£ integrate (nn("il u, l. n)£ Il: --l(nl£ 
C4 " =(1.. q)/ 11£ for t: =n !t !pI until j.. 1 do for i: =nn[ tl step I until nnr t+1 ] do'" 
bejin If il : =C4*u(ßl£ for tt: -t step I until _,, _I do if il "-1fil, (exp(limit))£ 
ende foci: =nn[jl stepI until n do 1[i]: =C4*"ri]£ 

fori =O step 1 until n do k[i]:, v(i1+1[i)£ ende 
outt" end end iterate theta £ 

prorwdure runoutfincheß)£ value incheq£ integer inche. C 
b jin code 130i', 4(' _-inc"he9£ 1 jýº2 4n, n, 1; ýC ýýý 

1: 121 , An o, i. 4£ 121 7q 127 1£ 
101 127. O -4£ 2O, 127 40 (1) en1£ 

j 
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procedure project (firyt, second, third last)C real arrav first, second, th, rd, 

last£ begin real a, b£ 
for i"=-1 stop 1 until n do 

begin a: =- firgtf i j_second[i)_secondf i]+third[i)£ 

h: =abs(a)£ 
if h<11n1o"(ahs(first fi))+2+ahs(gecond[i))+ahS(third[iI)) or hcli. 112 

then lastfi): -(first[i)+2*second[i]+3"third[i])'6 
else last[i): =(first[i]*third[i)-second[i]exp2) a 

end 
end project£ 

procKdure_ write (a h, c d, e f, g h, j M)£ value M£ integer M£ 

real array a, h cde, f F, h j£ 

be in write text (ýF. 2cýsýZ(. fýslf1 L)4f2(ýs). f j4ýali'I LPs)f'2LPslf' j 's)plý+ýsl 

a2 4)sia3k')). )£ 
for I: -() stop M until n do 
begmin print (i*p, 2,0)£ print (a[il. 2 c)£ print(h[i), 2,5)£ 

print(c[i], 2.5)£ print(d[i]. 2,5)£ print(g[i], 2.5)£ prlnt(4fi3,2 ; )£ 

print(g[i) 2 c)£ print(h[i), 2 5)£ print(j(i), 2,5)£ 

newline(1) 
and 
end write£ 

procedure transfer (a, h)C real array a. hC 
heEin for i: =o step I until n do h[i]: =a[i] nd tranafer£ 

procedure change range (amount)C value amount£ inter amount£ 
bin 

i- =O£ in: i: =i+1£ if i>13 then he in print (ZZ, 3,1)£roto exit ende 
if ZZ=2[i n] then begin i: =l+amount£ ZZ -Z[i n] end else ", oto it, E' 

nnn: =nC n: =Z[i, j)£ if amount=1 then for i: - nnn step 1 until n do 
begin wa[i]: =ya[il: O£ za[i]: =1£ xa[l ]: =xa[nnn] end elge heRin 

wa[n]: =ya[n1: =n£ za[n]: =1 . nd 

and change range£ 
procedure chance step (amount)£ value amount£ real amount£ 

begin inteuer at if entier (amotint+(O. 1)-2 then berin a: = entier ("". 2(11, 'p)£ 
p: -O. 2£ j: =1£ n: =n-a£ for i: -(' step 1 until n do heýin xa[i]: =xa'a*i]£ 
ya[i]: =ya[a*i]£ za[i]: =za[a*i]£ end end else hegt p: -p"amount£ n -. 2*n£ 

, 1: -j+l£ for i: =n ste _2 until 2 do begin 

xa[i]-xa[i, 2]£ ya[i1: =ya[i/21£ za[i]: -za[i, 12] ende 
nnn: =n-1£ for i: =1 ytep 2 until nnn do begin 
xa[i]: =(xa[i+1]+xa[i-11)'2£ ya[i): -(ya[i+i]+ya[i. i])/2£ 
za[t]: =(za[i+1]+za[i_1])/2 end end 
end change steps 4 
procedure test (expo)£ value expos integer expos 

if expo; o then begin if expo-12P then write text (/. (. c3DIVERGENTs(exp. lioverflo 
)feu) else write text (EEc1DIVERGENT$(di' . soverflow)4. cli)£ 

if abs(Pr1_Pr)>0, O05*Pr1 and f<6 then begin Pr: -(Pri+Pr)/2£ 
write text ((halve$Pr$stepl) £ f: =f+l£ Coto ex end also begin 

if abs(m-+n1)>0.001 "m and gc6 then begin n: =(m+m1 ), '2£ 
write text (. halveom*step))£ e: -r+1£ Coto ex end else begin 

if D<6 then begin change range (_1)£ write text(/. reducedrange))£ 
D: =D+l end else begin write text (4POPELESSl)£ F: =f: =g: =0£ toto finish end enc 
ende ex: expo: =0£ transfer (waa, ya)£ transfer (wbb, za)£ goto preprestar' 

end test (expo)£ 
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i: =n£ for nnn: =2,4. P, 12,16,24,4n, fin, lOO, lcO, 2OO, 2cO, 
3OO 

do begin i: =ß+1£ 
Z[i, o): -nnn ende ß: =i, £ for nnn: =10,2(',. 3('. 3`"4n"4`"c, `vhý, F 

, iln, i3ý. ]f , 1Pc 
do begin i: =i+l£ Z[i, 1T: =nnn£ Z[i, 2): =2*Zti, ])£ 7[i, 31: =2*Z[i. 21f 

: Z[i, 4 : =Z(i, 3]*2 ende xa[.. 11: =read£ za[_l): =read£ 
-if E=n then 
for i: step 1 until P do begin ya(i]: =read£ za[i]: =read ende 

if E=1 then for i: =o step 1 until P do begin Di=read£ xa[i]: =read£ ya[i]: =readtl' 
za i]: =read £ wa(ii: =read ende 

for i: P+1 step 1 until n do 
begin ya[il: an£ za[i): =1£ ende 

select output (i)£ 
write text (F 2c). tol=3)£ print (tol, n, 1)£ 

newline (1)£ 
if M=1()c) then writs text (4no$interynAdiateAprintoutý) else begin 

write text ((. intermediate$printout$every )£ print (K22, O)£ write text 
(4thßstep$onseveryl)£ print (L, 2.0)£ write text (4th$loopl) ende newline (1)£ 
transfer (ya, waa)£ transfer (za, wbb)£ 
reminstr: - instructions left£ j: =1£ f: =r: =n: =n£ 

preprestart: xa[n]: tn£ integ (O, ya, xa, n)£ 

prestart: xa[_21: aza[-21: =o£ G: =C: =O£ r: =(£ 

start: r: ar+1£ if n>1000 then begin write text (Carray$bound$exceeded$n=,. )£ 
print (n, 4, o)£ goto finish ende 

it r>N then goto finish£ 
A :6 (rsL+Is=r) £ 

iterate theta (xa, ya, za, zb)£ 
test (expo)£ 
it. rate f (xa, ya, za, xb, yb)£ 
test (expo)£ 

iterate theta (xb, yb, zb, zc)£ 
test (sxpo)£ 
iterate f (xb, yb, zb, xc, yc)£ 
test (expo)£ 

project (xa, xb, xc, xa)£ 
project (ya, yb, yc, ya)£ 
project (za, zb, zc, za)£ 
if A then write (xa, xb, xc, ya, yh, yc, za, zb, zc, M)£ 

ya[_1]: =yc[". 1]: =o£ 
isa.. z£ 

p: i : =i+l£ 
if i>n then oto outs 
if abs(xn i _xc['i])<tol 
and abs(ya[i]_yc[i])<tol 
and abs(xa[i]_zc[i])<tol 
then Coto H else oto'start£ 

out: C: -C+1£ a: =abs(xa[_1J a(_2])£ h: =abs(za[_J)-za[-2])£ if C=1 or a>reltol 
or b>reltol then begin change range (1)£ za[.. 2): =za[. i]£ xa[. 2-T: =xaj_1]£ goto 

start end C,: =G+1£ if ('. =1 or a>reltol or b>reltol then begin xa[_2]: =xa[-11£ za[-Z]: = u[.. 1]£ change step (O, 5)£ oto start ends 



write text (fpc). no. JtofAstepsin=4)£ print (n-3, n)£write text ((. m=l)£ print( 

eß, 1,2)£ write text (FPr=). )£ print(Pr, 3,4)£ write text ((-stepp=, ý)£ 

print(p, 1,2)£ newline (1)C write text (4. input$=ssolution$at$Pr=). )£ 

print(Pr1,3,2)t write text (E. andOca=)6)£ print(m1,1,2)£ newline (1)£ 

if instructions left <1. S"(reminstr_instructions left) then begin f: -g: =F: =-O£ 

Loto onn end else reminstr: =instructions left£ 
if f=O and g=n then bwain F: =read£ if F=1 or F=2 then begin H: =read£ 

I: =read end£ if F=2 then begin 

write text (4-no$printoutl £ newline (1)£ goto fin end end else toto finish £ 

onn: exiterate theta (xa, ya, za, wa)£ write text (ýýc3alZý7sli(ýs3f'ýFakýeý 
Q1k 13)£ run out ONE ss: =entier(pristep/p)£ mmm[ol: =o£ nnn: =entier (4.01/p)£ 

for i: =ss step ss until nnn do mmm[i): =mmm[i_ss]+pristep£ mm: =nnn£ 
nnn: =nnn+entier(4.01/(2*p))£ for i: =mm+as step as until nnn do mmm[i1: nmm[i-ss] 
+2*pristep£ if ZZ=12 then begin for i: =nnn+ss step ss until n do mmm[il: =mmm 
[i_ss]+4*prisstep end else begin mm: =nnn£ nnn: =nnn+entier (F. n1/(4*p))£ for 

i: =uºm+ss step as until nnn do mmm[i): =nmmm[i_s8]+4*pristep£ 
if ZZ=24 then begin for i: =nnn+ss step an until n do mmm[i]: =mnm[i_sel+F*pristep 
end else begin mm: =nnn£ nnn: =nnn+entier(24.01/(A*p))£ for i: =mm+ss step as 
until nnn do 

mmm[i]: =mmm[i_ss]+F*pristep£ for i: =nnn+ss stop as until n do mmm[i1: =mmm[i_ss) 
+1oepristep end ende 
for i: =n me as until n do 
beeis if ya i]>in*tol 
or (1_za[il)>10*tol 

or (xa[i+31_xa1i])>l0*tol 
then begin 

print (mmm[i1,2,1)£ print (xa[i], 1,5)£ print (ga[i]ý1ý; )£ 
print (za[i], 1,5)£ print (wa[il, 1,5)£ 

newline (1) end ende 
run out (1n)£ 

fin: write text (1, -2c2s)f'' (cl)=3)£ print (xa[_1], 1,6i)£ 
write text (43s)Q' (0)=) )£ print (za[_1 ] 

,1 , 
6)£ 

finish: write text(ý(. 34r=3)£ print (r, 4, o)£ write text ("3e). 
instructionsaleft. A=ý)£print (instructions left, c, n)£ if f=n and g=ri then begin 
if F-1 or F=2 then begin write text (442c)step$Pr$byl)£ print (H, 1, '; )£ 
write text (. and$step$m$byl)£ print (1,1,2)2 newline (2)f 
Prl: aPr£ m1: =M£ Pr: =Pr+H£ m: em+I£ chanPe step (2)£ change range (_1)£ 
transfer (ya, waa)£ transfer (za, wbb)£ goto prestart end else Coto exit end 
also begin if s then begin if f=] then Pr: =Pr+(Pr_Pr1) else 
Pr: =Pr+(f+f_1)*(Pr^Prl)£ change step (2)£ change range (_1)£ transfer (ya, waa)£ 
transfer (LA, wbb)£ f: =g: =D: so£ goto preprestart end else begin if g=1 then 

m: -m+(m_m1) else m: =m+(g. g_1)s(m.. m1)£ change step (2)£ change range (_1)£ 
transfer (ya, waa)£ transfer (za, wbb)£ goto preprestart end end£ 
exit: 

and 
end£ 

- Ali;; - 



APPENDIX G 

I: ETAII; OF EXPERI2". NTAL R ES LTS AND THE STEPS 
I! TVOI' :D III THE ANALYSIS OF THESE RFSULTS 

G. l. Laminar Heat-Transfer Tests 

Actual experimental reaiings testen in a typical test (No. 10) 

P ata = 764 = HE xu 10 cm 

y/(cii) 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 - 5.0 

count 5 276 610 5 228 560 5 175 380 5 114 810 5 056 950 5 001 960 k 438 540 
time 8022 8027 8031 8029 8028 8029 8028 

Steps involved in analysing the data 

(i) Calculate V from count and time [V/(uV) _ (count x 5/time) - 20001 

(ii) Calculate B fron V using the bridge calibration equation 

IV/(VV) - 41668 - 1.8271 x 106/(32.0 + R/(n) )1. 

(iii) Calculate e from R (P. - ?, 
in 

Ro(l+e x39.2x10 
4) 

where RL a lead 

resistance (1.67252) and R. - wire resistance of 0 °C (10.88152)) 

j0 
(iv) Determine Jk dO from a table of values of this quantity against 

0 
e(Table G. 1) 

9 
(v) Dray a graph of Jk dO against y and hence determine Q" (the 

0 
fradient)and 6w (by extrapolation) 

(vi) Calculate Nu in ! I"x/k(e - 6. )] and Cr (_g S(e -e )x302/u2 

taking 0 at yw5 cm as 9w and evaluating all properties at 

(0w f e»)/2. 
P. 
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8 ( 
ik d8/[(W/cm)x 10-4j 

(VII) RIM o/ (00 

0.05 1289 13.249 32.94 83.51 
0.10 1257 13.213 32.05 81.14 

0.15 1222 13.174. 31.08 78.59 
0.20 1165 13.133 30.05 75.85 
0.25 1150 13.093 29.06 73.24 
0.30 1115 13.055 28.11 70.75 
5.00 764 12.668 18.48 - 

fit" s 51.27 x 10-4 W/cm2 s, ©W - 33.92 °C 

Nu = 12.71 Gr = 2.11 x 106 

C. 2. Turbulent Feat- Transfer Tests 

Actual experimental readings taken in a typical test (I1o. 55) 

P at= - 749 mmHg x- 270 cm 

Y/(cm) 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 30.0 

count 22 147 450 21 096 230 21 592 130 19 217 310 18 437 190 17 842 900 12 177 910 
time 16008 16004 17202 16013 16010 16008 16004 

this data were the sane as for the Me steps involved in the analysis of 

laminar data except for step (iv). 

(iv) Fit data to a curve of the type 1k dO = al + a2y + a3y 
3 by 'least 

0 
squares'. 4" a`. Determine 0 fron a1. This analysis of the 

data was carried out by Weans of the computer prograr A. A. 1 given 

at the end of this Appendix. 
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y/(cm) 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 30.0 

V/(uv) 4918 4591 4276 4001 3758 3573 1805 

e/(°C) 123.47 113.12 103.33 94.91 87.58 82.05 31.86 

; 
ý" =704.2x104 W/cm2 

Yu - 612.4 

ow = 133.76 °C 

Gr = 1.25 x 1011 

G. 3. Temperature Profiles 

The calculations for these data were the sane as steps (i), (ii) 

and (iii) in the calculation of the heat-transfer. data. 

Details of the temperature profiles are given in Tables G, 2, 

G. 3 and G. 4. 

G. 1+. Velocity Profiles 

Part of the actual experimental readings taken in test No. 200 

PatttA763ff }ig x-200 cm 

y/(cm) 0.1 0.2 0.3 

i=0.8 a, i (Vl/(ti, V) across 14. OOn 11510 11514 11513 
(across 

the probe (count 9 667 130 9 61L 010 9 570 130 

time 15012 15011 15012 

I -n- 77 mA (V3/(V) across 11+. 0012 1.0760 1.0785 N 1.0800 
(across 

'the probe (count 11 011 910 10 803 460 10 599 570 

( ýtiiºe 
15003 15012 15011 
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Steps involved in analysing the data: 

(i) Calculate V2 frota count and time for Iý'. t- 0. $ "%A; 

(ii) Calculate `l4 fror count and time for I77 mA; 

(iii) Calculate R1 from V1 and V2 (Rl = 14.00 x V2/V1); 

(iv) Calculate R2 from V3 and Vb (R2 = 14.00 x V4/'J3); 

(v) Calculate 01 from R1 [R1 - P2 = R0(1 + 01 x 39.2 x 10-4)l; 

(vi) Calculate 02 from R`; 

(vii) Calculate Nu [= V12 x (R1 - RL)/(11+. 02 xkxnx 2L x (02 - e1)? 

with k ev aluated at 62. 2L = 1.392 cm); 

(viii) Determine th e corresponding Re from Figure E. 1; 

(ix), Calculate u from Be (_ ne x u/p x d, d=0.00127 cm; properties 

evaluated at Ox). 

(c'n) V2/(vV) V4/(V) 111/(f) R2/(n) e1/(°C) e2/(°C) Phu Re u/(cri/s) 

0.1 12193 1.6448 14.837 21.401 55.51 210.36 o. )426 0.111 15.9 

0.2 12023 1.5743 14.619 20.436 50.37 187.60 0.492 0.193 27.1 

0.3 11875 1.5318 14.440 19.656 ý 46.14 173.92 0.539 0.262 36.0� 

Details of the velocity profiles are given in Table C. 5. 

4 
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TABLE G. 2 

Details of Temperature Profiles - Laminar 
Bound a= Layer 

Test ? lo. 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 

/7 (cn) e/(°C) 8/ °C 9/(°C @/ °C) ©/(°C) ß/(°C) 0/(°C) 9/("c) 9/(°c) 

0.05 44.72 45.60 16.1 45.6 50.31 52,23 64.38 64.48 78.90 

0.10 40.85 42.70 43.4 ß+3. ü 48.50 50.60 61.60 62.33 74.72 

0.15 37.76 140.00 40.9 41.7 46.69 49.14 - - 70.75 

0.20 34.6 35.95 38.2 39.9 1+1+. 93 47.66 56.71 58.01 67.15 

0.3 29.8 31.89 34.0 30.2 141.143 44.55 51.57 53.96 60.03 

0.14 26.4 27.88 30.2 32.8 37.95 1+1.65 47.25 49.40 53.06 

0.5 23.9 25.0 27.4 29.8 34.78 38.70 42.58 45.67 46.60 

0.6 - - - - 32.10 36.17 3tß. 36 x+1.95 x+1.15 

0.7 - - - - 29.60 33.86 - - - 
0.75 21.2 21.6 22.9 24.7 - - - - 34.74 
0.8 - - - - 27.95 31.96 33.12 36.05 - 
1.0 20.3 20.58 21.0 22.35 25.11 28.75 29.14 31.75 28.37 
1.2 - - - - 23.4'1 26.61 26.56 29.16 - 
1.4 - - - - - 25.22 26.14 27.30 - 
1.5 19.9 20.0 20.3 20.9 2'. 74 - - - 23.79 
1.7 - - - - - 23.99 - - _' . 
1.8 - - - - - - 24.98 25.86 - 
2.0 - - - - 22.15 23.32 - - 
2.2 - - - - - - 24.70 25.15 - 
5.0 19.9 20.0 20.1 . 20.7 21.84 23.19 24.60 24.91 22.86 
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TABLE G. 3 

Details of Temperature Profiles - Transitional 
ýundAry Inver 

Test jo. 110 111 1 12 

r icm) 8/. (°C) 8 (°c) ýl(°C) 

0.35 3I . 8, °1.07 73.8 

0.10 1.55 75.20 67.1 

0.15 71.29 73.91 63.3 

0.2 75 . G4 't1.46 59.5 

0.3 69.63 65.63 52.1 

0.4 64 . 25 61.92 l49. ß+ 

0.5 53.29 55.37 45.6 

0.6 52.97 52.83 - 
0.75 - - x+0.5 

U, 8 44.13 46.46 - 
1.0 3x,. 141+ l+U. 15 37.0 

1.14 32.60 35.59 - 
1.8 29.21 31.76 - 

2.0 - - 31.4 

2.5 27.27 28.70 - 
3.0 - - 25.3 

4. o - 26.25 26.9 
5.0 - - 25.9 

6. a 26.97 26.17 24.9 
7.0 - - 24. -- 

1000 26.9? 26.17 2 3.25 
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TA3LF G. 14 
........... 

Details of Ter: perature Profiles - Turbulent 
Tioundlt2"J Layer 

Test No. 120 121 122 123 124 

I ca 0 °C) 0 i°C) ©/ °C e °C) OL °C) 

0.05 79.65 , 83.64 79.26 54.94 78.75 
U. 10 73.97 8O' O3 714.71 52.87 73.75 
0.15 68.99 , 7W . '14+ 69.68 - 68.92 
0.2 63.73 69'. 91 65.20 48.46 64.67 
0.3 57.04 62.13 58.12 44.49 57.10 
0.4 52.60 56.90 52.95 14). 57 52.19 
0.5 50.01 53.20 1+9.03 39.85 4sß. 86 
o. 6 46.82 50.56 146.60 38.43 46.63 
0.8 42.65 47.10 43.20 36.52 43.49 
1.0 111.30 44.66 40.61 34.96 41.01 
1.4 38.41 41.96 37.62 33.76 38.37 
1.8 37.15 10.69 36.15 32.70 37,09 
2.2 - - - 32.011 - 
2.5 35.10 38.96 34.38 - 35.18 
2.6 -. - - 31.75 - 
3.0 - - - 31.35 - 4.0 32.1+3 36.23 31.91 30.43 - 5.0 - - - 30.03 31.98 
6.0 29.43 34.02 - 29.75 - 8.0 - - 28; 27 29.06 - 

10.0 27.19 31.17 - 28.47 29.17 
15.0 26.73 30.41 26.29 27.27 27.98 
20.0 26.73 30.25 - 27.01 27,52 
25.0 26.73 30.25 25.69 26.92 27,40 
30.0 26.73 30.25 25.89 26.92 27.40 

a 
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TABLE G. 5 

Details of Velocity Profiles - Turbulent 
Boundary Laver 

Test No. 200 201 

Z /(cm) U/( cr /s) U (cr/s) 

0.1 15.9 17.1 
0.2 27.1 28.7 
0.3 36.0 37.0 
0,4 41.0 41.8 
0.5 43.7 45.5 
0.6 44.3 47.3 
0.8 44.8 149.2 
1.0 45.6 48.4 
1.2 44.4 - 
1.4 43.5 47.8 
1.6 43.3 - 
1.8 42.2 146.0 
2.0. 42.0 - 
2.2 - 43.8 
2.5 38.0 
2.6 - 42.5 
3.0 36.6 140.5 
3.2 - 
3.5 35.8 
4.0 33.5 35.0 
5.0 29.0 32.9 
6. o 25.5 29.5 
3.0 19.0 23.5 

10.0 11.9 17.5 
15.0 4.1 7.5 
20.0 2.2 3.6 
25.0 0.7 .0 

202 

iT (crt/s 

19.5 
31.0 
38.5 
45.0 
50.8 
52.5 
54.0 
51+. 0 

52.5 

51.5 

49.0 

44.1 

G. 
37.5 

23.1 
11.9 
6.2 
1.8 
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r 
.. J . 

l1 
.1"1ý. J:: 

i: '1 

1ýr'n'. ', i r LLGC;,, 

begin integer nm, i, j, r, N£ 
real ZO, zz, Z1O, Z11, WP, XX, W1, CO, BO, ww', D0, Dj. AO, G(), A1£ 

N: =read£ for r: 1 ! step 1 until N do 
begin Zo: =read£ n: =read£ re: -read£ 
begin real array v, z, W, X, Y[n: nl, x[I: n), F[0: 21, g[0: 21 

procedure 

row (k, f)£ 
integrer k£real arra It 
begin f[1]: = 1£f[Y[k1£ f[3)2-f[2]e i£ f(41 =Xtk]£ 
and row£ 

procedure newton cube (XX. F. ww, Wt)£ 
real XX, ww, W1£ real array F£ 
be3in real xf. xl£ 

xr: =W1£ 
start: xl: = xo _(F[n]*xn+ F[1)/2. xnexx 2 +F[2]/3*xnex23 
(F[n]+ F[ S] *xr` + F[2] *xoe 2)¢ 

it abs (xl xn)<n, o'onnlsabs(x1) then goto out £ 
x(: =xi£ 

to etart£ 
out, ww: =x1£ 
and newton cuhe£ 

Procedure 1eq(m, n, row, x)£ integer m, n£ procedure rows real array x£ 

bin inte r i, j, k, p, q, r, e, t£ real a, h£ 
q: =n+1£ p: =(n*(n+3)):.,: £ 

b in remi errat c[1: p], f[l: q]£ for i: =1 step 1 until p do c[i]: =n£ 
for k: mal step 1 until in. do begin row(k. f)£ s: =(1£ for i: =1 stela 1 until n do 
for j: =i Atep 1 until Cl do begin s: =a+1£ c[s]: =c(s)+f[i]*f[j] end end£ r: =C)£ 

for i: =1 atop 1 until n do begin s: =r+1Q a: =c[+s]: =l/c[M]£ 
r: =s+l£ t: =r+n. i+1£ 

for- step I until n do begin b: =a*c[r]£p: 3r£ 
for k: =, j Rt! lp\ I until q do b in c[t]: =c[t]-b"c[p]£ p: =p+1£t: =t+1 end , ýtý 
r: =r+1 end ende for i: =n stets .. i uni? I do begin p: =i+1£ 
for j: =n step _1 until p do begin c[ra: =c[r].. x[j]+c[a] £ ende 
x(i]: -c[s]*c[r]£ r: =a. 1£ end and 

end 1sq£ 

a 
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Writ,, text 

end£ 
end 

end 

newline (6)£ 

(FF381YtFsIC4cal)£ 
for i :=1 Itep 1 until n do 
begin Y[i]: =read£ v[il: =read£ 

7-[il: = 416(P. O _vtil£ 
W[il: = t1P271ýx,. n'ztil _33.672 _ zr'), (3U. 2tc, -4sz(-)c 

end£ F((1: =2,4131P4tn _4C F[1]: =7. c; 3172Pr, _7£ K21-2-3-33714310 _in£ newl ine (3)£ 
for i: = 1 st' 1 until m do 
xlil: = F[o . W[il + F[1]"WCi]exp2/2 +F[21*W[i]exp3/3£ 

j: =n£ n: =3£ 
laq (m, n, roa, x)f 
Al: = x[2l£ 
XX: =x[i]£ W1: =W[i]£ 
newton cube (XX, F, ww, W1)£ 
Y[ol : =n£ W[nl : =ww£ 
for i: =n etep 1 until j de) begin 
print(Y(i), 2, ý)£ print(W(_il4)e newline(1) end£ 
write tcxt(4.43c). local, 4heatstransfersrate, A=l)£ 
print(A1, n, 4)£ write text(4W/crt$eq))£ 
newline (1)£ 
Wn : -ww£ ww : 'w_(*, v w[ j]) y0.3PIC 
CO: = F[()]+ F[1]+ß+ F(21*wwe j2£ 
HO: =read£ 
t; [nl :=1.715564in -4£t? f tl" =4. P951 

"ýfitý .; -£ ý[2] : =_ý, «45714to _i0£ zz: = g(n)+ g[il* 4 g[2]*ww!,. jp2£ 
Z11: -Wo- W[j]£ 
Rn: =read£ 
ww: n. ýOOO1'o1 i*ttr"/(i+ww/273.1c)£ 
C, o: tý, )Po. 665*vwexLl2*(Wo 

-IY[ j])*Rnexý3/((zzs 2)*(w[ j)+273,. 10)£ 
HO : =Rn*1/ (Z3 1 sC($) *A 1£ 
write text (42nsIrrr-). )£ print (r, n, n, c )£ 
write text (4ldurs1)£ print (HO, 0,5)£ 
newline (1)£ 

"pece (23)£ print (n, 4342945*ln(ahs(Go)), 2,4)£ 
space (11)L 1, rint C' . ", 342945*ln(abs(}; r)), 2,4)£ 
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